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2011 Core Values Award Nominees

Introduction
Each year the International Association of Public Participation (IAP2) seeks nominations for the
Core Values Award to recognize excellence and innovation in the field of public participation.
Winning projects demonstrate the use of innovative techniques, provide solutions to problems
that face the field of public participation, involve the public in new areas and show how public
participation has affected decisions. While “winners” are selected each year, all of the entries
present a wealth of information about the state of public participation worldwide and showcase
excellence in practice.
The IAP2 Research Committee determined that it was important to share these stories with our
membership in the form of a State of the Practice Report. This is the fifth edition of the report.
Previous editions of the State of the Practice reports are available at www.IAP2.org. The
descriptions submitted for these awards are a valuable tool for learning about others’
experiences. We can learn from their stories to inform our own practice. The projects presented
here are exemplars of good practice. They support IAP2’s core values, and exhibit creative
ways to engage the public. The public is engaged in a variety of methods and media, from town
hall meetings and twitter to design charrettes and shopping center kiosk sites. They range from
local to national levels and from 500 to over 15,000 participants. They cross topical areas such
as sustainable development, transportation, walkability, community visioning, strategic planning,
education and evaluating participation. They all result in benefits for the agencies, stakeholders,
communities and citizens.
The studies provide useful examples of creative techniques, management or governance
structures for participatory processes, methods to engage diverse groups or agencies, and
reflections on lessons learned. The Core Value submissions also can be used for promoting or
“making the case” for participatory approaches. Initially, the projects were judged against the
IAP2 core values award criteria. Each submission is peer-reviewed by members of the
Research Committee for inclusion into the State of the Practice Report.
The report is organized for easy access:
•
The first section is a summary of the Core Values applications in table form to
help identify which projects may be of interest to you. These summaries have
been prepared by the State of the Practice report authors.
•
The second section contains the full submissions as written by the person or
agency applying for the Core Values Award.
The International Association of Public Participation (IAP2) uses the Core Values Awards to
recognize excellence and innovation in public participation practice around the world. These
awards are made annually. Winning entries and finalists are selected by a panel of judges who
are experienced public participation practitioners in their own right. The seven Core Values are
used as the basis for the evaluation of the entries.
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Core Values Awards 2011
This year it was my pleasure once again to chair the IAP2 Core Values Awards. In my third year in this
role, I am delighted to see the awards continue to reach high standards and coming in from all quarters
of the globe. This year was the first year we were able to receive an application in a language other than
English and I would particularly like to thank the Association International pour la participation publique
(AIP2), France for their support in this effort which attracted one submission in French. This year's
International Core Values Awards received 22 entries in three award categories: Project of the Year,
Organisation of the Year, and Research. Entries came from Australia, USA, Canada, South Africa, and
France.

One of the key features of the 2011 International Core Values Awards was the introduction of an
international Research Award. Advances in the practice of public participation don’t happen by accident.
The combination of interesting problems, good questions and a spirit of inquiry are the foundations that
help us build new theories and give shape to new ideas; they are the elements that help advance our
knowledge and understanding. Research is critically important to IAP2 and its members if we are to
understand and overcome challenges in everyday public participation and build upon P2 theory and
practice, and the Research Award was created to acknowledge important contributions to the body of
public participation knowledge.
It is notable that we received no entries in the Innovation Award category this year, on the topic of
evaluation frameworks in public participation. Evaluation is always a difficult subject, particularly for
practitioners who may struggle against stringent time lines and often with tight resources. I believe that
the lack of entries in this international‐scope award category says something very important to us in
IAP2 about the state of evaluation practice within the public participation field. I would like to challenge
all IAP2 members and public participation specialists everywhere to undertake a serious examination of
and dialogue about evaluation practices in our professional field.
Thank you to our international judging panel
Beatrice Briggs, Mexico
Lyn Carson, Australia
Lucy Cole‐Edelstein, Australia
Guido Enthoven, Netherlands
Romain Lacuisse, France
Matt Leighninger, Canada
Tim Steffensmeier, USA
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Thank you to the all applicants. We make ourselves just a little bit better every time we rise to the
challenge of competition. For this year it is important to note that the judges were impressed with
variety and quality of the award entries, so each entrant can take pride in knowing that their work was
highly regarded. A special mention of sincere thanks to the team behind the scenes as well in particular
the stalwart publication volunteer Pat Crawford from USA and team at IAP2 HQ especially, Ellen Ernst. It
is also notable that IAP2 has included research as a key component of our 2011‐2015 Strategic Plan goal
#1: Leadership
Geoff Wilson
President, IAP2
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International Judging Members Panel
Judges
Each year an international judging panel is formed to assess the applications and this year the Judging
Panel will be led by 2008 Project of the Year winner Geoff Wilson from Capital Health, Halifax, Nova
Scotia, Canada. He will be joined by a panel from academia, media and practitioners in the field. This
year’s panel includes:

Bea Briggs is the founding director of the International Institute for
Facilitation and Change (IIFAC). A past president of IAP2, she has
worked with groups ‐ from Canada to Sri Lanka and from Poland to
Patagonia ‐ developing their skills in group facilitation, conflict
management and participatory processes. In addition, Beatrice has
provided consulting and meeting facilitation services to change‐
oriented groups around the world, including United Nations agencies,
World Wildlife Fund, Inter‐American Development Bank, and the
International Center for Development Research. Beatrice is the author
of the manual Introduction to Consensus, as well as many articles on
participatory processes. Beatrice is a native of the United States who
has lived in Mexico since 1998.

Professor Lyn Carson is a Professorial Fellow with the Centre for
Citizenship and Public Policy at UWS. Prior to her arrival, "Carson" was
Academic Program Director in the United States Studies Centre at The
University of Sydney. For over a decade she taught in the Department
of Government and International Relations at the University of Sydney
on topics relating to public administration, citizen engagement and
deliberative democracy. Carson is on the editorial board of the Journal
of Public Deliberation.
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Lucy Cole-Edelstein is a highly experienced facilitator and stakeholder
engagement practitioner, with nearly 20 years experience in the
government, non-government and private sectors. Lucy has designed,
implemented and evaluated engagement programs in a wide range of
applications including environmental assessments, infrastructure
planning and construction, and policy and planning environments, and
has developed social plans and social marketing strategies. Lucy was
one of the founding members of IAP2 Australasia and has been active
on the committee and involved in organising events, conferences
etc. She regularly presents to graduate students at the Universities of
Sydney and Technology.

Dr. Guido Enthoven is founder of the Dutch National Ideas Line and the
Institute for Social Innovation (IMI). He has studied economy at HEAO
The Hague, graduated in Law at the University of Leiden in the
Netherlands and finished a PhD on the information relation between
government and parliament. Enthoven is managing director of IMI
where he advises and supervises various interactive policymaking
projects and social innovative projects. He advised many local
governments and ministries on participation, dialogues and innovation.
Enthoven conducts introductions and lectures on various topics for
departments and at international conferences. He is author of about 60
articles on interactive policy-making, democratic renewal, process
management and the role of information in politics in several journals
and newspapers.
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Romain Lacuisse is a consultant for public participation in France. After
having worked as a local press correspondent in sensitive districts of
Marseilles, he became a civil servant in charge of participatory
democracy for the municipalities of Vendôme and Clamart. He works
now freelance, either with local authorities or with commissions of
public debate about great infrastructure projects. In 2010-2011, he's
been following the public debate about the "Grand Paris" project, on
behalf of the french railways owner, Réseau Ferré de France.

Matt Leighninger is the Executive Director of the Deliberative
Democracy Consortium (DDC), an alliance of the major
organizations and leading scholars working in the field of
deliberation and public engagement. The DDC represents more
than 50 foundations, nonprofit organizations, and universities,
collaborating to support research activities and advance democratic
practice, in North America and around the world. Over the last
seventeen years, Matt has worked with public engagement efforts
in over 100 communities, in 40 states and four Canadian provinces.
Matt is a Senior Associate for Everyday Democracy, and serves on
the boards of e-democracy.org, the National School Public
Relations Association, and The Democracy Imperative.
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Tim Steffensmeier is an assistant professor of Communication Studies
at Kansas State University. Dr. Steffensmeier currently works with
Public Square Communities, LLC and the Kansas Leadership Center (KLC)
on civic leadership and community building projects. Tim teaches
classes in Communication and Democracy, Leadership Communication,
Classical Rhetoric, and Argumentation Theory. Dr. Steffensmeier
focuses much of his facilitation and research on deliberation and
community development.

Geoff Wilson, 2011 President of the IAP2 International Federation and
convenor of the 2011 Core Values Awards, is the Director of Citizen
Engagement for Capital Health in Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada. He has
nearly two decades of public sector communications expertise,
including experience managing public issues in political environments,
government and media relations, issues management and risk
communications. He began his career at the House of Commons in
Ottawa as a Legislative and Research assistant, and has spent most of
his work life as a communication advisor in the government and not‐
for‐profit sectors. Geoff holds a Bachelor of Arts degree and a Master
of Public Administration degree from Dalhousie University in Halifax,
and has studied public relations at Algonquin College of Applied Arts in
Ottawa.
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Core Values Awards Program Criteria
Project of the Year Award
The Project of the Year award recognizes excellence in the tools, techniques and efforts in public
participation within a finite framework.
The Problem and Challenge
Describe the problem and challenge faced.
The Role of Public Participation
Briefly describe the role of public participation in addressing the problem or challenge.
Public Participation Methods
Describe the methods used to implement public participation.
Uniqueness of the Project
Describe what makes this project special. Some questions to consider in this section include:
 In what way(s) did public participation improve the decision?
 How did public participation contribute to the resolution of the problem?
 Describe the innovative participation techniques that were used.
 Was the project able to solve a problem that faces the field of public participation?
 How did the project spread the practice of public participation into a new area?
Project Results
Describe the project's effectiveness in achieving results. Provide a brief summary of the project
evaluation.
Organizing Group
Alignment with Core Values
Describe how the IAP2 core values are reflected in the project outcomes. Specifically:
 How did the project ensure that those most affected by the decision or problem were involved?
 How was the outcome of the project influenced by the public’s contributions?
 How did the project promote sustainable decisions and ensure that the needs and interests of
all participants were communicated?
 How did the project seek out and facilitate the involvement of those most affected?
 How did the project seek input from participants on how they wished to participate?
 How did the information provided to participants support or contribute to meaningful
participation?
 How did the communication of the project results ensure that participants knew how their input
affected the decision or addressed the problem?
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Organization of the Year Award
The Organization of the Year award recognizes the application of the core values in all aspects of an
organization and how they are embedded into decision-making that features public participation.
Public Participation Challenges and Opportunities
Describe the mission of the organization and its challenges with regard to internal and external
stakeholders or public entities.
Rationale for Public Participation
Discuss the rationale or impetus that led the organization to embrace the principles and values of public
participation.
Impact of Core Values on the Organization
Discuss how the Core Values are influencing both operations and organizational culture. Provide
examples of specific ways that public participation has impacted decisions, leveraged or created
opportunities for your organization.
Provide evidence of how the Core Values are helping to shape organizational culture. Evidence of a
culture of public participation within an organization may include (but are not limited to):
 evidence that public participation is an organizational strategy, a component of organizational
mission/mandate, or a key business element or deliverable for the organization
 the existence of a public participation policy, and the breadth of scope of the policy’s influence
on the operations or work of the organization
 evidence of public participation knowledge and/or practice competency of employees, and the
existence of internal training programs for staff, volunteers, etc.
 existence of internal frameworks for carrying out public participation work that reflect or are
based in IAP2’s Core Values
 evidence that the public participation activities of the organization are evaluated as part of
overall business strategy
Evaluation against Core Values
Provide evidence to demonstrate how the Core Values influence the organization and its public
participation approach and practice.
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Research Award
New award category for 2011: Research Award - Research is critically important to IAP2 and its
members if we are to understand and overcome challenges in everyday public participation and build
upon P2 theory and practice.The Research Award acknowldges important contributions to the body of
public participation knowledge.
Research Award – New for 2011
Innovation doesn’t happen by accident. The combination of interesting problems, good questions and a
spirit of inquiry are the foundations that help us build new theories and give shape to new ideas, they
are the elements that help advance our knowledge and understanding.
Research is critically important to IAP2 and its members if we are to understand and overcome
challenges in everyday public participation and build upon P2 theory and practice.
The Research Award acknowledges important contributions to the body of public participation
knowledge.
The Problem and Challenge
Briefly describe the overall research question or problem, and its alignment with public participation.
Methodology & Theoretical Frameworks
Briefly describe the research methods used and how you approached your research question or
problem. Note also any theoretical frameworks which underpinned your research.
Research Results
Describe the outcomes of the research, in particular your findings. What did you discover? How solid are
your findings? What evidence do you have to support your claims?
Contribution to the Body of Knowledge
What is your contribution to the body of knowledge in the field of public participation.
Alignment with Core Values
Describe how the IAP2 core values are reflected in your methodology and/or your findings.
This might include some or all of the following:
 Those who are affected by the decision were involved in the decision-making process.
 The public's contribution influenced the decision.
 The decision was sustainable, and recognized and communicated the needs and interests of all
participants, including decision makers.
 The involvement of those potentially affected by or interested in the decision was sought out
and facilitated.
 Participants provided input into designing how they participated in the decision.
 Information provided to participants supported meaningful participation.
 Participants were informed about how their input affected the decision.
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IAP2 Core Values

1. Public participation is based on the belief that those who are
affected by a decision have a right to be involved in the decisionmaking process.
2. Public participation includes the promise that the public's
contribution will influence the decision.

3. Public participation promotes sustainable decisions by recognizing
and communicating the needs and interests of all participants,
including decision makers.
4. Public participation seeks out and facilitates the involvement of
those potentially affected by or interested in a decision.

5. Public participation seeks input from participants in designing how
they participate.
6. Public participation provides participants with the information they
need to participate in a meaningful way.

7. Public participation communicates to participants how their input
affected the decision.

IAP2 State of the Practice Report
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2011 Core Values Winners Circle
2011 Organization Winner
Johannesburg Development Agency: Public Participation – The Key to
Sustainable Development Interventions
South Africa

2011 Project Winner
Community Engagement Shaping South Australia’s Strategic Plan
Australia

2011 Research Award
Evaluation Report to the Oregon State Legislature on the 2010 Oregon
Citizens' Initiative Review
United States of America

2011 Runner Up Recognition
Heart & Soul Community Planning - Golden Vision 2030: Our Town, Our
Future
United States of America

Partnership for Inclusive, Cost-Effective Public Participation
United States of America

IAP2 State of the Practice Report
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Nomination Summaries
2011 Organization Winner
Johannesburg Development Agency: Public Participation – The Key to Sustainable Development
Interventions
This was a very strong entry. The case study examples were particularly effective in illustrating the public
participation approaches used by the Johannesburg Development Association. Good description of the larger forces
in play. It would be interesting to know how the JDA efforts relate to the ward committees and citizen structures, or
how the lessons learned by JDA could be applied to them. They seem to have worked hard to engage people from
the affected areas – but without more demographic data, difficult to tell how effective they were.
Title:

Organizing Group:
Location:
Key Questions/Problems:

Sample Methods:

Results:

Impact Level:
Time Frame:
People Engaged:

Web link:

IAP2 State of the Practice Report

Johannesburg Development Agency: Public
Participation – the key to Sustainable Development
Interventions
 2011 Organization of the Year Winner
Johannesburg Development Agency
City of Johannesburg Metropolitan Area, South Africa,
population 7.5 million
How can the JDA ensure the effective engagement of
impacted communities and stakeholders in area based
development interventions to ensure sustainable
projects?
In-depth interview surveys, social mapping, focus
groups, citizen advisory forums, invited group meetings,
public meetings, public open houses, road show events,
summits, workshops, and quantitative questionnaire
surveys.
The development of public participation guidelines that
can be applied to all JDA development projects.
The successful implementation of more than 50 JDA
development projects with strong community buy-in
and input into the planning and implementation
processes.
Support by the internal JDA development managers of
the need for public participation as an essential
component in achieving sustainable projects.
The creation of 30,719 Full Time Equivalent (FTE) jobs
for local community members over the past five years
on JDA projects (One FTE = 230 person days of work).
Several hundred communities in and around the area
based development interventions implemented by the
JDA.
Ongoing since the inception of the organization in 2001
Communities and key stakeholders in area based
development interventions. More than 150, 000 people
have participated in the public participation processes
that have been part of JDA development projects over
the past 10 years
http://www.jda.org.za
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2011 Project Winner
Community Engagement Shaping South Australia’s Strategic Plan
Australia
This is an exceptional piece of work in the area of government strategic planning. The overall results and
outcomes clearly demonstrate that this government believes in public participation. In particular, this
project demonstrated excellent use of social media, and careful attention to diversity and underserved/hard-to-reach populations, especially children. Involving people with the design process, fun,
thorough, a benchmark project. This big, bold project was extremely well designed and well executed.
Commitment to evaluation is especially strong.
Title:

Organizing Group:
Location:
Key Questions/Problems:

Sample Methods:

Results:

Impact Level:
Time Frame:
People Engaged:
Web link:

IAP2 State of the Practice Report

Community engagement shaping South Australia’s
future
 2011 Project of the Year WInner
Community Engagement Board, through the Department
of the Premier and Cabinet, South Australia
South Australia, population 1.6 million
Developing a vision for the future of South Australia, to
2020 and beyond. This community engagement strategy
was used to inform the update of South Australia’s
Strategic Plan, ensuring that it remains relevant to the
changing needs and priorities of South Australia.
Location-based community meetings; stakeholder
forums; population-specific meetings; targeted outreach
strategy (to reach hard-to-reach groups such as refugees,
youth, Aboriginal Australians and teenage mums); digital
engagement strategy (including live blogging and social
media); reply paid postcards distributed across the state
and specifically through youth groups and to aged care
homes, children engagement strategy (for under 12‟s)
and formal submissions.
As part of a second round of engagement we also
surveyed a statistically representative sample of South
Australia’s population online.
This broad engagement strategy enabled us to
understand what South Australians want for themselves
and their communities extending into the future (2020
and beyond). A series of vision and goals were
formulated from community meetings which outlined an
aspirational roadmap for the future of the state. Visions
were backed up by goals, which in turn are supported by
targets in the updated Strategic Plan. Testing of all
findings through a further online survey to ensure our
interpretation of what communities told us was correct.
State wide (19% regional, 40% metropolitan Adelaide,
41% online).
July 2010 – August 2011
9,200 South Australians
www.saplan.org.au
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2011 Research Winner
Evaluation Report to the Oregon State Legislature on the 2010 Oregon Citizens' Initiative Review
United States of America
An eloquent discussion of the broader context for participation in state-level decision-making. Clearly
describes the problem and context although value of P2 not fully explained, detailed description of
rigorous methods, exceptional & influential, outstanding overall. The range of different research
methods, and how they complemented one another, was very impressive.
Title:

Organizing Group:
Location:
Key Questions/Problems:

Sample Methods:
Results:

Impact Level:
Time Frame:
People Engaged:
Web link:

IAP2 State of the Practice Report

Evaluation Report to the Oregon State Legislature on
the 2010 Oregon Citizens’ Initiative Review (CIR)
 2011 Research Award Winner
Healthy Democracy Oregon organized the CIR; we
organized the research at the University of
Washington
CIR panels held in Salem, Oregon, USA; state
population 3,831,074
Our research evaluated the deliberative quality and
utility for voters of a pilot deliberative innovation to
the state initiative process for the state legislature to
use when deciding to permanently implement
Observation, participant surveys, transcript analysis,
state-wide surveys
The process was highly deliberative, with high levels of
participant satisfaction and evidence of participant
learning, opinion change, and feelings of respect. The
statement produced for the voters’ guide was drawn
from the discussions and factually accurate. By the
election, about 40% of the electorate was aware of the
process. Survey and experimental data show that the
citizens’ statement did influence vote choice for those
who read it, although recommendations did not
ultimately sway the election. The evaluation was used
by the legislature, who decided to permanently
implement the CIR into the state initiative process.
State of Oregon
Five days per initiative
48 panelists (24 per CIR panel), randomly sampled
from Oregon electorate
http://www.healthydemocracyoregon.org/sites/defaul
t/files/Oregon Legislative Report on CIR v.3-1.pdf
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2011 Runner Up
Heart & Soul Community Planning - Golden Vision 2030: Our Town, Our Future
United States of America
Title:
Organizing Group:
Location:
Key Questions/Problems:

Sample Methods:

Results:

Impact Level:
Time Frame:
People Engaged:
Web link:
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Golden Vision 2030 Our Town, Our Future
 2011 Organization of the Year Runner Up
City of Golden
Golden, Colorado population ~19,000
Golden’s population grew more than 30 percent
between 1990 and 2000, presenting challenges of
walkability, community engagement and housing
affordability. With further growth projected for the
future, Golden wanted to proactively involve the
entire community in discussing solutions to shortand long-term challenges.
Conducted at neighborhood block parties, chili
socials, community events and summits, and
neighborhood discussions.
Methods: Storytelling, story listening, community
distilled values, keypad polling, community
conversations, online discussion forums (e.g.
community almanac, twitter, facebook, and ineighbors), hand-drawn neighborhood boundary
surveys, paper surveys, dot polling, word clouds, and
digital storytelling by the youth.
The values identified by the Heart and Soul
Community Planning process will serve as the starting
point and philosophical guide for policy and
regulatory changes as well as community action.
With sincere dedication toward engaging the entire
city Planning process has resulted in new and reestablished relationships across perceived divides, 8
distinct i-neighbors neighborhoods (the source of
grass-roots collective impact), updated
Comprehensive Plan, community sharing network
online, Neighborhood Grant Program, values-based
qualitative development review applications, valuesbased Park and Recreation plans, budget
recommendations around town values and future
values-based code changes and subcommittees of
residents that want to volunteer or be part of the
collective action in the community.
City-wide, including existing residents and anticipated
newcomers
30 months
12%+ (~2,300) people personally engaged
http://ci.golden.co.us/SectionIndex.asp?SectionID=75
and http://www.orton.org/projects/golden
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2011 Runner Up
Partnership for Inclusive, Cost‐Effective Public Participation
United States of America
Title:
Organizing Group:

Location:
Key Questions/Problems:

Sample Methods:

Results:

Impact Level:

Time Frame:
People Engaged:
Web link:
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Partnership for Inclusive, Cost‐Effective Public Participation
 2011 Project of the Year Runner Up
Manchester Community College,
Capitol Region Council of Governments, and the Federal
Transit Administration’s Public Transportation Participation
Pilot Program
Connecticut, USA
Are community college (CC) students able to collaborate
with youth, minority, and people with low incomes on their
own terms for the purposes of transportation planning?
People in the “hard‐to‐reach” populations are the most
crucial for transportation planners to collaborate with, since
they tend to be transit‐dependent.
Partnership of CC courses to facilitate public collaboration
with low‐income, minority and youth participants and
planners; culturally sensitive approaches‐‐low‐key
discussions held within participants’ own organizations’
activities; social media; written questionnaires; large‐scale
community forums; meals; student‐community group
presentations.
 Created a model of public participation for other
CCs to adapt
 Permanent partnerships forged for traditionally
under‐heard groups’ voices to help shape the
region’s plans
 95 facilitators abided by the IAP2’s Core Values and
Code of Ethics
 29 “hard‐to‐reach” groups participated
 Planners modified their public participation
strategies
 Replication has begun with collaborations at
different CCs
 Public participation is more inclusive
 Groups’ interest and involvement with planning
increased while costs were reduced
Immediate level: Regional (geographic) and Collaborative
(IAP2 Spectrum), with some at Empowerment level (IAP2).
On track for longer‐term, national geographic level as more
community‐based colleges adopt and adapt this model for
local needs.
About 18 months, ongoing
500+
http://www.mcc.commnet.edu/events.php?month=11&yea
r=2010
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2011 Nominees
Title:
Organizing Group:
Location:
Key Questions/Problems:

Sample Methods:
Results:

BBS Communications Group – Community
Engagement Survey
BBS
Queensland, Australia
BBS has conducted an annual / biennial community
engagement survey with Queensland community
groups for the past six years to understand how public
participation can be improved across the state.
In Australia, there is no known short or long-term
study that gauges community groups‟ perceptions of
public participation. The survey was originally
designed, and has been maintained, to fill that gap in
the industry.
Phone and email surveys with community groups
involved in public participation.
Across the years, the survey has shown an
improvement in the quality of public participation
practised across Queensland. However, it has shown
that the practice of several Core Values still needs to
be improved.
BBS shares its findings free of charge with
practitioners, government agencies, community
groups and universities with the aim of improving the
quality of public participation in Queensland.
In particular, the key findings from our 2011 survey
show:
Public participation practitioners are still not „closing
the loop‟ on how community input / feedback has
been used in decision making
There is often poor transparency about what‟s nonnegotiable
Outrage is most likely to occur when groups believe
the engagement program is being conducted for a
poor or substandard intention
Despite governments encouraging communities to
provide feedback online, community groups prefer
traditional printed forms
Providing the right information is considered the most
important factor for success, and was more important
than the choice of people, time and techniques.

IAP2 State of the Practice Report
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Impact Level:
Time Frame:
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Community groups prefer to engage via traditional,
simple techniques such as face‐to‐face briefings, public
meetings and telephone hotlines for engagement.
Acceptance of online engagement channels is growing,
but not for all age groups and not as a means for
providing feedback
Queensland‐wide
Since 2005, the survey has been conducted every one
to two years. The project takes two to three months to
complete.
250 community groups
N/A

Beaverton Community Vision
City of Beaverton and Visioning Advisory Committee
City of Beaverton, Oregon
The key question: how to bring a city together to not
only create, but implement a shared community vision
amidst political turmoil, waning public confidence in
government, and diminishing resource capacity. The
problem: the city is one of Oregon’s most culturally‐
diverse and had no formal public involvement policy
structure or experience.
Citizen‐led Steering Committee, Technical Review
Teams, Speakers Bureau Presentations, Translated
Materials, Display Boards, Surveys, Web Site, Graphic
Facilitation, Newsletter, Press Releases, E‐Blasts,
Videos, Facebook, Open Houses, and Collateral
Materials, Community Partner Forums.
Beaverton Community Vision transformed how
citizens engage with City Hall and expanded
opportunities for people to interact with one another.
Over 5,000 citizens in six languages shared their
aspirations for the future. Today, 100+ community
priorities comprise the plan which 60 community
organizations are helping to implement. Results led to
an urban renewal plan, a newly formed downtown
association, creation of a sustainability program, an
international festival, and more.
1st Tier Suburb with 90,000 population
2 years
Vision outreach: 5,000 direct participants and an
additional 1,800 action prioritization survey
respondents. Vision implementation: 60+ community
partner organizations representing the private and
public sectors, non‐profit organizations and a variety
of community interest groups.
http://www.beavertonoregon.gov/index.aspx?nid=218
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City of Flagstaff’s New Zoning Code: A Public
Engagement Success
Community Development Division
City of Flagstaff, Arizona, USA
The City of Flagstaff (est. 65,000 people) in
northern Arizona
How to overcome the bitterness and lack of trust
of City staff resulting from the update of the 1991
zoning code so that a new Zoning Code could be
adopted reflective of and supported by community
values, interests and ideas.
A multi-layered approach was employed to ensure
that residents were informed, consulted and
involved including: stakeholder interviews; project
branding; creation of diverse citizen Focus Groups;
an interactive mapping exercise to assess
resident’s perception of Flagstaff; a successful 5day visioning and coding charrette; Educational
Forums and Zoning Code University classes;
tracking of all comments in a publicly accessible
spreadsheet; advertisements in the local
newspaper; participation in radio interviews and
call-in shows; posters displayed in City facilities
and coffee shops; use of free on-line community
bulletin boards; placement of a community
announcement in local movie theatres; webpage
as a primary tool to disseminate information; ENewsletters; frequent attendance at numerous
stakeholder and other community meetings as
well as many City Board, Commission and Council
public meetings.
The new Zoning Code is better calibrated to
Flagstaff’s character as the public participation
approach allowed for the early review and
inclusion of residents’ and stakeholders’ ideas.
Flagstaff residents now report they feel
acknowledged and listened to, and even though
there may remain disagreement on some details,
there is public respect for the public participation
process.
City-wide
Approximately 2½ years
All residents of the City of Flagstaff had
opportunity to be informed, consulted and
involved.
www.flagstaff.az.gov\zoningupdate
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Common Roots: Halifax Urban Farm Project
Cities & Environment Unit and Partners for Care
Halifax Regional Municipality, Nova Scotia, Canada
(population of 400,000)
How can public input develop a design for a
derelict urban site in need of an interim use?
Six iterative public engagement sessions involving
information sharing, knowledge transfer and
collaborative design.
1. Garnered broad awareness, understanding and
support for an urban farm project on the site.
2. Developed Guiding Principles for development
of the land.
3. Developed site programming ideas.
4. Developed farm operations recommendations.
5. Designed the urban farm.
6. Built a network of community partnerships and
volunteers.
7. Prepared a report and strategy for operating
and sustaining the urban farm.
City-wide
November 2010 – April 2011 (Phases I and II)
Local residents, non-profit organizations, local,
provincial and federal government officials, youth,
local school staff, institutional representatives,
local urban agricultural
specialists, gardeners, landscapers, healthcare
workers, university students, Mi’kmaw Elders, etc.
http://www.cdha.nshealth.ca/involvingpatientscitizens/community-projectsinitiatives/common-rootsurban-farm

Community Design Initiative: Moving Michigan
Forward One Community at a Time
Landscape Architecture Program, Michigan State
University
State of Michigan, USA
Visioning processes are one way for communities,
neighborhoods, towns and cities to explore how they
would like their community to be in the future and
enhance their economic sustainability. However,
professional visioning and community design services
are often financially out of reach for small
communities or neighborhoods within larger cities.
The Community Design Initiative (CDI) grew from this
gap to facilitate the creation of place and foster
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Key Questions/Problems Cont.:
Sample Methods:

Results:

economic development across Michigan.
Community visioning process with 3 meetings: 1)
identification of core values, 2) visual preference
dialog, and 3) design alternatives
The CDI is an instigative process; empowering citizens
in a community to bond with each other, identify their
values and goals, enhance consensus decision making,
bridge to external resources and take charge of their
future.
Community Development & Economic Enhancement ‐
Community investments instigated from the CDI
process ranged from $27,000 to over $23 million for a
single community, with a reported median of $1.3
million. In 2010, communities reported over 54 million
dollars in community investments instigated by the CDI
process.
Student Engagement ‐ bringing the „youthful spirit‟ of
students together with citizens and trains young
professionals in the value of public participation as a
way to build the future.

Impact Level:
Time Frame:
People Engaged:

Web link:

IAP2 State of the Practice Report

Research about Public Participation ‐ what is effective
participation, how understanding social capital can
enhance community development and participatory
design, and documenting the activities instigated from
participation and development / economic impacts on
the community. Research stemming from the CDI has
been presented at professional conferences and
meetings in the United States, Canada, Australia, New
Zealand, Germany, Scotland and Portugal.
State (geographic impact); Empower level (IAP2
spectrum)
10 years
85 Communities; 39 Counties; 14,500 plus Citizens;
250 plus Landscape Architecture and Urban Planning
Students
N/A
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Connecting With Your Community: How People
Want to Engage In and With Projects
EnviroIssues
Pacific Northwest, United States
As a public participation firm, we need to test our
own assumptions, check our practices and better
understand the communities in which we live and
work. We developed a survey document to
determine the state of public participation in the
Pacific Northwest, including how people are
involved, what their key concerns are, how
satisfied they are with their experiences, what
they believe the role of public participation is in
decision-making, and what the future of public
participation looks like.
Survey, analysis and application to our work.
Statistically-valid phone survey of 1,000 residents
in Washington, Oregon and Idaho during the
spring of 2010, report of findings.
Pacific Northwest of the United States.
Approximately six months.
1,000 people surveyed; applicability for millions in
the Seattle, Portland and Boise Metro regions.
http://www.enviroissues.com/20year.aspx

Ebenezer Regional Industrial Area Planning
Framework
Department of Employment, Economic
Development and Innovation
Ipswich City Council
BBS
Australia, South East Queensland, 5,800 hectare
site to the west of Ipswich
To develop a 50 year masterplan for what will be
one of Australia’s largest industrial areas on a site
with challenging environmental, commercial and
community constraints
Two-day Enquiry by Design (charette), open
houses, initial government stakeholder workshops,
stakeholder briefings, printed material, website
The Ebenezer Regional Industrial Area (ERIA) Draft
Planning Framework is an important planning
process for South-East Queensland’s future
industrial land requirements and employment
growth.
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Results Cont.:

The community engagement strategy achieved
best practice planning outcomes and engendered
strong stakeholder ownership of the project.
There were no statutory requirements to consult
with the community at this stage of the planning
process, however it was recognised to be a crucial
element in the process in order to respond to
market timings and achieve better planning
outcomes.
Community consultation was used throughout the
process to identify opportunities and constraints
which fed directly into the development of the
draft planning framework options.
The key result is the development of a draft
planning framework that will be shortly released
for formal public comment that appropriately
incorporates stakeholder input to date, and has
already developed strong community ownership.

Impact Level:
Time Frame:
People Engaged:
Web link:

IAP2 State of the Practice Report

A range of formal and informal evaluation
techniques were used throughout the process to
gauge aspects including stakeholder satisfaction,
quality of information presented, appropriate level
of involvement in decision making etc.
Regional level (South East Queensland)
About 6 months
Direct engagement with approximately 5,000
residents
http://www.dlgp.qld.gov.au/ebenezer‐regional‐
industrial‐area/
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Engaging Stakeholders in a K-12 Funding Crisis
St. Vrain Valley School District
Longmont, Colorado USA
How to Achieve Broad-Based Participation in
Identifying Public School Cuts
An Interactive Community Forum with Live and
Virtual Participation
A Strategy for Severe Budget Cuts with Broad-Based
Input and Buy-in
Public school district serving eight communities
200 - 250 forum attendees, 249 online survey
respondents, dozens of bloggers, unknown number
of television viewers
http://www.stvrain.k12.co.us/news/2010012801.php

Future of Waste
Lake Macquarie City Council
Lake Macquarie NSW Australia, population 199,277
Develop a safe, cost-effective, convenient,
environmentally sustainable, and technologically
acceptable residential waste management solution for
the Lake Macquarie community.
Surveys, online engagement forum, workshops,
information sessions, shopping centre stalls, public
debate, website, television, radio, press and online
advertising.
Face-to-face and online awareness and engagement
techniques were preceded and followed up with
statistically valid data collection.
 69% of respondents „voted‟ for a three-bin
system
 68% of residents have no concerns with a threebin system
 61% of people aware of local waste issues
 10% increase in awareness of personal
responsibility for waste reduction from start to
end of campaign
 94% of community workshop and session
participants agreed or strongly agreed that they
have a better understanding of the challenges
facing Council
Ninth largest local government area in Australia
About 12 months
About 2,000 residents, and 200 staff
Lake Macquarie City Council Waste Strategy Project
www.ARRR.com.au
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Imagine Austin Comprehensive Plan
City of Austin, Texas
Throughout Austin, Texas, USA, population
approximately 800,000
How does the City of Austin ensure that its entire
population can meaningfully contribute to its
decision‐making processes?
SpeakUpAustin.org forums; text messaging and
voicemail polling and input; portable “meetings‐in‐
a‐box” and “Speak Up” booths; live chat
participation; youth and adult leadership
academies; weekly community engagement
segment on local radio and local television; Boards
and Commissions meetings; City Manager
neighborhood walks
Austinites from all parts of the city have
meaningfully engaged in dialogue with the City
over how to improve the community, both in the
short‐ and long‐term. Whether through in‐person
meetings called by the City or meetings convened
by community volunteers, whether live online or
asynchronously through forum pages, whether for
5 minutes or over several months, thousands of
Austinites have contributed to decision‐making
processes, ensuring public policy reflects the
public’s interests. Austin also employs one of the
few full‐time P2 professionals working for a U.S.
city.
Metropolitan city
All year round
>25,000
http://speakupaustin.org
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LOIS: Lake Oswego Interceptor Sewer
City of Lake Oswego
Lake Oswego, OR, U.S.A
Major public works project to replace the City’s
wastewater interceptor. Outreach to residents,
City staff, students, business owners, and realtors.
Messaging consisted of two main campaigns:
explanation of the project’s necessity and impacts
to the community. Neighbor input solicited for
Good Neighbor Guidelines, which laid the ground
rules for communication during the project, and
construction impacts.
Meetings: neighborhoods, businesses, schools,
and City staff
Experiential: boat tours, youth bumper sticker
contest
Electronic/Social media: website, electronic
newsletters, video, community television
Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, surveys.
Print: postcards, brochures, displays, press
releases.
City officials site public outreach as a major factor
in the project’s success; LOIS was completed on
time and under budget with overall community
acceptance. LOIS outreach efforts provided a
seamless, continuous communication approach
using a combination of person-to-person,
electronic, print, and experiential opportunities to
convey the need, facts, and impacts of the project
as well as developing enduring relationships with
stakeholders. Survey results show outreach efforts
were successful.
Citywide
Approximately 3 years
36,000+ citizens, business owners, staff
http://www.loisnews.com
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Key Questions/Problems:

Sample Methods:
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MAKING THE BEST POSSIBLE USE OF AVAILABLE
RESOURCES SO THAT
ALL STUDENTS HAVE ACCESS TO VIBRANT
SCHOOLS AND QUALITY
PROGRAMS
• Round 1: Greater Hardisty Area & City
Centre Education Partnership
(11 Schools: Pilot Project)
• Round 2:Central, South Central and West 1
Sectors (63 Schools)
Edmonton Public School Board (EPSB)
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada, Population of over
800,000 (Approximately 195 schools and 80,000
Students registered to EPSB)
Some areas of Edmonton are growing rapidly,
while enrolment in schools in mature areas is
declining. Provincial funding for education is
provided per student, and this presents a
challenge when enrolment is declining. Provincial
funding for maintenance is tied to the number of
students a district has, rather than the amount of
space it maintains. In the event of school closure,
school buildings can sometimes continue to
benefit the community by offering a space for
community use. There are a wide variety of views
about class and school size and quality education.
Key Question: How do we make the best possible
use of available resources so that all students
have access to vibrant schools and quality
programs?
Interviews, Conflict/Issues Assessment, Surveys,
Social media, Online discussion forums, Enewsletters, “backpack” letters, Public
Engagement 101 Workshops, IAP2 Training, Link to
Decision-making Report, Community, Staff and
Partner Forums [Open Space Technology],
Deliberative Workbooks, Community and staff
conversation hosting workshops, YOUth Talk
Sessions, Public Engagement Advisory Committee,
Community and Staff Workshops [modified
Charrettes]
Round 1: A comprehensive public participation
model was piloted involving 11 schools in 2 mature
areas of the city. At the time, enrolment at the 11
schools was 2,222 students with 4,162 surplus
spaces in those facilities. An emphasis was placed
on the public understanding of the complex issues
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Results Cont.:

Impact Level:

Time Frame:
People Engaged:
Web link:
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Organizing Group:
Location:
Key Questions/Problems:
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related to realities of funding, education and
facilities related to low student enrolment while
respecting the needs of the community. The
outcome resulted in the recommendation for the
closure of 5 schools and 1 elementary program
with the students consolidated at 6 sites in the
neighbourhoods. In addition the process resulted
in reconfiguration of schools, redistribution of
students, and reorganization of programs.
Round 2: Following a similar engagement process
to Round 1 with adjustments based on lessons
learned and participant feedback, Round 2
incorporated 3 sectors (geographic areas) with 63
schools, 18,761 enrolled students and 11,340
surplus spaces in those schools. The resulting
decisions and outcomes were impacted by the
school board trustee elections in October of 2010,
mid‐process. The new board passed a motion
imposing a 2‐year moratorium on school closures
prior to reviewing the results of the public
engagement process. Although this
impacted our ability to keep our commitments and
honour the input of all participants, the P2 process
still had considerable impact on the resulting
decisions as conversations and input are reviewed
and changes to schools and communities are
considered going forward.
Second largest School Board in Alberta, Sectors
reviewed included almost 20,000 students, with
associated families, community and residents
Round 1 September 2009 to January 2010
Round 2: March 2010 to January 2011
Round 1: 600+ participants
Round 2: 3100+ participants
http://sectorreview2010.com/

OUR CITY. OUR BUDGET. OUR FUTURE.
The City of Calgary
Calgary, Alberta, Canada
To engage people in a conversational journey
about City services, raising understanding and
gathering input on the budget and priorities for
the 2012‐2014 business plans and budgets, and
providing linkages with Council’s longer‐term
strategic plans.
Key Question: How do we deliver City services
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Sample Methods:

Results
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Time Frame:
People Engaged:
Web link:
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that provide quality of life and value for money?
Workshops, online surveys, Budget Kit Booklets
and Deliberative Discussion Guides (online and
hard copy), How to Host Your Own Budget Kit
Conversation Workshops, Community and
Employee hosted conversations, Community and
Employee Forums (Open Space Technology),
Corporate management team conversations,
allourideas online tool, Budget TV (youtube),
blogs, Twitter, Facebook, Youth Employment Fair
and Youth engagement, online Budget Maker tool,
Conversation Cafes, mobile application for smart
phones.
In 3.5 months from February to May 2011 over
24,000 people participated using innovative
approaches. While comparable to participatory
budgeting initiatives in some parts of the world,
the numbers and extent of participation of this
process has not previously been seen in North
America in a similar time period. Values‐based
input was provided on City services, spending
priorities, suggestions for improvements,
enhancements and changes to City operations at a
governance and operations level as well as for
specific service areas. The overwhelming message
from participants was to maintain current
amounts of spending but to re‐prioritize
spending allocation on services that are valued,
and to find efficiencies and value for money. On
June 28, Council determined its priorities in its
Fiscal Plan for Calgary and the indicative rates and
fees following an extensive discussion including
participants’ input from the three month
engagement process. This direction helps
Administration develop the three year business
plans and budgets that Council will deliberate in
November 2011.
Calgary is the fourth largest census metropolitan
area in Canada with a population around 1.1
million and a current annual operating budget of
almost $3 billion.
Involve Level (IAP2 Spectrum)
February 2011 – May 2011
Over 24,000
www.calgary.ca/ourfuture
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Our Health. Our Perspectives. Our Solutions.
Towards a Common Health Vision
The New Brunswick Health Council (NBHC)
Province of New Brunswick, Canada (Pop: 750,500)
The NBHC is mandated by the Government of New
Brunswick to formulate recommendations to the
Minister of Health on how to strengthen the
province’s health system. It aims to generate
recommendations that respond to the needs and
expectations of citizens and help ensure the
system’s long-term sustainability.
Three successive phases of public dialogues
brought together citizens (randomly recruited) and
health system stakeholders, in four regions of the
province. The same participants attended all
three phases so as to refine their understanding of
the issues and options, learn from each other’s
experiences, and build on the work of the previous
phases.
Phase I (Perspectives) and Phase II (Solutions)
were highly generative in nature, and designed to
seek participants’ informed perspectives on the
current and desired state of the health system.
Phase III (Common Ground) was a deliberative
dialogue during which participants engaged in
choicework to prioritize the ideas generated in
Phases I and II.
The work of each phase was supported by detailed
Conversation Guides, which provided a wealth of
accessible information on the New Brunswick
Health System (e.g., structure, costs, services),
as well as a detailed summary of the findings from
previous phases.
Clearly articulated set of guiding values, principles
and priorities that form the basis of a common
health vision for the province, and which rest on a
strong, province-wide consensus.
High – Engagement outcomes are shaping the
NBHC’s workplan for the next year and serving as
the foundation for its recommendations to the
Minister of Health. Initial reactions from
government officials to the initiative, as well as
participant evaluations, have been extremely
positive.
January – August 2010 (Engagement Period:
March-June 2010)
Over 300 citizens, representatives of various
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People Engaged Cont.:

Web link:

Title:
Organizing Group:
Location:
Key Questions/Problems:

community and public interest groups, health and
wellness managers, academics, health
professionals, provincial government
representatives and municipal officials.
www.nbhc.ca

Vancouver City Central Transmission (VCCT)
Project Case Study
BC Hydro
Fairview Slopes neighbourhood ‐ Vancouver,
British Columbia, Canada
Due to aging infrastructure, unprecedented
growth and increased demand, BC Hydro is
building the first major electrical upgrade in
Vancouver in 30 years. This project will meet the
growing demand for power in two key urban
neighbourhoods and increase electrical reliability
for all of Vancouver.
To meet this construction communications
challenge, BC Hydro designed and implemented a
program of community engagement and public
communications. This included effectively
informing and creatively engaging with the public
and stakeholders in the densely‐populated,
Fairview Slopes neighbourhood during six months
of construction, including eight consecutive days
of 24‐hour work.

Sample Methods:

IAP2 State of the Practice Report

Local government, residents, businesses, property
owners, commuting drivers, cyclists and
pedestrians all required information about
anticipated and evolving construction activities
and schedules.
Community open houses; a neighbourhood
advisory group; a dedicated community liaison
contact; a construction information phone line
monitored during construction hours (including
24‐hour work); stakeholder meetings (including
with municipal government officials and staff);
widely‐mailed brochures and hand‐delivered
updates and flyers; regularly updated website;
social media (YouTube and Twitter); newspaper
and radio advertisements; email updates; on‐the‐
ground community outreach by construction
communications team.
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Results:

Impact Level:
Time Frame:

People Engaged:

Web link:
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The engagement process successfully built broad
awareness of project construction. The public
understood the project need, was aware of the
construction schedule, was informed of traffic
impacts, and knew how to get more information.
Engagement continued throughout construction
so that issues were identified and impacts
mitigated quickly.
Major metropolitan city
Submission focuses on construction period from
January 2011 - August 2011 (previous consultation
and community outreach was from November
2008 to December 2010)
Approximately 11,000 residences and businesses
in the Fairview Slopes area and countless drivers,
cyclists and pedestrians that use this major
Vancouver neighbourhood.
BC Hydro VCCT Website (bchydro.com/vcct) updated regularly (sometimes daily); VCCT
Information Centre; VCCT Project Video:
Transmission Line Construction
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Organising Group
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Key Question / Problem
Sample Methods
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Impact Level
Time Frame
People Engaged

Web Link

Johannesburg Development Agency: Public Participation – the key
to Sustainable Development Interventions
Johannesburg Development Agency
City of Johannesburg Metropolitan Area, South Africa, population
7.5 million
How can the JDA ensure the effective engagement of impacted
communities and stakeholders in area based development
interventions to ensure sustainable projects.
In-depth interview surveys, social mapping, focus groups, citizen
advisory forums, invited group meetings, public meetings, public
open houses, road show events, summits, workshops, and
quantitative questionnaire surveys.
The development of public participation guidelines that can be
applied to all JDA development projects.
The successful implementation of more than 50 JDA development
projects with strong community buy-in and input into the planning
and implementation processes.
Support by the internal JDA development managers of the need for
public participation as an essential component in achieving
sustainable projects.
The creation of 30,719 Full Time Equivalent (FTE) jobs for local
community members over the past five years on JDA projects (One
FTE = 230 person days of work).
Several hundred communities in and around the area based
development interventions implemented by the JDA.
Ongoing since the inception of the organization in 2001
Communities and key stakeholders in area based development
interventions. More than 150, 000 people have participated in the
public participation processes that have been part of JDA
development projects over the past 10 years
http://www.jda.org.za
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Background
With the transition to a new democratic order in 1994, South Africa experienced a paradigm shift in
the way government interacts with its citizens. Prior to 1994 the apartheid government saw little need
for consultation, particularly among the black majority. The new government adopted a peoplecentred approach to development and public participation was enshrined in the Constitution. The
right to participate is now entrenched in much of South Africa’s legislation and policy. Despite this
strong statutory imperative, public participation is still applied unevenly with a large number of
government institutions giving insufficient consideration to public participation.
Although Johannesburg is the financial and economic hub of South Africa, in the early 1990s the
inner city went into decline and became a no-go area for big business and tourists. Following a
rigorous planning process, the City of Johannesburg (CoJ) developed Joburg 2030 which is a longterm strategic plan for the City to realize its vision of being a World Class African City. As part of the
strategy to arrest decline and transform the city, the Johannesburg Development Agency (JDA) was
established in April 2001 as an urban regeneration agency to drive development projects and
rejuvenate economic activity throughout the metropolitan area.
The vibrant, confident and modern Johannesburg that hosted the FIFA World Cup Final in 2010
showcased what has been achieved in the City in the past 10 years and confirmed that
Johannesburg is well on its way to achieving its vision of being a World Class African City.
Public Participation Challenges and Opportunities
The JDA is able to demonstrate through its annual assessments that when the City makes high
quality improvements to the public domain, private sector investment follows. Thus, by investing in
and improving the public environment, the JDA creates an investment process which propels a
previously derelict or marginalized site into a sustainable development cycle.
The JDA has been responsible for more than 50 projects in its first 10 years which extend across all
regions of Johannesburg and all aspects of city life, from the provision of buildings and transport
infrastructure to the installation of parks and art works. Despite the great diversity in the focus of
these projects and the role of the JDA, public participation is firmly embedded as a core principle in
the development cycle of all JDA projects. The JDA ensures that public participation is a key
component of each phase of the development and draws up specific terms of reference for public
participation practitioners when it issues Requests for Proposals to professionals.
The great diversity in the type and scope of projects in which the JDA is involved presents a variety
of challenges in terms of the form and level of public participation to be employed. This is
compounded by the sheer diversity of communities in Johannesburg. Not only is Johannesburg a
microcosm of the South African “Rainbow Nation” and its cultural diversity; as the economic hub for
the whole continent it attracts migrants from all over Africa. Johannesburg also exhibits vast
disparities in wealth distribution and such diversity in culture, language and levels of education and
literacy presents particular challenges for public participation.
Rationale for Public Participation
The JDA understands that the role of development planning is to create a physical environment that
meets the current needs of Johannesburg’s communities but also protects the interests of future
generations. Planning decisions and the implementation of development projects have a real impact
on people's lives. They influence the nature and quality of Johannesburg’s neighbourhoods and also
how the larger city functions for all its citizens. Because planning is so important, it cannot be
undertaken without participation from the communities and stakeholders affected by the planning
decisions or development projects. Johannesburg’s citizens must understand how development
works and, more importantly, participate actively in planning and implementation processes. The
JDA therefore embraces this approach as essential to the delivery of sustainable projects.
Public participation in the development process can: Improve the quality of and build agreement on
plans; Improve the reach of municipal services; Improve the community’s control over development
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decisions; Increase community action and responsibility for implementation and management of
infrastructure; and reduce the dependency of the community on the municipality for development
projects. Creating solid relationships with stakeholders during planning can also lay the foundation
for municipal-community partnerships around service delivery once projects are implemented.
Impact of Core Values on the Organization
Ever since the JDA was formed in 2001 public participation has been a key and integral part of the
development process and played an important role in the successful completion of the JDA’s first
project, the Greater Kliptown Development. In 2008 the JDA took this a step further by developing
guidelines for public participation and producing The JDA Toolkit for Community Participation in
Planning Projects.
The toolkit provides a comprehensive guide on public participation for the JDA’s development
projects and contains sections on: Public participation in the South African context; The importance
of public participation in planning; Approaches to public participation and communication in planning;
Public participation at various stages of planning; Types of plans and participation requirements in
Johannesburg; Who should participate; Guidelines for managing public meetings; Additional
guidelines for workshops and focus group meetings; Public Open Days; and After the participatory
exercises.
The toolkit in turn forms part of the Operations Procedure Manual to Deliver Capital Projects which is
the JDA’s core guideline document for Development Mangers on how its projects are to be
implemented. The toolkit sets out the public participation required during each phase of the
development cycle. The participation methodology that is applied depends to some extent on the
stage of the planning process. It is important to be sure of the purpose of participation at each stage.
Programming Stage: The purpose of community participation in this phase is to: Present the intention to
prepare a plan or project intervention for an area as well as the proposed methodology and timelines;
Agree on the scope of the plan or project - and the limitations; Share information about the JDA's
intentions and resources; Hear community needs and priorities; Agree on the planning and participation
methodology to be employed and identify the key stakeholders for participation; and Agree on the
nature of representation and forums (e.g. steering committee or development forum) that will represent
community interests in the planning process.
Planning Stage: The purpose of community participation in this phase is to: Present the results of
surveys and investigations; Confirm the findings and analysis that is undertaken by the planners; Consult
the community and different stakeholders on particular planning issues; Consult particular
stakeholders, key individuals and representative groupings on the various planning issues; Discuss the
implications of the research or information provided by the community for the plan; Present draft ideas at
various stages of development - from conceptual to more detailed proposals and action plans;
Discuss various possibilities and agree on priorities to be taken forward in the plan; and Agree on
the final plan to be submitted to the authorities for approval.
Implementation Stage: The purpose of community participation in this phase is to: Localise the project
by agreeing on the stakeholders and participants who will be involved in detailed planning and in
overseeing the implementation on behalf of the broader community and on behalf of the community in
the directly impacted areas where the project is being implemented; Confirm the arrangements for
implementation and all the factors around job creation, sustainable project development, financing and
project management arrangements; Communicate all the implementation steps and agree on timelines
for implementation; Monitor the timing of implementation; and Resolve any problems that arise from
implementation.
Monitoring and Review Stage: The purpose of communication in this phase is to: Agree on the terms of
reference and the tools for measuring the impact of the project that has been implemented; Allow
stakeholders to question and to evaluate the project implementation and impact; and Present the
findings of external evaluations and reviews.
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Evaluation against Core Values
Case studies of two projects implemented by the JDA illustrate how public participation is integrated
into the full development cycle and how the public participation process incorporates all the IAP2
Core Values.
Greater Kliptown Development
Following the first democratic elections in 1994, the need to commemorate the adoption of the Freedom
Charter – one of the primary building blocks of the Constitution - gained increasing impetus as the country
tried to honour the people and events associated with the liberation struggle. In 1955, the Freedom
Charter was adopted by the Congress of the People in Kliptown – one of the oldest urban settlements in
Johannesburg. Developing Kliptown was recognised as a strategic intervention within the CoJ’s Growth
and Development Strategy and was later integrated into the Regional Spatial Development Framework.
The Kliptown Urban Design Framework (KUDF) promoted “the sustainable and integrated development of
greater Kliptown as a prosperous, desirable, well-managed residential and commercial area and a major
national and international heritage site.” The JDA was tasked with implementing the KUDF and the
R375m in funds allocated for this was spent largely on infrastructure projects. These included the
upgrading of the sewerage system, the development of a taxi rank and trader’s area, the construction of
the Walter Sisulu Square of Dedication and the upgrading of the surrounding roads. The JDA played a
critical role in facilitating the development by supporting a comprehensive public participation programme.
A broad-based, consultative and facilitative approach was designed which exemplifies the manner
in which the JDA applies IAP2 Core Values to public participation. This approach ensured the
meaningful participation of the community at all levels and stages of the development process. The
primary target group for the public participation was the residents of the project area which
comprised mainly densely inhabited informal settlements with a population of approximately 35 000.
Among the key objectives of the project was the need to maximise the employment of local
community members and make opportunities available to local Small, Medium, and Micro
Enterprises (SMMEs), and to provide training and capacity building in support of this objective. At
the heart of the public participation process was the establishment of a Citizen Advisory Forum, the
Greater Kliptown Development Forum (GKDF), and a number of relevant sub-committees including
a Housing Sub-Forum, Labour Sub-Forum, SMME Forum, Informal Traders Forum and Mini-Bus
Taxi Forum. The GKDF was led by a 5-member Executive Committee that played an oversight role.
The engagement included interactions with the broader Kliptown community and surrounding areas,
project team members, political leaders, government agencies and departments, and various other
external stakeholders. A range of participatory methods were used in undertaking the public
participation. These included in-depth interview surveys, social mapping, focus groups, citizen
advisory forums, invited group meetings, public meetings, public open houses, road show events
and summits. In addition, the process relied heavily on the use of mass information dissemination
techniques such as the print media, community radio stations, community notice boards, loud
hailing, distribution of posters, pamphlets, and leaflets, and the deployment of community members.
It is worth noting that the GKDF and the SMME Forum still meet on a monthly basis and are still
actively pursuing their developmental mandate in the area 5 years after the JDA’s completion of the
Greater Kliptown Development.
The public participation model that was utilised during the 4-year planning and implementation
phases of the Greater Kliptown Development is illustrated in Appendix I.
Evidence of Core Values
“The Greater Kliptown Development project changed the landscape of Kliptown in many
ways. All of sudden there are tall buildings, tarred roads, street lights, trees, play grounds for
kids, proper soccer grounds and most importantly the houses; and the community was
involved in all planning sessions .” Mr Brian Abrahams (Long time resident of Kliptown)
1. Public Participation is based on the belief that those who are affected by a decision
have a right to be involved in the decision-making process.
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The Greater Kliptown Development public participation process clearly articulated the JDA’s
understanding that it was its duty as implementing agent to engage affected communities in the
development process. This was taken a step further by recognising the rights of the community to
be included in matters impacting on their future. The community were engaged at all stages and
levels of the development, not only through the structures established for the development but
directly through questionnaire surveys, public open houses, workshops and public meetings.
2. Public participation includes the promise that the public’s contribution will influence
the decision.
The Terms of Reference for the GKDF and its various sub-committees set out the role and
responsibilities of the various parties, i.e. community representatives, government agencies and
consultants. The scope of the community to influence the decision-making process was clearly
articulated within these TOR and was advanced throughout the development process. All
components of the project, for instance the planning and design of the taxi rank and traders market
and the construction thereof, were taken through a rigorous consultative process. This was a crosscutting element in the entire development process and there were many instances when design
elements were changed or amended due to community input. The urban design brief for the square
was developed by the community through a series of public open houses.
3. Public participation promotes sustainable decisions by recognizing and
communicating the needs and interests of all participants, including decision-makers
The public participation process commenced with a needs assessment exercise to determine the
key issues, needs and concerns of the broader community in order to ensure that these were taken
on board and addressed by the planning team. In addition, the planning and design of all separate
project elements for example, the minibus-taxi rank, informal trader market, public parks,
community artworks and the Walter Sisulu Square of Dedication were subject to an iterative design
process incorporating input and feedback from affected parties and key stakeholders at each stage.
In general, the public participation provided a platform for joint decision-making by enabling the
implementing agent, project consultants and community members to discuss, debate and resolve
project matters at forum meetings.
4. Public participation seeks out and facilitates the involvement of those potentially
affected by or interested in a decision.
At the inception of the project, the public participation process proactively set out to identify all
stakeholders that should be involved in the process. What followed was an intensive scoping
exercise which sought to determine the most appropriate model to engage the community. This
model was formulated using a bottom-up approach, in the sense that the community at a grassroots level had a say in developing the model and in nominating the community representatives to
serve on the structures that were established.
5. Public participation seeks input from participants in designing how they participate.
The project provided the opportunity for the involvement of the community right at the outset. This
therefore allowed for community input at the stage of conceptualizing and planning the community
participation process. Importantly, the engagement took place largely on the terms laid down by the
community and input was sought from the community at the earliest possible instance in designing
the participation process. This included not only identifying the structures and channels for this
consultation but determining the membership and mandate of these structures. The members of the
GKDF and its various sub-committees were responsible for putting in place the Terms of Reference
(TOR) for these forums through an intensive 4-day workshop process.
6. Public participation provides participants with the information they need to participate
in a meaningful way.
The foundation of the community participation process lay in its commitment to capacitating
community representatives as well as the institutions established to facilitate this process. Not only
was a great deal of emphasis placed on information dissemination and communication, thereby
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ensuring that the community was provided with the necessary and relevant project information to
enable input, but significant project resources were invested in the training and capacitation of
community participants to ensure a high level of understanding of project processes and technical
information. This was taken a step further in ensuring community representation at all project team
meetings, including strategic decision-making and planning committees led by government
agencies and/or consultants.
7. Public participation communicates to participants how their input affected the
decision.
The design process, and associated public participation process, was iterative. Reporting and
feedback on draft designs occurred throughout the development process through the various
structures established for the development and directly to the broader public.
Greater Ellis Park Development
The Greater Ellis Park Development was identified as a development node in need of regeneration
in terms of the Joburg 2030 Economic Regeneration Programme and also contained the precinct
around Ellis Park Stadium which was one of the venues for the 2010 FIFA World Cup.
During the feasibility study phase a multi-disciplinary team of consultants was appointed including a
public participation practitioner to undertake the public participation component of the study and to
complete a social and institutional analysis and plan. A range of participation tools and qualitative
and quantitative research methodologies were used to develop the Social and Institutional Analysis
and Plan. These included 67 semi-structured interviews with key stakeholders, public meetings to
identify issues and concerns and to present and get input on the Draft Urban Design Framework, a
visioning and needs assessment workshop attended by 50 key stakeholders, focus groups with the
business and sports sectors and a quantitative questionnaire survey. The Social and Institutional
Analysis and Plan provided important input into the development feasibility study by: Providing
socio-economic data on the area’s demographic trends and dynamics, origin of the existing
population, socio-economic status, employment levels, affordability levels, perception of the area,
priority community development needs, definition and analysis of other social issues affecting the
area; Identifying and creating a database of all stakeholders that were likely to influence the shortterm and long-term success of the proposed development. This involved a comprehensive scoping
of all community based organisations active in the area and local and provincial government
structures; Providing an analysis of stakeholders in terms of their initiatives in the study area,
current and potential future role, responsibility, importance and contribution to the successful
planning and implementation of the proposed development; Providing an analysis of all institutions
active within the area in terms of their existing form, nature, role, responsibility and effectiveness;
Assessing and motivating the need for and proposing alternative institutional models to manage the
area, particularly the sports and business precincts; and Creating a strategy for the medium to long
term engagement of all identified stakeholders in the development process.
During the business plan phase the public participation practitioner refined the public participation
strategy for the implementation phase of the development and prepared a Social Development Plan
to provide the following input into the Business Plan: Identify and prioritise social welfare issues and
needs within Greater Ellis Park; Prioritise social issues that could pose a risk and threat to the
sustainable economic regeneration and growth of the area; Identify and assess current social
development initiatives and programmes in terms of their effectiveness and adequacy to the issues
identified; Identify projects and sub-projects that could be implemented to support current initiatives
and address social issues and needs.
The public participation model that was developed during the feasibility study and business plan
phases was utilised during the 5-year implementation phase of the development.
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Cover page
Title
Organising group
Location
Key question/problem

Sample methods

Results

Impact level
Timeframe
People engaged
Weblink

Community engagement shaping South Australia‟s future
Community Engagement Board, through the Department
of the Premier and Cabinet, South Australia
South Australia, population 1.6 million
Developing a vision for the future of South Australia, to
2020 and beyond. This community engagement strategy
was used to inform the update of South Australia’s
Strategic Plan, ensuring that it remains relevant to the
changing needs and priorities of South Australia.
Location-based community meetings; stakeholder forums;
population-specific meetings; targeted outreach strategy
(to reach hard-to-reach groups such as refugees, youth,
Aboriginal Australians and teenage mums); digital
engagement strategy (including live blogging and social
media); reply paid postcards distributed across the state
and specifically through youth groups and to aged care
homes, children engagement strategy (for under 12‟s)
and formal submissions.
As part of a second round of engagement we also
surveyed a statistically representative sample of South
Australia‟s population online.
This broad engagement strategy enabled us to
understand what South Australians want for themselves
and their communities extending into the future (2020 and
beyond). A series of vision and goals were formulated
from community meetings which outlined an aspirational
roadmap for the future of the state. Visions were backed
up by goals, which in turn are supported by targets in the
updated Strategic Plan. Testing of all findings through a
further online survey to ensure our interpretation of what
communities told us was correct.
State wide (19% regional, 40% metropolitan Adelaide,
41% online).
July 2010 – August 2011
9,200 South Australians
www.saplan.org.au
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The Problem and challenge
South Australia’s Strategic Plan contains outcomes-focused targets across public policy
areas such as economic development, environmental sustainability and social justice. These
targets drive government policymaking and resource allocation with state budgets framed
around the Plan and the heads of government departments held accountable for the Plan‟s
achievement. Although the Plan was developed by government, it was never intended to be
just for government; rather it aims to focus all South Australians‟ on working to deliver on
jointly-determined goals. Despite this aim, public awareness of the Plan, and therefore
broader contribution towards its achievement, has been regarded as low with various
surveys finding that only a small proportion of South Australians are aware of it. Broadening
public knowledge and stewardship of the Plan to embed it into communities and to drive
forward a change agenda in South Australia can only be achieved if the plan reflects the
needs and priorities of South Australians. This engagement process sought to involve South
Australians in the update of the Plan so that it is able to better reflect their vision or the future
of the state and the actions of government (as well as other organisations) can be focused
accordingly.
The Role of Public Participation
To develop a Plan which is in tune with the needs and priorities of South Australians, it is
vital to bring people into the process of shaping the Plan and continue to do this on a regular
basis. Every four years the Plan undergoes an update to ensure that it is responsive to the
changing social, economic and environmental situation in which it operates. The update
process is overseen by the independent Community Engagement Board and supported by
staff from the Department of Premier and Cabinet – together they made up the Engagement
Team (the team).
Because the Plan has been characterised as a Plan for more than just government, efforts
have been made to transfer a degree of stewardship to the wider community. This has been
most successfully achieved through the Alliance Program, an initiative which sees
businesses, community organisations, industry groups and peak bodies nominate which Plan
targets they will contribute to achieving as well as provide insight into community priorities
through regular contact with government. The presence of our Alliance members means that
when we begin engaging with the community we have an accessible, activated group of
interested organisations to involve in the process.
In 2010-11 the update was informed by the most extensive community engagement exercise
ever undertaken in South Australia. In total 9,200 people were engaged through a diverse
suite of engagement methodologies. The update asked the community to develop a vision
for the future of South Australia, „to 2020 and beyond’. The Board developed a report and
this in turn was presented to the government to inform the update of the Plan.
Public participation methods
We designed an engagement strategy to reach as many people as possible by being
interesting and fun, and giving participants the confidence that what they contributed would
influence the Plan and in turn shape the future of South Australia.
Our strategy involved people from beginning to end. Initial focus groups helped us design
the process, including colourful, „un-government‟ marketing materials, and to plan the types
of engagement which would be most attractive. We developed a multi-pronged strategy,
designed to maximise reach and relevance. It is summarised in the table below:
Strategy used
Community meetings locational (eg,
Kangaroo Island, Adelaide South)
Community meetings cultural (eg,
Chinese, Italian)
IAP2 State of the Practice Report
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Stakeholder forums (eg,
environment forum, business
leaders‟ forum)
Outreach program, targeting hardto-reach and isolated groups
Digital Engagement (including social
media)
Reply paid postcards
Formal submissions
Children‟s engagement strategy
utilising art, music, drama and
photography
Shopping centre and workplace
visits
Specific demographic groups –
focusing on consulting with women
and people with a disability

Alliance partners, peak bodies, advocacy groups, people
with a special interest, academics
Young mums, refugees, Aboriginal South Australians,
children, shoppers in major shopping centres
People who are „time poor‟, the physically and
geographically isolated; social media users including
those on Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn and YouTube
Distributed to youth groups and aged care facilities;
allowed confidential, informal submissions to be made
Open invitation to provide formal written submissions.
350 children. The consultations were specifically
inclusive of remote and isolated children, Aboriginal
children, culturally and linguistically diverse children and
children with additional needs.
Shopping centres and regional shopping precincts were
visited.
Specific meetings were held in regional and urban
centres involving more than 300 women. These
meetings were organised by the Premier‟s Council for
Women and hence run by women for women.
2000 people with a disability and stakeholders
representing people with a disability were consulted with
in forums across the state. The consultations aimed for
maximum accessibility.

Uniqueness of the project
The team‟s strategy was pioneering for government. Never before had an engagement
project been undertaken in South Australia which made such extensive efforts to understand
what the community wanted for their future. The team is certain that the work carried out
enabled a clear picture of what the community‟s priorities are and this has directly influenced
the update of South Australia‟s Strategic Plan. The use of innovative engagement
techniques was audacious for government: online discussion forums were post-moderated;
traditional government branding was replaced with colourful, marketable material and the
team took the time to gather qualitative stories from the community. Unique elements of the
engagement process included:
1.

An integrated approach made the website the hub of the engagement where
participants could have their say, interact with each other and receive information
about engagement

2.

Citizen centric approach: different models of engagement were used to meet the
needs of different groups, making sure it was a tailored and an enjoyable experience

3.

Extending the reach; engaging those whose voices often don‟t get heard

4.

Innovative online tools including social media

5.

Asking children – To ensure the voices of our youngest citizens were heard,
consultations also occurred with children across the state under the ages of 12 (with a
specific focus on capturing the voices of the youngest children under the ages of 5).

1. Integrated engagement
The engagement was integrated: the elements of engagement were linked together to build
involvement, enthusiasm and reach. The website, with online forums and live blogging, was
supported and promoted by a suite of social media tools. Community, stakeholder and
population specific forums (more than 60 public meetings in all) were held across the state
and linked back to the website where attendees were able to review the outcomes of their
forum and continue the discussion.
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2. Citizen centric engagement
Reaching thousands of people meant creating an engagement process which was interesting
and fun. Based on the premise that people engage people, our strategy involved people
from beginning to end. Initial focus groups helped the team design the process (Core Value
5). Facilitators were chosen on the basis of their ability to be engaging and the meetings
were designed to be fun and interactive. Vox pops of South Australians sharing their visions
were put on the website to ensure the space would be interesting, engaging and promote
comment.
3. Extending the reach
Consultations were designed to reach those whose voices are not used to being heard.
(Core Value 4). There was a strong program of regional and remote consultations, where
the team travelled across South Australia giving regional areas a good opportunity to have
their say. In total 19% of participants were from regional and remote South Australia, more
than the regional population share. Targeted consultations included: recently-arrived Uyghur
women; non-English speaking immigrants; a barbecue with Aboriginal elders; a session with
a teenage mothers‟ support group in Whyalla; meeting with victims of domestic violence and
pulling on gum boots and heading into Mount Barker‟s wetlands with almost 300 primary
school children. Nine child specific forums were held involving 350 children under 12, using
art, music and storytelling to discover what they wanted for their future. Reply paid
postcards were distributed through Alliance partners, community organisations and
particularly to youth groups and aged care homes – 500 were received back.
4. Innovative online tools
New ground was broken with the digital engagement strategy. An edgy, fun environment
was created which reached a different cohort of people (Core Value 4). Facebook and
Twitter were used throughout the process with an eventual group of 953 Twitter followers
and 650 Facebook friends. A LinkedIn profile communicated with professionals and YouTube
was used to display fun vox pops of people explaining their vision for the state. All online
tools were post moderated allowing participants to set up online groups without
permission. Anyone could create a group on any topic and comments could be made in real
time. This approach allowed conversations to grow organically. Live blogs were used, the
most significant being a one hour session with the Minister for Education and 200 school
students.
5. Asking children
Our consultation was based on the premise that everyone should have the opportunity to
express their views when decisions that directly affect their lives are being made – and
everyone includes young children. The types of decisions which concern young children and
the ways in which they can articulate those concerns will be different from those of older
children and adults. However this does not invalidate their importance. This was especially
important given the long term nature of the Plan as a blueprint for the future. As a
consequence consultations also occurred with children across the state under the ages of 12
(with a specific focus on capturing the voices of the youngest children under the ages of 5).
The consultations were specifically inclusive of remote and isolated children, Aboriginal
children, culturally and linguistically diverse children and children with additional needs. In
total approximately 350 children were involved in the consultations, with approximately 26%
being Aboriginal children, 20% being children with additional needs and 20% from rural,
remote or isolated communities.
Project Results
The promise that the consultation process would influence the update of the Strategic Plan
was followed through. Most of the visions and goals developed by the community will shape
the updated plan and eighteen of the 21 new targets in the new plan have been developed in
direct response to the engagement process. Key areas of identified community interest
during the consultation, not previously detailed in the Plan, have now been incorporated via
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specific targets in areas such as social participation, cycling, nature conservation and
bushfire preparedness. Additionally, the engagement process is already changing the way
community engagement is approached taken by the state government and the Premier Mike
Rann has stated publically that this process has set the benchmark for the way the state
government will engage into the future.
Innovative methods such as the post-moderation of online resources and efforts to reach
those not normally engaged broke new ground and showed that government can be
audacious in connecting with the community and bringing the ideas and opinions of South
Australians into government decision-making. A rigorous review is underway to measure
the success of the engagement process, overseen by an independent academic from outside
government. It will explore the effectiveness of the consultation methods used and how
successful the process was in shaping the Plan. The review has included a survey sent to
thousands of participants seeking feedback into their experience. The survey revealed strong
satisfaction with the process:
 79% of participants believed the range of engagement opportunities available was either
excellent or good
 72% of participants rated as „excellent‟ or „good‟ the way in which the Community
Engagement Board‟s report captured their ideas and opinions
 67% of participants rated the overall process as „excellent‟ or „good‟. up
Alignment with Core Values
How did the project ensure that those most affected by the decision or problem were
involved?
The engagement was driven by a fundamental promise to offer all South Australians the
opportunity to „have their say‟. The nature of the Plan is that it exists to drive policy for the
whole state and as such it should – and must if it is to be successful – reach the lives of all
residents. Communities, families, businesses and individuals were invited to participate and
the open consultation sessions were extensively advertised. 9,200 people state wide took up
the opportunity, offering their energy and passion for South Australia‟s future. South
Australians who have traditionally been missed out were connected with and the team
focused on reducing the barriers of geography, language, cultural beliefs and social isolation.
How was the outcome of the project influenced by the public‟s contributions?
The engagement process has seen the Plan impacted in three main ways, firstly, the vast
majority of the visions and goals developed by community now structure the updated Plan.
As a consequence, the updated Plan (when launched in the next month) will reflect the
community‟s aspirations for their future. Secondly, eighteen of the 21 new targets in the new
plan have been developed in direct response to the engagement process, and addressed
key areas in which the community believes we as a state should be focusing our attention.
Particular areas of interest seen as „gaps‟ in the 2007 version of the Plan, now have their
own discrete targets, which will result in government policy focus and resource allocation
being focused on these areas. It is also hoped that given these ideas rose out of the
community, the community is more likely to work in partnership with government to achieve
these priorities. Thirdly, the Plan previously had an overtly economic focus, and while
economic development is still of great importance in the Plan, the need to place an emphasis
on community development and general wellbeing has been followed through in response to
what was heard at our community engagement activities.
How did the project promote sustainable decisions and ensure that the needs and
interests of all participants were communicated?
To ensure balanced and sustainable decision making, a broad suite of engagement
processes were employed to gain the ideas and opinions of communities, key stakeholders
(represented in part by our Alliance partners; community and business organisations
committed to supporting the Plan), and government agencies, the latter involved to provide
expert analysis and advice on the technical and resource requirements of the ideas
generated, ensuring that only realistic ideas were progressed. The scope of the consultation
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and the breadth of the consultation process were made clear to all participants as were the
roles of different parties in the process.
How did the project seek out and facilitate the involvement of those most affected?
While numbers were important to ensure the representativeness of findings, an overriding
aim was to seek out and facilitate the involvement of a broad cross-section of the community.
Locational community meetings were held across the state allowing strong representation of
regional and remote communities, in total 19% of our participants came from regional
communities; this is on par with South Australia‟s overall regional population. There was a
focus on ensuring that participants who would not normally be involved in public meetings
(discussed above) were sought out and engaged in informal environments to ensure the
diversity of our consultations was maximized we did this by going to “them”; to their
gatherings, rather than expecting them to come to us. Finally our Digital Engagement
Strategy enabled us to reach into people‟s homes (within reason!), giving them a place to
engage where they were felt confident and safe. Our use of Facebook and Twitter
substantially broadened both the promotion of our public consultations and the ability of
people to participate in online discussions. The team developed a specific hash tag
(#SAPlan) for Twitter; engaged with professionals through LinkedIn; used YouTube videos of
prominent South Australians to enliven discussions and spark debate; and used Facebook
as an alternative discussion forum.
How did the project seek input from participants on how they wished to participate?
Consultations were designed to be self shaping and flexible to the needs of the groups
involved. Facilitators used different engagement methodologies for different groups and
developed the methodology with the appropriate community leaders. For example, the
facilitator of the Greek community meetings met with Greek community leaders to discuss
and work out the best way of involving their community in the consultation and the
methodology was developed to meet that community‟s needs. In addition, if something didn‟t
work or if the group wanted to try something different the methodology was adjusted. A good
example of this was the occurred in the consultation at Mt Barker. At the time the local
community was experiencing frustration about a number of government decisions in their
local area. The group were not keen to start from the premise of visioning, but preferred to
„down load‟ frustrations before working on the Plan. Consequently, arrangements for that day
were discussed with the group and adjusted, within the bounds of the consultation.
How did the information provided to participants support or contribute to meaningful
participation?
Throughout the process the team focused on providing participants with the material they
needed to provide valuable input. An introductory video was played at each consultation
which provided an engaging and interesting introduction to what the Plan is, how it is used
and what the purpose of the consultation was. Facilitators and members of the engagement
team were also well briefed on the work of government and key issues that may be raised by
consultation participants so they could answer questions and resolve issues immediately.
How did the communication of the project results ensure that participants knew how their
input affected the decision or addressed the problem?
The engagement process was multi-tiered. During the first round of consultation the team
collected a large amount of community information: ideas for the future of the state. After
each event the information was posted on online forums and participants emailed so that
they could check the interpretation of their views. All of the material collected through the
consultations was then used to develop high level visions, supported by goals. The team
then returned for a second round of consultation to test their interpretation of the
community‟s visions and goals. This was achieved through both an online survey and more
community meetings across the state. To help translate visions and goals into concrete
targets meetings were held with Alliance partners and peak bodies. To complete the
feedback loop after the Plan is published, the Community Engagement Board will explain to
participants how their ideas have influenced the updated Plan.
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Community engagement shaping South Australia’s future
Reply paid postcards
distributed to aged care
facilities and youth groups.
Local breakfast show hosts
raised plenty of laughs when
they spoke of their vision for
South Australia, broadcast on
YouTube and promoted via
Facebook and Twitter.

Group visioning exercises
held at community
meetings.

Refugee Uyghur women
were met at their
community centre and
shown how they could
make comment online.
We engaged over 700 children (not all at once!)

Setting up stalls in supermarkets.
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Case Study Summary Table
Title
Organizing Group

Evaluation Report to the Oregon State Legislature on the 2010 Oregon
Citizens’ Initiative Review (CIR)
Healthy Democracy Oregon organized the CIR;
we organized the research at the University of Washington

Location

CIR panels held in Salem, Oregon, USA; state population 3,831,074

Key Question/Problem

Our research evaluated the deliberative quality and utility for voters of a
pilot deliberative innovation to the state initiative process for the state
legislature to use when deciding to permanently implement

Sample Methods

Observation, participant surveys, transcript analysis, state-wide surveys

Results

The process was highly deliberative, with high levels of participant
satisfaction and evidence of participant learning, opinion change, and
feelings of respect. The statement produced for the voters’ guide was drawn
from the discussions and factually accurate. By the election, about 40% of
the electorate was aware of the process. Survey and experimental data show
that the citizens’ statement did influence vote choice for those who read it,
although recommendations did not ultimately sway the election. The
evaluation was used by the legislature, who decided to permanently
implement the CIR into the state initiative process.

Impact Level

State of Oregon

Time Frame

Five days per initiative

People Engaged

48 panelists (24 per CIR panel), randomly sampled from Oregon electorate

Web Link

http://www.healthydemocracyoregon.org/sites/default/files/Oregon
Legislative Report on CIR v.3-1.pdf
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The Problem and Challenge
In 2009 the Oregon legislature created on a trial basis the Oregon Citizens’ Initiative Review (CIR)
through Oregon State House Bill 2895. The state created this deliberative process with the intention of
evaluating the pilot project before deciding whether to establish the CIR on a permanent basis. One
could not be sure that such a process would succeed since no previous state or nation had implemented
a similar process. The CIR represented a unique effort to convene a small deliberative group to help a
large public make more informed and thoughtful judgments on ballot measures.
Before discussing our evaluation research, it’s useful to review the basic elements of the CIR itself. The
2010 CIR pilot project, organized by Healthy Democracy Oregon (HDO), convened two groups of twentyfour randomly selected Oregon citizens in August 2010 in Salem, Oregon to help the wider Oregon
electorate make more informed and reflective judgments on two specific ballot measures in the general
election. The panelists met for five consecutive days, reviewing the initiative and listening to evidence
provided by advocates in favor and opposed to the initiative as well as witnesses. At the end of the
week, the panelists worked together to write a Citizens’ Statement that included a Key Findings
statement containing information related to the measure that more than a majority of the panel found
both relevant and factually accurate and Statements in Favor of and Opposed to the Measure written by
the panelists who supported and opposed the measures, respectively. The Citizens’ Statement was
featured prominently in the state’s Voters’ Pamphlet, delivered with the state ballot to every member of
the electorate in Oregon, a vote by mail state.
From April-December 2010, our team of researchers studied the CIR pilot to provide a neutral
assessment that the Oregon legislature, as well as other governing officials and practitioners, could use
to judge the success of this innovative process. Pursuant to HB 2895, we sought to determine the quality
of deliberation that took place during the review process itself, as well as the utility of the resultant
Citizens’ Statements published in the statewide Voters’ Pamphlet. The enabling legislation for the CIR
provided no funding for an evaluation, yet research was critical to the one-year trial of the CIR and the
potential institutionalization of the process.
Methodology & Theoretical Frameworks
Our research focused on two primary concerns: (1) Did the CIR meet a high standard of deliberation?
and (2) Did the Citizens’ Statement have an impact on the election? To evaluate the deliberative quality
of the event, we focused on three key elements of deliberative processes: analytic rigor, democratic
discussion, and well-reasoned decision-making.1 By highlighting both the exchange of information and
the quality of participants’ interactions, these criteria anchor deliberation in rational decision making
while recognizing the lived inequalities that threaten to undermine deliberative discussion.
To determine if the process met these criteria, we relied on two basic kinds of data: panelists’
evaluations and an expert assessment. Self-evaluation surveys were distributed at the end of each day
the panels spent deliberating as well as at the end of the week. In addition, a short-term follow up
survey was conducted from October 22 – November 1, a few months after the panels had been
completed and right before the election concerning the initiatives voted on by the panelists (79%
response rate). Both the end-of-day and follow-up surveys asked the panelists to evaluate the overall
process. In particular, panelists were asked about their satisfaction with the process, the presence of
bias in the proceedings, and their ability to participate in and understand the discussions. Panelists were
also given the opportunity to provide any additional comments to the staff and research team.
We followed the conception of deliberation articulated in John Gastil, Political Communication and
Deliberation (Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage, 2008).
1
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To complement the participants’ perceptions, a team of researchers looked at three elements of the
CIR—the structure, the discussion, and the written statements—to assess the deliberative quality of the
panels.2 Each week, three researchers observed the discussions and maintained an archive of the
planning materials and the evidence provided to panelists. After the panels were completed, we had the
proceedings transcribed3 to perform a summary textual analysis of the event and to assess the parts of
the proceedings which we could not directly observe, such as the statement writing segments. Finally,
we evaluated the Citizens’ Statements, checking for their factual accuracy and linking the statements to
evidence presented during the CIR.
In addition to evaluating the CIR’s deliberative quality, we also looked at the impact that the process had
on the general election. Deliberative democratic theory was originally developed with large-scale
institutions and political processes in mind,4 yet empirical research on deliberative public engagement
still tends to focus on micro-level group processes. The present research went so far as to examine
cross-level deliberation by assessing the impact of a small deliberative group (the CIR) on a macro-level
electorate through the mechanism of the CIR’s Citizens’ Statement in the Voters’ Pamphlet.
To determine the impact of the Citizens’ Statements on the electorate, we conducted a pair of statewide
surveys. One was administered by Polimetrix, an online polling firm that made it possible for us to
interview Oregon voters in August, then follow up with them (along with a fresh sample) in the last two
weeks before Election Day. The second survey was a “rolling cross-section” study, conducted by the
University of Washington Survey Research Center from August 30 to November 1, 2010 (N = 1,991), in
which we phoned a new sample of 200 or more respondents each of the last nine weeks of the general
election. Both surveys asked respondents about their awareness of the CIR and, for those who reported
reading the Citizens’ Statements, questions related to how they used the statement in casting their vote.
The panel survey contained an additional experimental design that focused on just one of the two
measures examined by the CIR panels. For this, we extracted a subsample of 417 respondents from the
online poll. The target population was registered Oregon voters who said they were likely to participate
in 2010 election, excluding those who had already mailed in their ballot or had opened and read their
official Voters’ Pamphlet (response rate = 41%, using the RR3 metric).5 Respondents were randomly
placed in one (and only one) of the following four groups: (1) those in a control group received no
further instruction and proceeded to the survey; (2) those in a modified control group were shown (as a
pdf) an innocuous letter from the Secretary of State that introduces the Voters’ Pamphlet; (3) those in
the third condition saw a page containing the official measure Summary and Fiscal Statement on
Measure 73—the same content that appeared in the Pamphlet; and (4) those in the main treatment
condition saw the full text of the CIR Citizens’ Statement on Measure 73. After viewing the
aforementioned statements (or lack thereof), respondents then were asked how they planned to vote
on Measure 73.6

This approach is described in detail in John Gastil, Katie Knobloch, and Meghan B. Kelly M, “Evaluating
deliberative public events and projects,” in Democracy in Motion: Evaluating the Practice and Impact of
Deliberative Civic Engagement, ed. Tina Nabatchi, John Gastil, Michael Weiksner, Matt Leighninger (under
review at Oxford University Press).
3 The Transcript Co-op in Seattle, Washington completed the transcriptions.
4 James S. Fishkin, Democracy and deliberation: New directions for democratic reform (New Haven, CT: Yale
University Press, 1991).
5 See http://www.aapor.org for details on the RR3 measure.
6 Additional measures were included in both surveys to provide control variables in the regression analyses.
These included respondent sex, educational level, age, household income, and political knowledge.
2
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Research Results
Our evaluation of the process found that the panels conducted a rigorous analysis of the issues and
maintained a fair and respectful discussion throughout the proceedings. Though at times some panelists
were confused about certain pieces of information, and a few occasionally engaged in heated
conversations, overall the panelists established a solid information base, carefully weighed the pros and
cons, and engaged in a democratic discussion process. Moreover, the Citizens’ Statements included in
the Voters Pamphlet were thoroughly vetted by the panelists and free of any gross factual errors or
logical mistakes. The simple “report card” summary of these findings that we shared with the legislature
appears in Table 1.
Table 1. Summary Assessment of the Quality of Deliberation in the 2010 Oregon CIR Panels
Criteria for Evaluating Deliberation
1. Promote analytic rigor
1a. Learning basic issue information
1b. Examining of underlying values
1c. Considering a range of alternatives
1d. Weighing pros/cons of measure
2. Facilitate a democratic process
2a. Equality of opportunity to participate
2b. Comprehension of information
2c. Consideration of different views
2d. Mutual respect
3. Produce a well-reasoned statement
3a. Informed decision making
3b. Non-coercive process

Measure 73
(Sentencing)

Measure 74
(Marijuana)

B+
BA
A

B+
B
B
A

A
B+
A
A-

A
B+
A
A

AA

A
A

The panelists’ self-assessments of the process attest to our findings. Panelists reported extremely high
levels of satisfaction with the process, both at the end of the week and in the follow-up survey, and very
rarely reported feelings of bias. Moreover, at the end of the week, all panelists reported that they had
learned enough to make a good decision, and in the follow-up survey conducted right before the
election, only three panelists reported that were either not sure or that they had not learned enough.
This is further corroborated through indications of opinion change, and our research found that while
the majority of panelists from both weeks came in undecided, by the end of the week almost all of the
panelists either supported or opposed the measure in question.
Regarding our second question – Were the CIR Citizens’ Statements helpful for Oregonians when they
voted?—we found that roughly 20-25% of Oregonians reported hearing about the CIR prior to the arrival
of the Voters’ Pamphlet. Once it arrived, however, awareness of the CIR increased considerably; by the
final week of the election, 42% of likely voters said they were at least somewhat aware of the CIR. In
addition, voters reported spending considerably more time reading the Citizens’ Statements compared
to other parts of the voter’s pamphlet.
Most Oregon voters who read the Citizens’ Statements (65% of M73 voters and 57% of M74 voters)
found the Statements to be helpful and gained new information or arguments, and those voters who
read the Statements also became more knowledgeable about the measures. Both surveys indicate that
voters who carefully read the Citizens’ Statements were much less likely to support M73 and M74. The
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net result was narrowing the margin of passage for M73 and increasing the opposition to M74 from a
small to a larger majority of voters.
The most convincing piece of evidence, however, stems from our experiment. Looking only at those
respondents who said they intended to vote for or against Measure 73, roughly two-thirds of those who
were in one of the control groups or read the summary of the initiative already contained in the Voters’
Pamphlet intended to vote for Measure 73. But in the group that read the CIR Statement, only 40.5% of
voters said they planned to vote for the measure. In sum, reading the Citizens’ Statement appeared to
significantly lower support for an otherwise highly popular measure. (See Figure 2 for details.)
Figure 2. Differences in support for Measure 73 across four experimental survey conditions

Impact of the Evaluation
In line with our role in evaluating the pilot project, we compiled and presented the above results in a
report for the Oregon State Legislature, testifying twice before the House Rules Committee (in
December 2010 and February 2011) and once before the Senate Rules Committee (March 2011) as they
debated House Bill 2634, the legislation to permanently implement the CIR. Elliot Shuford, one of HDO’s
co-directors and an advocate for the bill, commented that skepticism of the process was one of the
biggest obstacles to its implementation, saying that “Without [the evaluation], I suspect our chances to
pass this current legislation (House Bill 2634) would have been very slim.”
Several members of the Rules Committees also commented on the utility of an independent evaluation
for their decision-making process, and members of the legislature seemed to find this evaluation useful
in deciding whether or not to continue the CIR. HB 2634 ultimately passed with some bipartisan support
(though it had more support from Democrats than Republicans), with the House voting 36 to 22 in favor
of the bill and the Senate voting 22 to 8 in favor. The governor signed the bill into law in June 2011, and
HDO’s organizers have begun the process of planning the first permanent iteration of the CIR for the
2012 election.
Contribution to the Body of Knowledge on Public Participation
Our evaluation shows how truly deliberative carefully structured events can become. Direct
comparisons are not yet possible, but the CIR appears to showcase a more intensive, high-quality
deliberation than many popular processes, such as Deliberative Polls or National Issues Forums. Though
the CIR does not meet an ideal standard, our evaluation shows how far such a process can go toward
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such an ideal. Our findings also offer insight into how to improve the existing CIR process in Oregon or
other states, cities, or nations that experiment with similar deliberative processes.
Regarding the CIR’s impact, our research shows the potential for at least one solution to the
longstanding problem of deliberation and scale. What the CIR case argues is that there can be a kind of
intensive, high quality deliberation that still has relevance for the mass public, by way of the Voters’
Pamphlet, in this case. The CIR panel steps in where the mass media and campaigns have failed to
produce a robust debate and analysis by providing its Statements to every registered household. This, in
turn, likely enriches the everyday experience of voting—or talking about the election with friends and
acquaintances. In the process, a small group has become empowered to reshape the electoral discourse
and considerations of a mass public.
Alignment with Core Values
This final section reprises key elements of our research and the CIR to show how they align with IAP2
Core Values. The CIR directly met IAP2 values, but those are also reflected in our research design.
1. Those affected by the decision were involved in the decision-making process.
CIR: Oregon voters both constituted the CIR and utilized the CIR’s Statement in the election.
Research: We relied heavily on both participant assessments and statewide surveys of the Oregon
electorate in our evaluation of the project.
2. The public's contribution influenced the decision.
CIR: The panelists’ decision was theirs alone, and the electorate ultimately chose how to use the
Citizens’ Statement when voting on the initiatives that the CIR studies.
Research: Panelists and the wider public participants had many opportunities to be heard during our
study, and they influenced the final recommendations we made for improving the CIR in the future.
3. The decision was sustainable and took into account needs/interests of all participants.
CIR: The panelists’ decision was meant to influence fellow citizens, and it reflected the diverse
concerns and perspectives of lay citizens, policy advocates and experts, and relevant public officials.
Research: Our research incorporated the voices of participants and the wider public in a way that was
clearly understandable to the legislators and practitioners, whose principal concerns about the CIR
directly shaped the design of our evaluation. We also provided legislators more than two dozen
detailed recommendations.
4. Those potentially affected by or interested in the decision were sought out and heard.
See #1 above.
5. Participants provided input into designing how they participated in the decision.
CIR: A previous trial-run used panelist feedback to design the 2010 model. Panelists also refined the
process as it unfolded, with the experience of the first panel influencing the second one.
Research: We used many open-ended survey questions to allow participants to provide information
we had not already thought of and evaluate the event in their own words.
6. Information provided to participants supported meaningful participation.
CIR: Participants heard information from advocates/witnesses and received written testimony.
Research: A clear description of our research design helped panelists participate meaningfully in it.
7. Participants were informed about how their input affected the decision
CIR: Panelists clearly understood that their Citizens’ Statement would go directly to the wider public.
Research: We informed the panelists and general public how we would use the data they provided.
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Alignment with Core Values
This final section reprises key elements of our research and the CIR to show how they align with IAP2
Core Values. The CIR directly met IAP2 values, but those are also reflected in our research design.
1. Those affected by the decision were involved in the decision-making process.
CIR: Oregon voters both constituted the CIR and utilized the CIR’s Statement in the election.
Research: We relied heavily on both participant assessments and statewide surveys of the
Oregon electorate in our evaluation of the project.
2. The public's contribution influenced the decision.
CIR: The panelists’ decision was theirs alone, and the electorate ultimately chose how to use the
Citizens’ Statement when voting on the initiatives that the CIR studies.
Research: Panelists and the wider public participants had many opportunities to be heard during
our study, and they influenced the final recommendations we made for improving the CIR in the
future.
3. The decision was sustainable and took into account needs/interests of all participants.
CIR: The panelists’ decision was meant to influence fellow citizens, and it reflected the diverse
concerns and perspectives of lay citizens, policy advocates and experts, and relevant public
officials.
Research: Our research incorporated the voices of participants and the wider public in a way
that was clearly understandable to the legislators and practitioners, whose principal concerns
about the CIR directly shaped the design of our evaluation. We also provided legislators more
than two dozen detailed recommendations.
4. Those potentially affected by or interested in the decision were sought out and heard.
See #1 above.
5. Participants provided input into designing how they participated in the decision.
CIR: A previous trial-run used panelist feedback to design the 2010 model. Panelists also refined
the process as it unfolded, with the experience of the first panel influencing the second one.
Research: We used many open-ended survey questions to allow participants to provide
information we had not already thought of and evaluate the event in their own words.
6. Information provided to participants supported meaningful participation.
CIR: Participants heard information from advocates/witnesses and received written testimony.
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Research: A clear description of our research design helped panelists participate meaningfully in
it.
7. Participants were informed about how their input affected the decision
CIR: Panelists clearly understood that their Citizens’ Statement would go directly to the wider
public.
Research: We informed the panelists and general public how we would use the data they
provided.
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City of Golden, Colorado

Page 2

Case Study
Title: Golden Vision 2030 Our Town, Our Future
Organization Group City of Golden
Location
Golden, Colorado population ~19,000
Key
Golden’s population grew more than 30 percent between 1990 and
Question/Problem
2000, presenting challenges of walkability, community engagement and
housing affordability. With further growth projected for the future,
Golden wanted to proactively involve the entire community in
discussing solutions to short- and long-term challenges.
Sample Methods
Conducted at neighborhood block parties, chili socials, community
events and summits, and neighborhood discussions.
Methods: Storytelling, story listening, community distilled values,
keypad polling, community conversations, online discussion forums
(e.g. community almanac, twitter, facebook, and i-neighbors), handdrawn neighborhood boundary surveys, paper surveys, dot polling,
word clouds, and digital storytelling by the youth.
Results
The values identified by the Heart and Soul Community Planning
process will serve as the starting point and philosophical guide for
policy and regulatory changes as well as community action.

Impact Level
Timeframe
People Engaged
Weblinks

With sincere dedication toward engaging the entire city Planning
process has resulted in new and re-established relationships across
perceived divides, 8 distinct i-neighbors neighborhoods (the source of
grass-roots collective impact), updated Comprehensive Plan,
community sharing network online, Neighborhood Grant Program,
values-based qualitative development review applications, valuesbased Park and Recreation plans, budget recommendations around
town values and future values-based code changes and subcommittees
of residents that want to volunteer or be part of the collective action in
the community.
City-wide, including existing residents and anticipated newcomers
30 months
12%+ (~2,300) people personally engaged
http://ci.golden.co.us/SectionIndex.asp?SectionID=75 and
http://www.orton.org/projects/golden
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Public Participation Challenges and Opportunities
Like many town government politics, Golden’s challenges included resident distrust of elected
officials as well as city staff and perceptions of an apathetic public created further distrust and
communication silos. In addition, there were other divides in town; people were separated
geographically, economically, and socially and with great potential for future land development,
it was imperative for the community to have the capacity and personal desire to strategize and
plan together. Future decisions ranged from lot by lot redevelopment decisions to a new
regional light rail station, to open in 2012, and possible highway expansion that could further
bifurcate the community. There were many issues that the townspeople were working to solve,
such as affordable housing, transit, walkability, sustainability, and more, but there was a need
for greater commitment and a renewed sense of obligation to one another; the town needed to
take time to learn about itself and truly understand what they collectively valued.
In 2008, the Golden City Council made a commitment to make sure that City’s actions and
decisions were consistent with the values of the greater community. In order to fulfill this
commitment, Council applied for and was accepted for a unique grant and in 2009 began a
partnership with the Orton Family Foundation to conduct an intensive 2+ year public
engagement project. While specific task forces and action groups had been established in the
past there was a sincere need to determine the “Heart and Soul” values of the entire
community.
The demographics of Golden are segregated, to some degree, by income with more expensive
homes to the north and blue collar and lower-income housing to the south, coincidentally where
the light rail station is planned. With the incredibly diverse outdoor opportunities and proximity
to Denver and mountain activities, there are all types of family types in Golden including
residents/students of the Colorado School of Mines, young families with and without children,
youth and young adults, seniors, and retirees. With a committee of over 30 volunteers the Heart
and Soul Project, known as “Golden Vision 2030, Our Town, Our Future,” started with an depth
community network analysis to determine who was in the community and what communication
methods would work best in reaching everyone in town, the goal was to reach every family type,
and every person in the community. Golden used outreach strategies like post cards, “A” frame
signs at the entrance to mobile home parks, flyers pasted on local business windows, on pizza
boxes, and in Friday folders for elementary students, listservs and blogs, twitter and facebook,
information stands at events, and more.
The City of Golden achieved the Project Goals which included:
1. Engage the Golden community, particularly under-represented constituencies, more
completely and effectively than ever before in a meaningful public process.
2. Through this shared community process, identify and articulate the most important
defining values of Golden … that which describes the very core or “heart and soul” of the
community… that which makes Golden, Golden.
3. Using these heart and soul community values, align and update the various policy
documents and strategic investment and action plans of the City to ensure that all major
decisions of the community support the Golden Heart and Soul values.
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4. Using the experiences of the shared community process, and the individual bonds
created or enhanced, strengthen the capacity and ability of the community to come
together to improve all aspects of community life.
Rationales for Public Participation
Doing what you’ve always done before won’t yield new results and using the same approach will
lead you to the same destination – Golden wanted new results and ideas and they wanted a
new way of getting them. As Lyman Orton stated in the Golden book Voice, Values, Visions (a
product of Golden and the Golden Vision 2030 process), “When a community takes the time to
get to know itself, it gains a sense of identity and purpose that informs decisions and planning.”
The City of Golden was eager to do business differently and public participation was a key
missing ingredient.
Impact of Core Values on the Organization and Evaluation Against Core Values
Golden needed a way to get to know itself and the process has truly transformed the way they
do business, in every aspect. And through the City’s transformation, the community now has a
renewed sense of empowerment.
As part of Golden Vision 2030 (GV 2030), residents came out by the thousands to discuss the
future of their city at storytelling events such as block parties, chili socials, group story circuits,
festivals, group story listening sessions and community summits. For the first time for many
residents, the block parties provided a venue for residents and business owners to personally
meet elected officials and City Staff from Police, Planning, Public Works, and Sustainability.
This initial step toward building relationships within the community established trust and
continues to be the foundation for activities and progress with Golden Vision 2030.
The storytelling events helped create familiarity among what were previously strangers (even
neighbors that lived next door to each other for years had their first conversations at some of the
events), and helped foster more welcoming community meetings. At one of the first community
meetings residents quickly rolled up their sleeves, got to work and evaluated more than 2000
value statements from stories gathered around Golden. All of this work was completed by the
community; no “black boxes” existed and transparent communication and decision-making was
not only honored by the City of Golden throughout the process, it was a guiding principle. The
community distilled their values into 2 guiding principles and 10 value themes for Golden:
Guiding Principles
1. Responsive Government
2. Controlled and Directed Change
Values
1. Accessible and Walkable
Community
2. Active Outdoors and the
Environment
3. Safe, Clean and Quiet
Neighborhoods
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4. Support for Local Businesses and
Downtown
5. Convenience and Community Amenities
6. Support for Our History, Culture and
Education
7. A Family and Kid Friendly Town
8. Friendliness and Appreciation of Our
Neighbors
9. Our Sense of Community
10. Belonging and Volunteerism
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Implementation – the “big step forward”
Gathering stories was an extraordinary process (it was authentic, built relationships, and invited
people into the process subconsciously),
distilling values from hundreds of stories was
an immeasurable feat, and when the Planning
Director promised “magic” he genuinely meant
it. There are a series of city and community
driven projects that embrace the core values
of the community and also align with the Core
Values of IAP2. There has been a whole
system of personal transformation at Golden,
from the City level to the neighborhood and
resident level. As a result of the Golden
Vision 2030 project, the City’s actions and
genuine commitment to the community, a
whole host of changes have occurred.
City Projects
Initially, City staff felt the sole weight of their
new values-based obligations but recently
realized that the greater community was not
only an untapped resource, residents were
eager to actively support their shared core
values. With a new “team” mentality, the City
of Golden is supporting efforts by the
community to address both tangible and
intangible community values.

Figure 1: Process for values-based legislative and policy
changes.



Golden Vision 2030 - The Plan itself is a
major success and includes information
about how values transform everything from development and policy decision-making to
how the community interacts with each other. The success of the plan is due in large part to
personal transformation for the City and many residents which happened over a two-year
community building process. The process garnered newfound trust between residents, city
staff and elected officials and as a result, the Plan does not just represent decisions made
by the Planning Department; it’s a
people’s plan, built collaboratively over
time and designed to sustain a way of life
that matters most to Goldenites.



How will GV 2030 Be Used? The values
noted above are codified in the Golden
Vision 2030 Plan, which is the basis for
recent City policy and process changes
and will guide future code changes and
community investment decisions (see
Figure 1, previous page) for the shortand long-term future.
Image 1: Page from the Golden Book celebrating one of the
community’s 10 core values.
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The Golden Book (see Image 1) – celebrates the GV2030 process, community stories,
shared values as well as the GV 2030 Plan. The Plan
includes information about how values transform
development and policy decision-making. A copy of
The Golden Book will be made available to every
existing household and a process has been set up to,
over time, provide City newcomers with a copy as well.



Neighborhood Plans – At the local high school, the
City hosted the first of a series of neighborhood
meetings relative to the Neighborhood Plans. With
input by the residents during the 2009 block parties,
City Planners redefined neighborhood boundaries and
are using many Heart & Soul outreach and
engagement tools to gather specific recommendations,
ideas, and concerns from area residents (see Image
2).

Image 2: Central Neighborhood residents
provide recommendations at the familiar
meeting place, Golden High School where
the Community Summits were held.



Comprehensive Plan – In a completely new structure
than a typical Comprehensive Plan, the City opted for a brand new layout that truly honors
the community’s input Golden’s Plan is now centered around the town’s values, and
includes neighborhood planning, outreach (see Image 3), and indicators for measuring
progress and effectiveness of the Plan. It was made available for review in many forms and
mediums and is now simpler to read and understand, benefitting the community and
business community. An important
“The Golden Comprehensive Plan is truly revolutionary!”
element of the Comp Plan is Golden’s
- Steve Glueck, Golden Planning Director at a recent
General Decision-Making Guidelines, a
City Council study session
step-by-step process to evaluate
whether a development
proposal addresses
and fosters Golden’s
core values (see Figure
2, next page). Golden
closed the Heart & Soul
Golden Vision 2030
project with an ice
cream social
celebration at the
locally loved Parfet
Park. Later that same
evening, City Council
proudly and
unanimously approved
their non-traditional
Image 3: Snapshot of Golden’s Comprehensive Plan structured around town values.
Comprehensive Plan
and, coincidentally, all of this amazing progress was on Golden’s 152nd birthday.



i-Neighbors – an online neighborhood networking website, continues to be supported by the
City of Golden offering simple transparent communication opportunities, between elected
officials, residents, and City staff, and has been the source of many discussions that have
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then led to pedestrian improvements . Based
on dialogue occurring on i-Neighbors,
traffic/pedestrian safety improvements have
been made in two Golden areas and based on
conversations between people, neighbors are
now relying on each other more for everyday
needs.


Anecdotal Personal Transformation – Planning
Director Glueck reflected on the Heart & Soul
project and how the process changed the way
he does business with the community. After
receiving a half dozen calls from residents
concerned with university student parking
issues he set up a spontaneous focus group at
the local pizza parlor and personally met with
residents to find solutions. He attests that this
is not an action he would have previously
taken and is confident that the City is well on
their way to “do business differently” and in a
way that authentically seeks community input
and involvement.

Community Led Projects
Over the last few months, the City of Golden
Figure 2: Values-based Decision Making Guidelines
realized the importance of creating opportunities
for the community to steward their core values and
several efforts have emerged as a result of local government incentives and control given back
to the community:


Neighborhood Grant Program – City Council allocated $20K toward neighborhood projects
(and Foundation funding contributed $5,000); dozens of applications have already been
received, and in fact the requests have already exceeded the budget. This is exciting news
considering a similar program existed for years with relatively little impact on or interest by
the community. Residents proposed block parties
to “bring new voices” to community action
projects and “hood issues” like neighborhood
clean-ups, community compost and vegetable
gardens, neighborhood watches, pedestrian
improvement projects, and sustainability
strategies like backyard chickens. With this effort
there is evidence of a real-life Stone Soup in
Golden; residents are volunteering their talents,
tools, and skills across age groups and coming
together to work on common issues and goals.



Service Organization Network – While
participating with GV 2030, several local residents
and thought leaders felt a personal obligation to
implement less tangible community values such
as sense of community, belonging and
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volunteerism, and friendliness. The City helped Golden Cares 3CG:
http://www.goldencares3c.org/ get established as a way for individuals, families or groups in
and around the immediate Golden area to “exchange” (as givers or receivers) time, material
items, skills, and money (see Image 4, previous page). Ultimately, the site aims to
strengthen the social infrastructure that contributes to the overall well-being of the Golden
community.


Clear Creek Corridor Plan – Personal transformation is evident in many forms in Golden,
sometimes metaphorically and other times more tangibly. The Park and Recreation
Department recently hired a consultant to develop a new corridor plan and the residents,
with their new relationships and empowerment grown out of a realization of their collective
values, held the consultant accountable to their Golden Vision 2030 Plan and required that
the Corridor Plan address their values.

This amazing opportunity via the International Association of Public Participation to recognize
Golden for their continued efforts and projects, and especially for their dedication to truly
transform the way they do business, in the spirit of public participation is an honor that will help
legitimize the impact of community engagement in local government. Golden plans to continue
carrying the torch by sharing their lessons at various conferences and mentoring other cities
and towns.
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Case Study Summary
Title
Organizing Group

Partnership for Inclusive, Cost-Effective Public Participation
Manchester Community College,
Capitol Region Council of Governments, and the
Federal Transit Administration’s Public Transportation Participation
Pilot Program

Location

USA Connecticut

Key Question / Problem Are community college (CC) students able to collaborate with
youth, minority, and people with low incomes on their own terms
for the purposes of transportation planning?
People in the “hard-to-reach” populations are the most crucial for
transportation planners to collaborate with, since they tend to be
transit-dependent.
Sample Methods

Partnership of CC courses to facilitate public collaboration with
low-income, minority and youth participants and planners; culturally
sensitive approaches--low-key discussions held within participants’
own organizations’ activities; social media; written questionnaires;
large-scale community forums; meals; student-community group
presentations.

Results

 Created a model of public participation for other CCs to adapt
 Permanent partnerships forged for traditionally under-heard
groups’ voices to help shape the region’s plans
 95 facilitators abided by the IAP2’s Core Values and Code of
Ethics
 29 “hard-to-reach” groups participated
 Planners modified their public participation strategies
 Replication has begun with collaborations at different CCs
 Public participation is more inclusive
 Groups’ interest and involvement with planning increased while
costs were reduced

Impact Level

Immediate level: Regional (geographic) and Collaborative (IAP2
Spectrum), with some at Empowerment level (IAP2). On track for
longer-term, national geographic level as more community-based
colleges adopt and adapt this model for local needs.

Time Frame
People Engaged

About 18 months, ongoing
500+

Web Link

http://www.mcc.commnet.edu/events.php?month=11&year=2010
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The Problem and Challenge
Everyone has a transportation need. Not everyone’s needs are met. The Partnership for
Inclusive, Cost-Effective Public Participation addresses the needs and commitments of many
partners: 1) the needs for planners to collaborate with people who tend to be hard-to-reach in
typical public involvement work, 2) the needs of people traditionally under-heard having their
needs heard by those who can make changes, and 3) community colleges’ academic and
service commitments and the need for students at community colleges (CCs )to get to and from
school and develop civic leadership capabilities.
In a 2009 study “Public Involvement on Transit Studies: State of the Practice”, the
Transportation Research Board (TRB) Committee on Public Involvement identified key barriers
to public participation (P2), three of which this project directly addresses: difficulty engaging
youth, low-income and minority populations, lack of public interest, and cost. P2 can be costly,
especially beyond public meetings, which do not involve collaboration with the people who have
the greatest needs. The Capitol Region Council of Governments (CRCOG), the planning
agency for the Greater Hartford, region shares these concerns. Poverty and transit-dependence
are pervasive. With a population of ~720,000 people in nearly 800 square miles, the region has
dramatic income disparities, increasing minority populations (e.g., Hartford and Bloomfield each
have minority populations of over 50%), increasing percentages of people who have limited
English proficiency, and jobs moving out of the core region. Hartford has the highest percentage
of people using transit, and travel time has increased. The majority of the region’s population
living below the poverty level resides in Hartford. Almost 60% of Hartford residents also work in
Hartford. CRCOG’s Atlas of Minority and Low-Income Populations in the Capitol Region shows
how deeply concentrated hard-to-reach populations are in the Greater Hartford area.
Members of these groups tend to distrust government-affiliated planners and lack a sense of
efficacy. So the Federal Transit Administration (FTA) sponsored innovative approaches to
improving P2 through the Public Transportation Participation Pilot Program, created as part of
the Safe, Accountable, Flexible, Efficient Transportation Equity Act: A Legacy for Users
(SAFETEA-LU). The 2011 FTA- and TRB-sponsored report, Transit Cooperative Research
Program Synthesis 89 Public Participation Strategies for Transit: A Synthesis of Transit Practice
(“TRCP Synthesis 89”) notes that in 2005, SAFETEA-LU created “requirements including formal
Public Involvement Plans for MPOs, consultation with “interested parties,” and the use of
alternative format materials and visualization techniques […] Executive Order 12898 on
Environmental Justice requires agencies to explicitly consider the impacts of federal actions on
minority and low-income communities” (p. 9). Just how to reach those who are “hard-to-reach”
remained a complicated problem.
CCs are 2-year colleges that provide job training, transfer to baccalaureate degree institutions,
and community service. With affordable tuitions, they are ideal for people who have lost jobs
and are looking for retraining, older adults who want to earn their degrees and maintain full-time
work, and young students completing their first two-years of college while attending to family
obligations. In over 1000 CCs across the U.S., all students are commuters. Like other members
of the public, they have transportation needs that are not fully addressed. The pilot case,
Manchester Community College (MCC), in Manchester, CT, serves 24 municipalities in the
Greater Hartford region. Over 80% are low-income, and minorities comprise a third. One-quarter
are first-generation students; 85% remain in state after graduation. They have deep roots and
close contacts with target populations. The college offers many academic programs that include
a service learning (i.e. service to the community as an integral component of learning the course
material) requirement or other community engagement component. Thus the concept of
students engaging the public face-to-face in community settings is readily integrated into
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curricula. But the question remained: Are CC students able to collaborate with youth, minority,
and people with low incomes on their own terms for the purposes of transportation planning?
The Role of Public Participation
Just as transportation—the movement of people and goods—is vital to social life, P2—the
movement of opinion, advice, concerns, and ideas—is essential to democratic society. And
both transportation and civic engagement are central to CCs. We sought to improve the P2
practice by creating and piloting a model whereby students are taught how to conduct culturallysensitive and locally-situated deliberative discussions in their own communities to meaningfully
engage youth, low-income, and minority populations in transit planning. The model can be used
in various areas through similar partnerships with the homogeneous system of CCs which serve
every community in the country.
Improving P2 is the crux of this project. TRCP Synthesis 89 explains that improving P2 is
“critical” (p.1) and must address “more routine, day-to-day public involvement activities of transit
providers” (p.10). They cite the IAP2 Spectrum of Participation as their basis for their analysis of
initiatives, most of which have an impact at the informative and consultative levels. The FTA
tries to improve the state of the practice of P2 in transportation planning at the regional or
project level (Public Involvement Process; see also the Interim Policy on Public Involvement).
Public Participation Methods
The Partnership for Inclusive, Cost-Effective Public Participation trained students to be
facilitators. Advice and ideas from multiple discussion groups reflecting the area’s diversity
would be culled together to create a more complete sense of the people’s needs and concerns.
The process, which was first approved by the MCC Institutional Research Board, involved the
following steps in its method:
1. A kick-off event was held in March 2010 to design the nature and direction for the project.
2. As part of academic coursework in Group Communication and Public Speaking classes
faculty instructed on group dynamics. Students read, discussed, and agreed to abide by
ethical guidelines, IAP2 Code of Ethics for Public Participation Practitioners and Core
Values. Students were taught ethnographic note-taking and use of an audio-recorder.
3. Students created discussion ground rules that were shared with, modified, and agreed to by
discussion participants. Students researched transit topics, received additional training from
industry professionals so they could better address community group questions, and
presented informative speeches to share knowledge with classmates.
4. Planners, faculty, and students collaborated on the creation of a discussion guide and
questionnaire. In their deliberation, participants could focus on what mattered most to them,
sharing stories and experiences, providing advice and ideas for transportation.
5. Students worked in research teams based on geographical proximity. Teams made lists of
community groups with which members had a connection.
6. Students contacted the groups, requesting permission to conduct a group discussion about
transportation needs. For example, the New Dimension Christian Center in downtown
Hartford is comprised of people of who are of Black (African American, West Indian, and
Jamaican) and Latino (Dominican Republican and Puerto Rican) heritage and recent
immigrants. Church member and student Berlin Pineda approached her Pastor about having
a discussion. When he approved, they arranged the best time, one that accompanied an
already planned meeting. She translated materials and held the discussion in Spanish.
7. Students facilitated and recorded the deliberation sessions, which lasted about 30-60
minutes. Community groups’ regularly scheduled meetings and locations were the times and
places for discussion sessions. Students were reimbursed for small purchases of food and
drink served there.
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8. MCC campus officials also requested two open forums for students. Previously trained
students organized, advertised, and conducted the sessions.
9. In an Environmental Science class, a different approach using more choice-work
supplemented off campus work. We discussed benefits and trade-offs of 3 approaches to
transportation, and agreed on one. Each group composed their own approach at the end.
10. Students presented preliminary findings via social media and to community groups in an
interactive poster session and in speeches at free on-campus fall and spring dinner forums.
Students moderated and took notes in small group discussions about these findings.
Participants evaluated the work using anonymous open-response forms. Student Nate Sims
designed a multi-media presentation, using audio tracks of discussions, to close the events.
11. Outreach to other CCs and planners makes possible the adoption and adaptation of this
process in other places.
Uniqueness of the Project
1. In what way(s) did public participation improve the decision? Having the trust of hardto-reach groups eased their participation. Because participants wanted the process to focus
on general needs of the public, we focused on that. Transportation planners (like CRCOG
and the URS Corporation) will be using the findings to improve transportation services. And
CRCOG has identified the Partnership as a strategy for future use.
2. How did public participation contribute to the resolution of the problem? Since the
problem itself was P2, getting that accomplished resolved the problem. Further, we are in
the process of replicating this at other locations and will continue to do this kind of
engagement in future years.
3. Describe the innovative participation techniques that were used. Using partnerships
with CCs was one innovation. The FTA had also not seen students’ conduct of deliberative
discussion and collaborative engagement of hard-to-reach people. Cost savings accrued by
training and involving students to conduct P2 as an unpaid academic requirement via
ongoing courses. Conducting an initial pilot, evaluating it, and conducting a second cycle of
P2 activities to ensure tools and approach are effective and replicable via similar
partnerships in other regions of the U.S. is a third innovation.
4. Was the project able to solve a problem that faces the field of public participation?
Yes, the project solved the problem of engaging youth, minority, and low income participants
in transportation planning. It brought their needs to those with power to make changes.
5. How did the project spread the practice of public participation into a new area? CCs
are the untapped resource for community members and transportation planners alike.
There is no known report of a similar project; the rare occasions when CCs are used, the
focus is on staff or selected students and campus-related needs. No CC-partnered project
addresses non-campus related needs as this one does.
Project Results
The project was very successful. We collaborated with 87% of people who had never before
participated in transportation planning. 95 students were trained, over 200 people provided
opinions. Notably, mid-way through the project, CRCOG concluded in its assessment of its P2
efforts that “new public outreach methodologies” may result. Indeed, their “primary
recommendation” involves “customized efforts to engage the public” and the “use of existing
neighborhood groups and organizations to increase awareness of its projects and programs
within the community.” Sentiment typical of feedback on this project is: “As someone involved
with transportation planning and funding issues, is has been great to see MCC students
becoming aware of these important issues.” Students were rightfully proud of their work,
beaming at the positive feedback they received; they are becoming more engaged.
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Based on this work, several organizations are looking to develop partnerships with us. For
example, the Kennedy Center has asked to work with us regarding their conducting of Public
Transportation Seminars, as funded by a federal grant. Across all three large events a total of
183 attendees came to learn about student research findings. The Replication Packet is being
shared at academic conferences, community group meetings, and chosen as a case study for a
National Science Foundation-funded catalog “Public Engagement with Science.” Student
leadership and civic engagement increased through internships and participation in
organizations. Numerous other collaborations are a result of this work.
Alignment with Core Values
Core Value 1: How did the project ensure that those most affected by the decision
or problem were involved? Since the very people who are most transit-dependent are also
members of the traditionally under-heard populations (youth, minority, and low-income) in
transportation planning, it was important to have trusted organizations and people solicit their
advice, ideas, solutions in making transportation decisions. We worked with students to ensure
group variety, but did not have to provide much intervention; the diversity was already present
among the students themselves.
In a March 2010 kick-off event hospitality students prepared and served a multi-course
dinner to community members while participants learned about the project and engaged in
student-moderated and pen/paper recorded small group discussion. This gave the event
additional local credibility and a sense of community. Students advertised the event in person
and via phone, text message, posters, email, Eventbrite.com, Facebook.com, and letters to the
editors of local newspapers. They assisted in coordinating the event, with logistics during the
event, and facilitated small group discussions about what approach the project should take in
the coming year.
Most of the participants either walk to work or take a bus. Some carpool, fewer bike,
and some have their own vehicles. Over half of the participants were non-white. Studentconducted P2 discussions are the bulk of the project. Students shared preliminary findings with
community members, local and state government officials, and CRCOG in interpersonal, group,
and mediated formats.
Core Value 2: How was the outcome of the project influenced by the public’s
contributions? The public influenced the very nature this project took and has developed
collaborative public engagement practices. Participants at the kick-off event included students,
faith-based leaders, community group representatives, social service agencies, transportation
service providers, organizations representing minority populations, government officials,
community service councils, and small business owners. Specifically, participants: brainstormed
focus areas for 2010-2011 deliberation activities, voted on top 3 priorities, judged pros and cons
of each priority, and reached consensus. Participants preferred to see sessions focus on
transportation needs assessment in the Greater Hartford region. They also wanted to see the
results of this work. Having stakeholders participate in choosing the direction of the deliberation
sessions to be held in fall 2010 and spring 2011 builds ownership, trust, and a sense of efficacy.
Core Value 3: How did the project promote sustainable decisions and ensure that
the needs and interests of all participants were communicated? This project helped initiate
the MCC Institute for Community Engagement and Outreach, and as a result of its deliberative
focus, the Kettering Foundation chose MCC for a joint learning partnership and training as New
Center for Public Life. CRCOG now has a permanent local resource to assist with P2, and a
replication package is available to any agency that wished to form similar partnerships.
Core Value 4: How did the project seek out and facilitate the involvement of those
most affected? One of the project’s premises was that people will talk with people they know
and trust. This was accomplished in several ways: 1) students are themselves part of the
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under-heard population. Their participation as co-researchers ensured that those most affected
by transportation planning issues were involved; 2) student connection with community groups
provided another mechanism; and 3) at an organization level, CCs’ existing connection and trust
in the community provided a way to galvanize involvement. Direction from community groups,
students, CT Transit, and CRCOG in the fall 2010 resulted in changes for the spring 2011
semester activities. Some students expressed a desire to maintain contact with the project,
sharing their willingness to serve as mentors to spring semester students. Many remain as part
of the FTA Student Groups’ Facebook.com site.
Core Value 5: How did the project seek input from participants on how they
wished to participate? We asked them, and we worked with them in ways that were most
appealing to them. A second premise is that people in various places communicate differently,
that communication varies by culture, and that when conducting research with participants, local
knowledge and ways of speaking are essential to the outcomes. Students collaborated with
faculty, transportation planners, and other project staff on what the discussion questions and the
questionnaire questions and format should be and were encouraged to conduct the discussion
in the way the community groups they represented felt most comfortable. Discussions were in
places where the group was already gathered; members already had transportation. Before
being used in the non-student community groups, the questionnaire was pilot-tested with 3
classes and revised extensively based on tester ideas and advice. Faculty showed students
how their ideas were implemented. Since we had anticipated that some student research teams
would be unable to locate a community group to which they belong, we had a list of groups we
held in reserve. Project staff contacted social service agencies, community groups, faith-based
organizations, arts organizations, and others.
Core Value 6: How did the information provided to participants support or
contribute to meaningful participation? Students received additional training from
transportation planners so they could better address community group questions. Prof. Norman
Garrick of U. Connecticut’s Civil and Environmental Engineering Department presented a
lecture on “Transportation and the Health and Wealth of Cities.” Stephen Gazillo, AICP, of URS
Corporation (and Affiliate Member of the Transportation Research Board’s Public Involvement in
Transportation Committee) presented a lecture on “Public Participation in Transportation.”
Representatives from CT Transit, the Connecticut Department of Transportation’s bus service,
spoke with students about the bus system. Students were given schedules and maps. These
aided students in their required independent travel on the bus. CRCOG Senior Transportation
Planner Sandy Fry was a guest speaker on the history and methods of P2.
Core Value 7: How did the communication of the project results ensure that
participants knew how their input affected the decision or addressed the problem?
Participants were aware that this was a pilot study looking to improve the ways public
involvement is conducted. They knew that results of their deliberations on transportation needs
would be shared with transportation planners and providers. Students shared preliminary
findings with community members, local and state government officials and CRCOG. Changes
made as a result of the work are shared with participants via online social media, in
conversations, MCC’s website, and press releases. All community organizations are offered the
final report. Communication of results is enmeshed with the participants’ lives, since students
are both the researchers and members of the target populations themselves. The towns of
Manchester, CT and the East Hartford, CT have both requested additional information regarding
MCC’s work with FTA and assistance in the future. Finally, many of them expressed such
sentiments in feedback to us (e.g. “I learn that most of the community had the same issues with
transportation like the bus was not on time” and “I learned that CT transit does care and would
like to better the bus system for us the people.”).
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Participating Community Groups:
1. Ballroom Dance Club
2. Boys & Girls Club of Simpson Waverly Magnet School
3. Boys and Girls Club on Sigourney Street
4. Brother-2-Brother and Sister-2-Sister
5. Central Manchester Church Organization
6. Chestnut Point Care Center staff
7. Classes Over Bad Behavior student group
8. East Hartford High School graduates
9. East Hartford Senior Center Belly Dancers
10. Hartford residents
11. Hambrook Dentistry
12. Great Path Academy Social Studies class
13. Great Path Academy Psychology class
14. On Campus Open Forum I
15. On Campus Open Forum II
16. Manchester Area Conference of Churches Emergency
Shelter guests
17. Manchester Police Explorers
18. National Society of Black Engineers students
19. New Britain Senior Center
20. New Dimension Christian Center
21. Rocky Hill Volunteer Fire Department
22. Public Speaking class
23. Scrabble Club members and relatives
24. Student Senate
25. Study Group
26. Sustainable Energy for Residences and Businesses
class
27. UnReal-Madrid,Fantasy Soccer Team
28. Women’s Basketball Team players
29. Manchester Youth Service Bureau youth
(Photos credit: Nate Sims, Brianna Weaver, Donald
McKim. Photos of off-campus community groups were not
permitted.)
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Titre

Organisation

Faire la ville autrement, construire une maison pour tous avec
les habitants
Another way of “making the city” : building a community
centre with the inhabitants
Direction du développement social et territorial, ville du BlancMesnil / Direction of social and territorial development, city of Le
Blanc-Mesnil

Lieu

Southern neighbourhoods of Le Blanc-Mesnil, a city of the SeineSaint-Denis department.

Problématique
principale

Co-designing a project of « maison pour tous », an associative
community centre. The idea emerged from the inhabitants of a
neighbourhood in an urban renewal process. Close to this place
took place a great demolition / rebuilding operation concerning 400
public housings. This project was part of a more global process
consisting in the co-design of the « Contrat de Ville » (urban
renewal planning) 2000/2006.

Méthodes

« Workshops for the future », an active method making the
participants’ expression progress form anger to the building of an
ideal, and finally enables them to start a project.
« Realization workshop » (steering group), participatory inquiry,
technical planning workshop and memento, « Extramural maison
pour tous ».

Résultats

Advanced ongoing participatory process, since 1999. It enabled an
effective implication of many inhabitants, some of them knowing
serious difficulties, from the birth of the project to its realisation and
nowadays, to its management and evaluation. The process gave
real outcomes at each stage of the project: identification of the
needs, elaboration of the answers in a global social project and
also as particular activities, technical and architectural planning for
the building, writing of the managing association’s statuses and of
a charter for public welcome, fundraising.

Niveau d’influence

City of Le Blanc-Mesnil and its southern neighbourhoods.

Durée

Ongoing process since 1999. Some outstanding stages : October
1999 : Workshops for the future ; 2000 : participatory inquiry ; from
2001 to 2002 : technical and architectural planning workshops ;
2003 beginning of the « maison pour tous hors les murs »
(extramural maison pour tous) ; March 2004 : birth of the managing
association ; April 2006 inauguration of the maison pour tous.
23/022011: a delegation of the IAP2 Board visits the maison pour
tous.

Nombre de participants

Workshops for the future: 110. Steering group: 15. Participatory
inquiry: 159. Planning workshops: circa 100 (representatives /
inhabitants / experts / future users). Managing association: 500
members.

Web Link

www.blancmesnil.fr
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Another way of « making the city » : building a community centre with the inhabitants,
Patrick Norynberg1
An ongoing democratic process, long-term-oriented
For the city of Le Blanc Mesnil, 51,000 inhabitants people’s implication in public affairs is a
fundamental concern from many years.
In 2007, the city enforced a charter for local democracy, which resulted from a collective writing
process involving more than 1,000 citizens. The city gathers about twenty « participatory
institutions » : elders’ consultative council, young people’s local coucil, local council of
associative life, and also « city and neighbourhoods councils» (« Conseils de la ville et du
voisinage »). Neighbourhood councils aren’t compulsory, as Le Blanc-Mesnil has got less than
80,000 inhabitants. These processes are a choice we made far before the law [about
« proximity democracy », feb. 2002]. « City » means that the councils can tackle metters
concerning the whole territory, in order not to confine participants in a single « district » point of
view. « Neighbourhood» is nevertheless mentioned as proximity remains essential.
If some of these places, dedicated to exchanges and encounters, were created by the city
administration for the citizens, others have been built from grassroots projects. The maison
pour tous Jean Jaurès is an outstanding example. Le Blanc-Mesnil’s representatives show a
strong will of working effectively about these concerns, to make democracy both a goal and a
tool for local administration.

Regular meetings between inhabitants and institutions: « Workshops for the
future ».
Before becoming deputy managing director of Le Blanc-Mesnil, I was for an long time director
of urban renewal (« directeur de la politique de la ville »). I was then in charge, en 1998, to
assess the work we made with inhabitants in some areas, to account with French « politique de
la ville ».
At that time, a circular form Prime Minister Lionel Jospin established the frame for the
preparation of “contrats de ville 2000-2006” [Contrat de ville is a convention for urban renewal,
between the State and local authorities. It plans actions in multiple fields (employment, housing,
health, security,...]. I wondered how to work with the inhabitants, as they were the first
audience of this policy. We wanted to know their opinion, but also their recommendations for the
next convention. I suggested a method named « Workshops for the future» (« les ateliers de
l’avenir »), which consisted in gathering the inhabitants during the whole year 1999, far before
the new convention was signed (in 2000).
This is a dynamic tool which enables participants to go over the expression of difficulties and illbeing to a creative utopia phase leading to concrete projects. « Workshops for the future » were
created to rekindle people’s liking for collective action. As these people’s speech was tucked
away, this method provides an help to make it re-emerge. It must also facilitate the confrontation

1

Deputy managing director of Le Blanc-Mesnil, Patrick Norynberg also wrote books in which he describes the
processes which led to social and territorial development projects carried on by the inhabitants : « faire la ville
autrement » ed. Yves Michel, 2nd edition march 2011 and « Ville, démocratie et citoyenneté : expérience du pouvoir
partagé » ed. Yves Michel, march 2011.
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of ideas between inhabitants, social workers and representatives to build together solutions for
the future. Setting up these workshops needs an important preparation phase: a 4-to-5-monthwork with field workers, associations and key-inhabitants. The project cannot work without such
a synergy. In 1999, in the southern neighbourhoods of the city, we launched a dialogue work by
organizing a friendly seminar during the weekend, to which 80 inhabitants and 10 workers
attended.
Networking the players
Before the workshops themselves, we needed to gather the inhabitants during an evening and a
whole day. A global field approach had to be engaged to activate workers, associations and
leaders in the neighbourhood, to explain and share our action. We needed to create a network
with all of these players, convince them that such a way of working made sense and that we
needed to associate inhabitants very early, as they were concerned by the projects we were
dealing with. Network is a key-notion when launching a participatory action: we need to identify
people and lifeblood who work and act on a territory. The first stage consists in meeting these
persons, explaining the process, convincing. It’s a common process in « popular areas ». Then,
to invite people to attend the Workshops for the future, we created a small paper using people’s
words instead of institutional vocabulary. Then, by a snowball effect, we could gather 30, 40,
and even 100 participants.
These networks are still active and keep on producing lots of outcomes: meetings, projects,
initiatives, etc... These « front row players », in touch with inhabitants all day long, work together
in 4 areas in the city. We named them « interprofessional networks ».
A co-building process gives the main role to inhabitants
Workshops are three-steps-events and last two days. First, the goals of the process are
exposed: building together projects to improve daily life in the neighbourhood and the territory,
from what they think and feel. We also explain our will of rooting the process in a long term
basis instead of organizing a one-shot event. That’s why we encourage inhabitants to get
involved in a long-lasting process.
Professionals attended to the workshops: social workers, community organizers, urban
planners, etc... Other participants were families, already engaged persons (parents’ association,
tenants’ association, etc...) but also people with no engagement, who came after being invited
by word-of-mouth. For example, social workers facilitate the invitation of persons they are used
to working with.
The first stage (Day 1, evening) is a time for expressing anger: everyone takes the liberty of
telling what’s wrong. Institutions, civil servants, workers and representatives accept to listen to
these words. On Friday evening, we explain our approach and then, by a single question « Which things prevent us from living better in the neighbourhood? » - the daily life of
inhabitants appears. Everyone answers by on a short sentence written on an anonymous Post-it
: « We’re not listened to enough in the neighbourhood », « Neighbourhood is dirty and nobody
does anything »… Institutional participants must be prepared to accept this criticism, as it’s not
always easy to hear. Facilitators gather the Post-it, several dozens sometimes, read them loud
and stick them on a wall so that anybody can read them, and that every participant feels heard.
Before the end, a thematic summery is achieved, showing the expression of « ill-life » in the
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neighbourhood. Participants are then proposed to reverse this summary of negative elements
in positive words. "Neighbourhood is magnificent and full of flowers, stairwells smell good ». On
Saturday morning, everyone is asked to let themselves dream, with no constraint of time,
money or realism. Dreams show basic claims: « I want a place to celebrate », « I wish my
neighbours say hello».
Second step (Day 2, morning) is a dreaming time. This is not so easy as far as usually, we can
only refer to what we know: ideal is often restricted. That’s also why, in general, inhabitants’
speech has ideas and common sense. Proposals are rarely unreachable, even if they may need
some time to come true. Once again, proposals are written on Post-it and sorted by theme.
Such a two-step-work creates a dynamics in which participants are ready to work together.
Lunch takes place in a kind of euphoria climate where « doing together » really makes sense.
On the afternoon, groups go further into the different themes and calls for projects are listed.
Third step (Day 2, afternoon) is project time. Coming back to the principle of reality, participants
analyze human, material and financial resources needed to build projects in short, mid and longterm. Groups are set up on a project basis to initiate a long-standing work. Group members
agree then on a schedule. Starting the effective building of a project, they feel tightly knit.
Workers take part of the groups, in which they play a role of support and explanation.
Inhabitants’ mistrust towards institutions starts turning into confidence, which is the only security
when you work about local social development. Only the preceding steps allow the success of
the last phase: people had to speak with each other, share thoughts, create links. The two first
stages prepare conditions to think about the future and build a collective project. These
workshops enable then inhabitants to get effectively involved in project groups.
people

Birth of the maison pour tous: a house for all the people, and a house from all the

During the workshops emerged a project consisting in a place where people and associations
could meet up and do activities together. A steering group of 15 inhabitants was set up and
met every 15 days to build such a project. The meetings tackled all sorts of questions:
communication, rules of functioning, layout … In a first time, a participatory inquiry was run to
check if the project really met a collective need. In front of buildings, in stairwells, in front of the
supermarket, 400 questionnaires were given, with replies from 159 persons. Results were
shown during a meeting of the « City and neighbourhood council » (« Conseil de Ville et de
Voisinage »), created on this purpose with inhabitants, also to regularly review the projects
stemming from the workshops for the future. A neighbourhood house tallied with common
claims: get a place where one can be given a help with administrative procedures, with a toy
library, meeting rooms...
It happened that municipality also planned to create neighbourhood facilities. So, we worked
with tight collaboration. City put a professional at the steering group’s disposal, to translate their
social project in a technical and architectural program: during planning workshops with
representatives, inhabitants, professionals et future users, spaces and practices were defined
and written on a memo. This document was given to the architect who, as a result, had no
difficulty to convert this on plans.
« In 2002, city will decide to put a planner at the inhabitants’ disposal, to complete the
equipment project.2 With her help, a new phase of advanced dialogue will be engaged. During
several months, volunteers-citizens, professionals and future users will gather to work on a
2

A co-written memo of several dozens of pages states the specifications. It will be given to the architect to facilitate
his work.
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precise plan for the house. Functions and practices will be reviewed in minute detail, with
regard to the animation project and to the activities wanted and co-designed by the inhabitants
and the concerned local civil servants. This methodology and this very early dynamics must
prevent users’ disputes once the building is constructed (mis-designed or underequipped activity
room, difficult accessibility, luminosity, security …). Such conflicts often occur late, and lead to
new modifications which change practices, disrupt planned activities and generate extra-costs.
Finally, it becomes necessary to return on what has already been done. On the contrary, our
method is another way of managing project time, as for inhabitants waiting time is too often a
period of discouragement. »3
We sought funds, met institutions, the CAF (family allowance agency), the social centres
federation…, thought to the place and the content of the project and worked on communication
to make the whole city know the project of this neighbourhood’s inhabitants. A project needn’t to
be completed to get alive, upstream phases are crucial too. To make the « Maison pour tous
Jean Jaurès » come true, we set up initiatives 6 years long in common premises, schools
covered playgrounds, etc... We encouraged active inhabitants to meet the others and talk to
them about what they do, by participatory inquiries and by explaining the expected activities in
the Maison pour Tous. Ask, make people talk about the project and make it known. This
enables people who haven’t got involved yet to join the working group over time. Learning to
know each other brings about cohesion, production and trust. Such elements are essential to
overcome mistrust against institutions. Without them exists a risk of « keeping to ourselves».
At the end of 2003, we wanted the maison pour tous to start living and developed the concept of
« extramural maison pour tous » (« maison pour tous hors les murs »). We set up a playing
activity in the neighbourhood in partnership with the toy library « Les enfants du jeu », from the
city of Saint-Denis. This activity has later been integrated in the maison pour tous. Another
example? A teacher in the secondary school which participates in the project ran, with her
pupils, an inquiry about the future rules of functioning for the maison pour tous. From this work
emerged a charter in 12 points, which fix ethics criteria: mutual understanding, quality of
reception, peace and quiet…This charter was published in autumn 2002. « Besides, a choir, a
theatre workshop and literacy teaching are taking place in the framework of the « Maison pour
tous hors les murs ». Other projects are conducted in partnership with the « Forum culturel » et
the tenants’ association, and artistic activities are organized. Several arts companies will follow
in the city, in touch with inhabitants. The companies ACTA, TGV, Sisyphe heureux, du
Tournesol, will carry out a series of theatrical, photographic or pictorial works. Portraits of
inhabitants, social and professional integration training courses using video with the association
Périphérie, photographic exhibitions based on individual archive pictures about Montillet
neighbourhood in the past and nowadays, will abound during all these years with the help of the
city youth department and the city archives. Little by little, an audience is born and contributes to
make Montillet alive, throughout collective and individual memory and the prospects. Each year
and still now, new or continued actions in the framework of the « politique de la ville » lead to
many initiatives of meetings and exchanges». 4
That’s how, together with inhabitants and step by step, we created conditions to set up an
association in March 2004.

3

« Ville, démocratie et citoyenneté : expérience du pouvoir partagé » Patrick Norynberg, ed. Yves Michel, March
2011.

4

« Ville, démocratie et citoyenneté : expérience du pouvoir partagé » Patrick Norynberg, ed. Yves Michel, March
2011.
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The project materialized as a permanent « Maison pour tous », inaugurated on April 1st 2006.
« It took place on April 1st 2006 and no, it wasn’t an April fool! The city did inaugurate, on the
occasion of a wide and popular celebration, the Maison Pour Tous Jean Jaurès. With 1500 m²
of premises dedicated to associations and groups, multiple socio-educational and cultural
activities, it’s now a must-visit place for the neighbourhood and the city. Some of the inhabitants
who were involved in the workshops for the future in 1999 are now members of the association
board, and manage the structure on a cooperative basis. More than 500 families are members
of the association and attend the multiple actions which radiate far beyond the neighbourhood,
for the greatest happiness of all... »5
Evaluation and core values
Little by little and after this first experience started in 1999, inhabitants’ involvement spread to
the practices and the organization of the city administration. Today, city and neighbourhood
councils, which are places of exchanges, project building and civic interventions, have
progressively been implemented on the whole municipal territory. They gather inhabitants,
representatives and professionals, and meet regularly all year long. New projects are discussed
with the same dynamics, like at the moment a project of associative café. The charter for local
democracy gives the inhabitants the right to refer a case to the city council by a petition. For
example, the charter makes also compulsory, for important matters, a sheet
« inhabitants participation process ». This sheet reviews what have been done and the
feedback to involved inhabitants, once the decision is voted. The city council rules were
modified to allow these democratic evolutions. An observatory on municipal commitments,
composed of volunteer-inhabitants, submitted last June its opinion about a field of municipal,
action. Regularly, trainings sessions are organized for inhabitants and representatives. At last,
internally, a long-lasting process was organized with the staff, to co-elaborate an agreement on
the improvement of local public service quality. this work led to 26 action sheets. More than a
half of the 1200 city civil servants took part to this process in various ways. Concrete actions are
ran to facilitate internal communication, transversality, project management and collaborative
working for all city policies. Every two years, the « democracy meeting » (« rencontres de la
démocratie ») enable the players to take stock of this matter and open new perspectives.

5

« Faire la ville autrement » Patrick Norynberg, ed. Yves Michel, 2nd edition March 2011
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Titre
Organisation

Faire la ville autrement, construire une maison pour tous avec
les habitants
Direction du développement social et territorial, ville du BlancMesnil

Lieu

Ville du Blanc-Mesnil en Seine Saint denis. Les quartiers du sud de
la ville

Problématique
principale

Co-élaborer un projet de maison pour tous, centre social associatif
en partant de l’idée émise par des habitants d’un quartier en
politique de la ville jouxtant une grosse opération de reconstruction
démolition de 400 logements sociaux. Projet s’inscrivant également
au départ, dans le cadre d’une co-construction du projet et de la
programmation du Contrat de Ville 2000/2006.

Méthodes

Processus participatif : Organisation d’un Atelier de l’Avenir qui
permet, par une méthode active, de passer de l’expression de la
colère à la construction d’un idéal, puis d’une entrée en projet,
atelier de réalisation (groupe moteur), enquête participative,
ateliers de programmation technique et mémento, maison pour
tous hors les murs.

Résultats

Processus participatif élaboré, ancré dans le temps et dans la
durée (de 1999 à aujourd’hui). Il a permis l’implication réelle de
plusieurs habitants, y compris en grandes difficultés, de la genèse
du projet à sa réalisation et aujourd’hui à la gestion et à
l’évaluation. Les résultats sont venus à chaque étape du processus
enrichir le projet : repérage des besoins, définition des réponses à
apporter en terme de projet social (sens de l’action) et d’activités,
définition du programme technique et architectural de
l’équipement, élaboration des statuts de l’association de gestion,
d’une charte d’accueil, recherche de financements.

Niveau d’influence

Ville du Blanc-Mesnil et les quartiers du sud de la commune.

Durée

De 1999 à ce jour. Plusieurs étapes marquantes : octobre 1999
Ateliers de l’Avenir, 2000 enquête participative, 2001 à 2002
ateliers de programmation technique et architecturale, 2003
lancement de la maison pour tous hors les murs, mars 2004
création de l’association, Avril 2006 inauguration de la MPT. 23
février 2011 visite d’une délégation du CA d’AI2P à la maison pour
tous.

Nombre de participants

Atelier de l’Avenir 110 personnes, Groupe moteur de 15
personnes, enquête participative 159, ateliers de programmation
environ 100 personnes (élus / habitants / professionnels / futurs
utilisateurs), association 500 personnes adhérentes

Web Link

blancmesnil.fr
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Faire la ville autrement, construire une maison pour tous avec les habitants, Patrick
Norynberg1
Une démarche de démocratie ancrée dans le temps et la durée
La commune du Blanc Mesnil compte 51 000 habitants et fait de la question de l’implication des
habitants dans la chose publique, une question fondamentale, depuis de nombreuses années.
La ville s’est aussi dotée en 2007 d’une charte de la démocratie locale qui a été le fruit d’un
processus de travail, permettant à plus de 1000 habitants de s’impliquer et de co-écrire ce
document. La ville regroupe une vingtaine « d’instances participatives » : conseil consultatif des
aînés, conseil local des jeunes, conseil local de la vie associative mais aussi des « conseils
de ville et de voisinage ». Il n’y a pas d’obligation pour Blanc-Mesnil de se doter de conseils
de quartier puisque nous comptons moins de 80 000 habitants. Nous avons fait le choix, bien
avant la loi, de nous inscrire dans ce type de dynamique : « ville » pour parler de l’ensemble
des questions du territoire et ne pas enfermer les habitants dans une vision purement
« quartier » ; et « voisinage » parce que la proximité compte beaucoup ; elle est importante.
Tous ces lieux de rencontres, d’échanges, sont à la fois des espaces qui ont été créés par
l’institution municipale dans une forme plutôt descendante mais sont aussi pour plusieurs
d’entre eux, des espaces qui se sont construits à partir de l’émergence de projets habitants. La
maison pour tous Jean Jaurès en est un exemple emblématique. Il y a ainsi au BlancMesnil une volonté forte des élus de travailler de façon authentique sur ces questions et de faire
de la démocratie, un moyen et un but pour la gestion locale.

Des rencontres régulières entre habitants et institutions avec « les Ateliers de
l’Avenir ».
Avant d’être directeur général adjoint du Blanc-Mesnil, j’ai longtemps été directeur de la
politique de la ville. Dans cette fonction, en 1998, il m’a été demandé de faire le bilan du travail
accompli dans certains quartiers sensibles avec les habitants, au titre de la politique de la ville.
A l’époque, la circulaire du premier ministre Jospin fixait le cadre de la préparation des contrats
de ville 2000-2006. Je me suis demandé comment travailler cette question avec les habitants
puisqu’ils avaient été les premiers destinataires de cette politique. Il s’agissait de connaître leurs
avis, mais aussi leurs préconisations pour le prochain contrat. J’ai proposé une méthode, « les
Ateliers de l’Avenir », qui consistaient à réunir les habitants toute l’année 1999, bien en amont
de ce nouveau contrat (signé en 2000).
Il s’agit d’une technique dynamique qui permet de passer de l’expression des difficultés et du
mal-être des habitants d’un quartier, à une phase d’utopie créative qui débouche sur des projets
concrets. « Les Ateliers de l’Avenir » ont été créés pour redonner goût à l’action collective.
Cette méthode aide la parole enfouie à rejaillir. Elle doit permettre aussi la confrontation d’idées
entre les habitants, les travailleurs sociaux et les élus pour construire ensemble des solutions
pour l’avenir. La mise en place de ces ateliers nécessite une phase de préparation importante,
1

Directeur général adjoint des services de la Ville du Blanc-Mesnil, Patrick Norynberg est aussi l’auteur d’ouvrages
dans lesquels il retrace notamment les processus qui ont conduit à l’émergence de projets de développement social
et territorial portés par les habitants : « faire la ville autrement » éd. Yves Michel, 2ème édition mars 2011 et « Ville,
démocratie et citoyenneté : expérience du pouvoir partagé » éd. Yves Michel, mars 2011.
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4 à 5 mois de travail avec des professionnels-relais, les associations et les habitants moteurs.
Sans cette synergie, le projet ne peut pas marcher. En 1999, dans les quartiers du sud de la
Ville, nous avons lancé le travail de concertation en proposant un week-end de travail très
convivial auquel ont participé 80 habitants et 10 professionnels.
Une mise en réseau des acteurs
Avant même les ateliers, il a fallu donc réussir à faire venir les habitants durant une soirée et
une journée entière de travail. Toute une démarche de terrain, d’activation des professionnels
agissant sur le quartier, des associations, des « leaders de quartier » était nécessaire pour
expliquer la démarche et ne pas être seul. Il fallait ainsi créer un réseau d’acteurs, convaincre
que travailler comme cela avait du sens et qu’il fallait associer en amont les habitants sur les
projets qui les concernent. La notion de réseau est importante lorsque l’on s’engage dans une
démarche participative : il s’agit de repérer sur le territoire les personnes et forces vives qui y
travaillent et y agissent. La première étape consiste à aller voir ces personnes, à expliquer la
démarche, à convaincre. C’est une démarche qui se fait très bien dans les « quartiers
populaires ». Ensuite, pour inviter les gens à venir aux Ateliers de l’Avenir, nous avons constitué
un petit support avec les mots des gens et non le vocabulaire de l’institution. Puis, l’effet fait
« boule de neige » et c’est comme cela que l’on se retrouve à 30, 40, voire 100 personnes en
atelier.
Ces réseaux fonctionnent toujours aujourd’hui et permettent de produire encore beaucoup de
choses : des rencontres, des projets, des initiatives, etc... Ces acteurs de « première ligne », en
contact quotidien avec les habitants, se rencontrent et travaillent ensemble sur 4 grands
quartiers de la ville. Nous les avons appelés les réseaux interprofessionnels.
Un processus de construction collective où les habitants ont une place centrale
Les ateliers se conduisent en trois étapes durant deux journées. Nous présentons d’abord les
objectifs aux habitants : c'est-à-dire construire ensemble des projets pour améliorer la vie
quotidienne du quartier et du territoire, à partir de ce qu’ils pensent et vivent. On explique aussi
qu’on veut essayer d’ancrer la démarche dans le temps, que nous ne sommes pas dans
l’éphémère mais dans la durée. On fait donc appel à l’implication dans le temps des habitants,
s’ils le souhaitent.
Lors des ateliers, des professionnels étaient présents : des travailleurs sociaux, une assistante
sociale, des animateurs, des personnes chargées de l’urbanisme et de l’aménagement, etc...
Les habitants présents étaient des familles, des personnes déjà engagées (FCPE, Amicale de
locataires, etc...) mais aussi des habitants sans engagement particulier qui sont venus car ils
ont été invités par « le bouche à oreille » dans la proximité. Par exemple, les travailleurs
sociaux qui suivent des personnes de près ont favorisé la venue des personnes dont ils avaient
connaissance.
Le premier moment (Jour 1, en soirée) est un moment d’expression de la colère : on s’autorise
à dire ce qui ne va pas. Les institutions, les agents publics, les professionnels et les élus
acceptent d‘entendre ces choses qui ne vont pas. Le vendredi soir nous expliquons notre
démarche. Puis grâce à une question simple : « Qu’est-ce qui nous empêche de vivre mieux
dans le quartier ? », le vécu quotidien des habitants du quartier émerge. Chaque participant
répond par une phrase courte sur un post-it. : « Nous ne sommes pas suffisamment écoutés
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dans le quartier », « Le quartier est sale, personne ne fait rien »… Ce n’est pas toujours facile
à entendre, d’où la nécessité de préparer les professionnels afin qu’ils acceptent la critique. Des
animateurs récupèrent les post-it. qu’ils lisent à voix haute en respectant l’anonymat, avant de
les coller sur un mur afin que chacun puisse les lire et se sentir entendu. Il peut y en avoir
plusieurs dizaines. Avant de se quitter, une synthèse est faite de toutes ces idées, par
thématique. On retrouve alors l’expression de la « mal vie » sur le territoire et le quartier. Avant
de se quitter, il est proposé aux participants de transformer la synthèse de ces points négatifs
en points positifs. "Le quartier est magnifique, fleuri, les cages d’escaliers sentent bon ». Le
samedi matin, on s’autorise à rêver pour notre quartier, sans contrainte de temps, de budget ou
de réalisme. Les rêves révèlent des exigences simples : « Je désire un lieu pour faire la fête »,
« J’aimerais que mes voisins me disent bonjour ».
Le deuxième temps (Jour 2, matin) est un temps pour s’autoriser à rêver. Ce n’est pas facile car
d’ordinaire, on ne fait référence qu’à ce qu’on connaît : l’idéal reste souvent limité. C’est aussi
pourquoi, en général, dans la parole de l’habitant il y a toujours de l’idée et du bon sens, il s’agit
rarement de propositions inatteignables. C’est faisable même s’il faut du temps pour y arriver.
De nouveau, les participants classent les post-it par thème. Une dynamique se crée et grâce à
ce travail en deux temps, les participants sont prêts à travailler ensemble. Le midi on déjeune
dans une sorte d’euphorie où « faire ensemble » prend sens. L’après-midi, on travaille de
nouveau par groupe autour des différents thèmes que l’on décortique et on recense les
demandes de projets.
Le troisième temps (Jour 2, après-midi) est donc le temps du projet. On revient au principe de
réalité et on analyse les moyens humains, matériels et financiers nécessaires à la réalisation
d’un projet à court, moyen et long terme. Des groupes par projet se constituent pour s’engager
sur un travail de longue durée. Les membres du groupe s’accordent ensuite sur les dates de
travail. Ils entrent dans le début d’une construction de projet et se sentent plus soudés. Les
professionnels font partie des groupes et ont un rôle d’accompagnement, d’explication et
d’éclairage. La méfiance des habitants envers les institutions commence à se transformer en
confiance, seule garantie pour travailler sur le développement social local. Cette dernière phase
est possible grâce aux temps précédents : collectivement, dans la salle, les gens se sont parlés,
ont partagé des pensées, ont créé du lien. Ainsi, ces deux premiers temps préparent les
conditions qui permettent de se projeter dans l’avenir et de construire un projet collectif. Cet
outil permet l’engagement en groupe projet.
Genèse de la maison pour (de) tous
Un des projets qui a émergé pendant ces ateliers était de créer un lieu pour se retrouver dans le
quartier : que les associations, les habitants, etc... puissent se retrouver et faire des choses
ensemble. Un groupe moteur constitué de 15 habitants se réunira désormais une fois tous les
quinze jours pour élaborer ce projet. Au cours des réunions, sont abordées toutes les
questions : la communication, le fonctionnement du futur équipement, l’agencement des locaux
et les activités qui y prendront place… Dans un premier temps, il a été réalisé une enquête
participative auprès de la population pour vérifier si le projet correspondait à une demande
collective. Au pied de bâtiments, dans les cages d’escaliers, devant le centre commercial, 400
questionnaires sont diffusés et 159 personnes y répondent. Nous avons présenté les résultats
de cette enquête lors d’un Conseil de Ville et de Voisinage créé pour l’occasion avec les
habitants et surtout faire le point régulier de l’avancée des projets issus des Ateliers de l’Avenir.
Le projet d’une maison de quartier, correspondait à des attentes communes : désir de bénéficier
d’un lieu facilitant les démarches administratives, d’une ludothèque, d’une salle de réunion…
Il se trouve que la municipalité aussi désirait créer un équipement de proximité. Nous avons
donc travaillé en étroite collaboration. La ville a mis à disposition du groupe moteur, une
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programmiste. Celle-ci a ensuite traduit le projet social en programme technique et
architectural, définissant ainsi, au cours d’ateliers de programmation avec des élus,
habitants, professionnels et futurs utilisateurs, les espaces et usages qu’ils ont mis sur papier
dans un mémento. Ce document a été remis ensuite à l’architecte retenu qui, du coup, n’a eu
aucun problème à traduire le tout sur plans.
« En 2002, la ville va décider de mettre à disposition des habitants une programmiste
pour finaliser le projet d’équipement.2 Avec l’aide de cette professionnelle, une nouvelle phase
de concertation poussée va s’ouvrir. Durant plusieurs mois, des habitants volontaires, les futurs
professionnels utilisateurs vont se retrouver pour travailler ensemble le programme précis de
l’équipement. Les fonctions et les usages de l’équipement vont être passés à la loupe au regard
du projet d’animation et du contenu des activités souhaitées et co-élaborées par les habitants et
les agents des services municipaux concernés. L’idée consiste avec cette méthodologie et cette
dynamique engagée bien en amont, d’éviter ensuite dans le fonctionnement de l’équipement
construit, les multiples conflits d’usages (salle d’activité mal dimensionnée et équipée, accès
difficiles, luminosité des lieux, sécurisation…). Ceux-ci apparaissent souvent bien trop tard et
engendrent de nouvelles modifications qui changent les usages, perturbent les activités prévues
et occasionnent des coûts supplémentaires. Il faut alors revenir sur ce qui a été fait. Avec ces
méthodes, c’est aussi une autre manière de gérer le temps du projet car trop souvent le temps
d’attente c’est aussi le temps du découragement pour les habitants. »3
Nous avons cherché des financements, rencontré des institutions, la CAF, la fédération des
centres sociaux…, réfléchi au lieu, à son contenu et réalisé un travail sur la communication
pour que l’ensemble de la ville connaisse le projet des habitants de ce quartier. Un projet n’a
pas forcément besoin d’être abouti pour prendre vie, c’est en amont que ça se joue aussi. Pour
que le projet de la « Maison pour tous Jean Jaurès » devienne réalité, nous avons durant 6 ans
réalisé des initiatives dans les Locaux Communs Résidentiels, les préaux d’écoles, etc... Nous
avons fait en sorte que les habitants porteurs d’actions aillent parler de ce qu’ils faisaient à
d’autres, aux moyens d’enquêtes participatives, en expliquant les contenus envisagés pour la
Maison pour Tous. Questionner, fait parler du projet et le fait connaître. Cela permet, à ceux qui
n’ont pas encore été associés, de rejoindre le groupe de travail au fil du temps. Ainsi, apprendre
à se connaître facilite la cohésion, la production et la confiance. Ces points sont essentiels pour
aller au-delà de la méfiance envers les institutions. Sans cela, il y a le risque de rester dans un
« entre soi ».
Fin 2003, nous avons ainsi souhaité que la maison pour tous commence déjà à vivre et nous
avons développé le concept de maison pour tous hors les murs. Nous avons monté une
activité ludothèque sur le quartier en partenariat avec la ludothèque « les enfants du jeu » de
Saint-Denis. Elle sera ensuite intégrée dans la maison pour tous. Un autre exemple ? Une
enseignante du collège qui participe au projet, a réalisé avec ses élèves, une enquête pour
réfléchir sur le futur fonctionnement de la maison pour tous. De ce travail est issue une charte
en 12 points. Elle fixe une éthique de fonctionnement : écoute mutuelle, accueil de qualité,
calme…Cette charte a été rendue publique à l’automne 2002. « En outre, une chorale, un
atelier de théâtre et des cours d’alphabétisation se mettent en place dans le cadre de la
« Maison pour tous hors les murs ». D’autres projets se réalisent en partenariat avec le Forum
2

Un mémento co-élaboré de plusieurs dizaine de pages précise le cahier des charges. Il sera remis à l’architecte et
son travail en sera facilité

3

« Ville, démocratie et citoyenneté : expérience du pouvoir partagé » Patrick Norynberg, éd. Yves Michel, mars
2011.
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culturel et l’Amicale des locataires et des actions artistiques sont organisées. Plusieurs
compagnies artistiques vont chaque année se succéder dans la cité au contact des habitants.
Les compagnies ACTA, TGV, Sisyphe heureux, du Tournesol vont réaliser toute une série
d’œuvres théâtrale, photographique, picturale… Des portraits d’habitants, des stages d’insertion
sociale et professionnelle avec l’outil vidéo et l’association Périphérie, des expositions
photographiques à partir d’archives individuelles ou collectives sur Montillet d’hier et
d’aujourd’hui vont foisonner durant toutes ces années avec le concours du service jeunesse et
des archives municipales. Peu à peu, un public naît et contribue à faire vivre Montillet à travers
la mémoire collective et individuelle des habitants et les perspectives d’avenir. Chaque année et
encore aujourd’hui, des actions nouvelles ou reconduites dans le cadre de la politique de la ville
font l’objet de multiples initiatives de rencontre et d’échanges ». 4
Ainsi, avec les habitants et pas à pas, nous avons créé les conditions pour constituer en mars
2004 une association.
Ce projet s’est concrétisé par une « Maison pour tous » en dure, inaugurée le 1er avril 2006 !!
« Le 1er avril 2006, non ce n’était pas un poisson ! La ville a bien inauguré à l’occasion d’une
fête très large et populaire la Maison Pour Tous Jean Jaurès. Avec 1500 mètres carrés de
locaux pour les associations et collectifs, de multiples activités socio-éducatives et culturelles,
elle est aujourd’hui un lieu incontournable pour le quartier et dans la ville. Des habitants qui ont
participé aux Ateliers de l’Avenir en 1999 sont administrateurs de l’association et gèrent ainsi de
manière coopérative l’équipement. Plus de 500 familles sont adhérentes à l’association et
participent aux multiples actions qui rayonnent bien au-delà du quartier, pour le plus grand
bonheur de tous... »5
Evaluation et valeurs fondamentales
Peu à peu et suite à cette première expérience qui a démarré en 1999, l’implication des
habitants a gagné les manières de faire aussi bien que l’organisation municipale. Ainsi, à ce
jour, les conseils de ville et de voisinage, espaces d’échanges, de construction de projets et
d’interventions citoyennes ont été mis en place progressivement sur l’ensemble du territoire
municipal. Ils y regroupent : habitants, élus, professionnels et se réunissent régulièrement dans
l’année. De nouveaux projets y sont travaillés dans la même dynamique comme actuellement
pour l’élaboration d’un projet de café associatif. La charte de la démocratie locale donne le droit
de saisine du conseil municipal par les habitants au travers le recueil de pétitions. La charte
oblige aussi par exemple, à présenter avec les mémoires importants, une fiche « processus de
participation des habitants ». Celle-ci fait état de ce qui a été engagé en la matière mais aussi
prévoit le retour vers les habitants associés, une fois la décision prise. Le règlement du conseil
municipal a été modifié pour permettre ces évolutions démocratiques. Un observatoire des
engagements municipaux composé d’habitants volontaires, a présenté en juin dernier son avis
sur un des secteurs de l’action municipale. Régulièrement, des formations d’habitants et d’élus
sont aussi organisées. Enfin, en interne avec le personnel, un long processus de co-élaboration
d’une convention pour l’amélioration de la qualité du service public local a permis de déboucher
sur 26 fiches actions. Près de la moitié des 1200 agents municipaux que compte la ville y ont
pris part d’une manière ou d’une autre. Des actions concrètes sont menées pour faciliter la
communication interne, la transversalité, le fonctionnement en mode projet et le travail

4

« Ville, démocratie et citoyenneté : expérience du pouvoir partagé » Patrick Norynberg, éd. Yves Michel, mars
2011.

5

« Faire la ville autrement » Patrick Norynberg, éd. Yves Michel, 2ème édition mars 2011
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coopératif sur les actions de la ville. Tous les deux ans, les « rencontres de la démocratie »
permettent aux acteurs de faire le point et d’ouvrir de nouvelles perspectives.
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Case Study Summary
Title
Organising Groups
Location
Key
Question/Problem

BBS Communications Group – Community Engagement Survey
BBS
Queensland, Australia
BBS has conducted an annual / biennial community engagement survey with
Queensland community groups for the past six years to understand how
public participation can be improved across the state.
In Australia, there is no known short or long-term study that gauges
community groups‟ perceptions of public participation. The survey was
originally designed, and has been maintained, to fill that gap in the industry.

Sample Methods
Results

Phone and email surveys with community groups involved in public
participation.
Across the years, the survey has shown an improvement in the quality of
public participation practised across Queensland. However, it has shown that
the practice of several Core Values still needs to be improved.
BBS shares its findings free of charge with practitioners, government
agencies, community groups and universities with the aim of improving the
quality of public participation in Queensland.
In particular, the key findings from our 2011 survey show:


Impact Level
Time Frame
People engaged
Web Link

Public participation practitioners are still not „closing the loop‟ on how
community input / feedback has been used in decision making
 There is often poor transparency about what‟s non-negotiable
 Outrage is most likely to occur when groups believe the engagement
program is being conducted for a poor or substandard intention
 Despite governments encouraging communities to provide feedback
online, community groups prefer traditional printed forms
 Providing the right information is considered the most important factor
for success, and was more important than the choice of people, time
and techniques.
 Community groups prefer to engage via traditional, simple techniques
such as face-to-face briefings, public meetings and telephone hotlines
for engagement.
 Acceptance of online engagement channels is growing, but not for all
age groups and not as a means for providing feedback
Queensland-wide
Since 2005, the survey has been conducted every one to two years. The
project takes two to three months to complete.
250 community groups
n/a
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The Problem and Challenge
The Problem
Surveys on community engagement typically focus on practitioners, what we do and how we can
improve our practice.
But that only tells half the story.
Successful community and stakeholder engagement relies on the community. We rely on
community groups to be engaged, to contribute new thinking and to help us create better decisions
and better solutions, whether it‟s in policy or infrastructure projects.
The Challenges
In Queensland, the profession of public participation faces a number of challenges:
State Context


Rapid population growth and unprecedented levels of infrastructure delivery has caused an
significant increase in the amount of public participation undertaken, particularly by local and
state governments. Population growth has also created rising concerns about complex
issues such as housing affordability, traffic congestion, demands on infrastructure and cost
of living pressures

Public Participation Research


There is a lack of research into public participation in Australia – particularly from the
perspective of community groups.

Community Groups







Community groups have become increasingly aware of and educated about public
participation and have rising expectations.
High levels of scepticism about the quality of public participation due to an historical culture
of not encouraging community engagement.
Projects have traditionally not budgeted for public participation.
There is growing pressure on community and stakeholder groups to contribute significant
time and resources towards responding to requests to be involved in public participations
programs
Many of the community groups receive no government funding and rely solely on community
donations and volunteers to exist.

Public Participation Practice



There is huge diversity in the quality of public participation across a large and diverse state
In 2010, the Queensland Government mandated that all 73 local councils must produce a
community plan which includes public participation. It is also now mandatory for mining
companies to engage with the community.
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Methodology and Theoretical Framework
BBS undertakes telephone interviews, or email interviews where requested by community groups.
Our research sample includes community and stakeholder groups involved in public participation
programs.
We conduct our sampling by:





Contacting government agencies and councils involved in public participation programs
(particularly in the field of infrastructure and city planning where the bulk of public
participation occurs)
Contacting members of existing panels of community groups used for public participation
Contacting community groups that have an active profile but are not necessarily on formal
public participation panels or lists
Ensuring a geographic spread of groups (rural vs metro)

The questionnaire varies from year to year based on input from stakeholders, but also tries to
explore issues around the Core Values. The content of the questionnaire is based on:




Interviews with a sample of public participation practitioners (both within organisations and
consultants);
Issues raised at IAP2 networking events; and
Issues raised by decision makers.

This is done to ensure the survey results will yield useful results for practitioners.
The questionnaire is also piloted amongst a small sample to ensure it is clearly understood and
provides the appropriate response options.
As much as possible, we use open ended questions to foster rich, qualitative data, as well as
quantitative data which decision makers have requested.
Research Results
The research findings are specific to Queensland, but provide a unique insight into the community
groups that we, as an industry, rely on for successful public participation programs. Our research
yields both quantitative and qualitative data. The key findings from our 2011 survey are listed below.
Substandard Intent to Engage Creates Most Outrage
The way in which community groups perceive the intent of projects when engaging is more likely to
cause outrage than the way in which groups are engaged, or the impact of the engagement on the
final decision. One in four groups said the factor most likely to cause outrage was the intent of the
community engagement, with 25% outraged when they believed the engagement was a token
effort and 17% outraged when they believed the decision had already been made.
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Poor Transparency About What’s Non-Negotiable
Despite one in four saying that knowing the negotiables and non-negotiables were the most
important factor for a successful engagement program, only 8% said they were often or always
advised of the project non-negotiables.
We Are Not ‘Closing the Loop’
Closing the feedback loop remains a challenge, with 84% of the respondents saying that
organisations are either poor or average in informing the community about the feedback received
and how it impacted on a decision. In addition, 29% of community groups were most likely to be
outraged when the community‟s input did not impact on a final decision. This may be related to
either the real impact or the ability of the project team to effectively communicate how community
input affected a decision.
Hard Copy Feedback Preferred to Online
Open-ended feedback forms in printed version were preferred over all other feedback methods,
rating almost seven times more popular than website feedback forms.
Keep it Simple
Community groups said they prefer more traditional, simple techniques such as face-to-face
briefings, public meetings and telephone hotlines for engagement over more cutting edge or
deliberative techniques.
Providing the Right Information is Vital
Information was regarded as the most important factor in delivering a successful engagement
program, over people, time and techniques.
Government Vastly Outperforms the Private Sector
For the first time in the history of BBS‟ community engagement survey, the government has been a
clear winner over the private sector. Traditionally, the gap between the public and private sector has
been small, with the highest ranking sponsor changing from survey to survey.
Online Popularity Increases but Not for All
Preference for online communication channels is growing by community groups for engagement,
but not for all age groups and definitely not as a means for providing feedback from the community
to project teams.
While 38% liked to receive information via online channels, only 9% prefer to provide feedback via
websites. Although those in their 30s preferred to receive information via online channels,
respondents in their 40s were more likely to prefer face-to-face, while those in their 60s preferred
print-based channels.
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Contribution to the Body of Knowledge
In Australia, there is no other known short or long-term study that gauges community groups‟
perceptions of public participation. The survey was originally designed, and has been maintained, to
fill that gap in the industry.
BBS shares its findings free of charge with practitioners, government agencies, community groups
and universities with the aim of improving the quality of public participation in Queensland in
Australia. It was also presented at IAP2 Australasia‟s national forum in 2010.
We use our research findings to help educate decision makers (especially project managers,
government executives and elected officials) about how best to engage with community groups to
ensure they:





understand the importance of clearly articulating the decision to be made and the
negotiables and non-negotiables;
have solid data to draw upon when deciding how to provide information to the community,
and how to design a public participation program;
involve those who are affected by or interested in decisions to be made, by using techniques
and communication channels that groups prefer
understand the importance of informing the public about how their input has been
incorporated into the decision-making process.

In practice, our research report has been used:




by practitioners when advocating to decision makers about how to conduct public
participation programs that align with IAP2 Core Values
to convince decision makers to include a list of negotiables and non-negotiables to the
community
to continue to invest in printed and face-to-face public participation techniques and
communication methods despite a State Government push to move more engagement
online

Alignment with Core Values
Those affected by the decision were involved in the decision-making process
In terms of the research design, each year we seek input from public participation practitioners and
decision makers on the content of the survey. We also use feedback from community groups
surveyed to continuously improve the survey.
The public’s contribution influenced the decision
In almost every survey we ask whether or not community groups believe their input has influenced a
project decision. While our first survey conducted in 2005 showed that 60% of groups believed their
input/ feedback was not taken into consideration.
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That has improved significantly. In 2011, for the first time in BBS‟ surveys, the number of
respondents who believed their feedback was taken into consideration all or most of the time was
greater than the number that said it was not taken into account at all.
The decision was sustainable, and recognised and communicated the needs and interests of
all participants, including decision makers
The research is designed to understand the needs of community groups and highlight them to
practitioners and decision makers. This should enable decisions about how to conduct public
participation programs to consider the needs of community groups.
The research is based in input from both decision makers and participants. It also seeks to inform
decision makers about the needs and interests of community groups that participate in public
participation programs. For instance, in 2011 we heard anecdotally that many groups were
struggling to contribute the time and resources to appropriate participated in engagement programs.
So we asked community groups to indicate the number of public participation projects they were
actively involved in at the time of the survey and how this impacted on their ability to respond.
The involvement of those potentially affected by or interested in the decision was sought out
and facilitated
Our sampling method is designed to capture those groups that we know are actively sought out by
governments for involvement in public participation programs, as well as groups that are not listed
on formal public participation panels or lists. We also provide a spread of rural and metro areas.
Participants provided input into designing how they participated in the decision
We seek input from practitioners, decision makers and community groups about the research
design.
Information provided to participants supported meaningful participation
When recruiting research participants we clearly explain the purpose of the research and how it will
be used and disseminated. Each question also provides background information to help participants
make an informed decision.
In addition, our surveys usually ask participants about the content, format and delivery of
information that they prefer and which would assist them in contributing to a public participation
process.
Participants were informed about how their input affected the decision
Participants are asked if they wish to receive the research reports and we have also invited
community groups to our in-house events where we launch and share the research results.
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Beaverton Community Vision

Organizing Group:

City of Beaverton and Visioning Advisory Committee

Location:

City of Beaverton, Oregon

Key Question/Problem:

The key question: how to bring a city together to not only create,
but implement a shared community vision amidst political turmoil,
waning public confidence in government, and diminishing resource
capacity. The problem: the city is one of Oregon’s most culturallydiverse and had no formal public involvement policy structure or
experience.
Citizen-led Steering Committee, Technical Review Teams,
Speakers Bureau Presentations, Translated Materials, Display
Boards, Surveys, Web Site, Graphic Facilitation, Newsletter, Press
Releases, E-Blasts, Videos, Facebook, Open Houses, and
Collateral Materials, Community Partner Forums.
Beaverton Community Vision transformed how citizens engage
with City Hall and expanded opportunities for people to interact
with one another. Over 5,000 citizens in six languages shared
their aspirations for the future. Today, 100+ community priorities
comprise the plan which 60 community organizations are helping
to implement. Results led to an urban renewal plan, a newly
formed downtown association, creation of a sustainability program,
an international festival, and more.
1st Tier Suburb with 90,000 population
2 years
Vision outreach: 5,000 direct participants and an additional 1,800
action prioritization survey respondents. Vision implementation:
60+ community partner organizations representing the private and
public sectors, non-profit organizations and a variety of community
interest groups.
http://www.beavertonoregon.gov/index.aspx?nid=218

Sample Methods:

Results:

Impact Level:
Time Frame:
People Engaged:

Web Link:
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The Problem and Challenge
Several years ago, the City of Beaverton found itself coming under criticism from a variety of
citizens and external organizations dissatisfied with local policies and frustrated over a lack of
community involvement in major governance decisions. The City was making the wrong kind of
headlines for a legal dispute with one of Oregon’s Fortune 500 companies. Soon thereafter, the
City’s four-term mayor was defeated in a bid for re-election. The City needed to repair and
strengthen relationships, provide greater opportunity for community members to define local
priorities, and collaborate with external partners to help rebuild Beaverton’s sense of
community.
It was essential to adopt a new approach to public involvement. The City had no institutional
infrastructure for engaging citizens on the scale contemplated and had the added challenge of
doing so amidst the aforementioned political climate. In addition, the City had not done
extensive multicultural or multilingual outreach. Beaverton is one of the most diverse
communities in the Pacific Northwest. One in four residents is foreign-born.
Under new leadership, the City recruited a citizen steering committee, known as the Visioning
Advisory Committee (VAC), hired a vision advisor, and launched an unprecedented public
engagement program. This helped elevate the project from a typical visioning process into a
truly extraordinary one.
The process was named Beaverton Community Vision because of the desire to create a
community plan that transcended City Hall. The VAC adopted the program slogan: “connect ∙
imagine ∙ transform”.
The results have transformed the way the City now communicates with its citizens. Beaverton
Community Vision became the most successful outreach effort in City history and produced a
community-wide plan embraced by more than 60 community partners.
The Role of Public Participation
In 2009, the VAC began its journey under direction from a new Mayor and City Council eager to
engage the public. The VAC attracted 13 energetic citizens committed to fostering a stronger,
better-connected hometown. Between February 2009 and August 2010, the VAC logged nearly
1,100 hours locating, listening to and recording the ideas of their friends, neighbors and peers.
Sometimes this was done with pen and paper and other times with the help of a graphic artist
who could capture people’s “picture” of what the future should look like. The VAC attended
more than 120 events and presentations with a diverse range of community organizations.
The importance of public involvement to the “connect” phase of Beaverton Community Vision
cannot be emphasized enough. The VAC provided citizen oversight and guidance. In addition
to volunteering their time in the field connecting with people, they suggested, scheduled and
organized outreach meetings.
In all, the community vision process reached 5,000 people! This phenomenal outreach led the
Beaverton Planning Commission to recognize Beaverton Community Vision “as the most
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significant and comprehensive public involvement opportunity in the history of the City.” In all,
over 6,500 community ideas for the future were collected in six languages (English, Mandarin,
Cantonese, Vietnamese, Spanish, and Korean).
Nearly 85 community members, including technical experts, served on action teams that
subsequently combed through each of the ideas submitted to make sure shared goals and
aspirations could be brought to life. The teams were organized around five goals: Build
Community, Create a Vibrant Downtown, Improve Mobility, Provide High Quality Public
Services, and Enhance Livability.
Through the direct involvement of the community, the backbone of the plan was developed.
The VAC tested those actions with the public through an open house and community survey.
The survey was mailed to every household in Beaverton. In addition, VAC volunteers
distributed the survey in 36 locations. The survey was posted on the City’s web site and
translated into six languages. Through the responses of 1,833 people who completed surveys,
the VAC narrowed the action plan to 118 actions that comprise the vision.
The City Council unanimously adopted the plan in September 2010. The VAC began to recruit
partners for each of the community vision actions. Within months, over 60 community
organizations had agreed to adopt one or more of the vision actions. The partners embraced
these actions because they saw their own ideas and values reflected in them.
Thus, public involvement is not merely a component of Beaverton Community Vision, but its
heart and soul. The action plan is comprised of the best of the best ideas shared by the people
who contributed. Perhaps most importantly, it has helped the City rebuild relationships with
partner organizations and the community as a whole.
Public Participation Methods
•
•
•

•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Citizen Steering Committee –
Visioning Advisory Committee
Technical Review Teams – Action
teams – comprised of 85 people
Community Events and Speakers
Bureau Presentations – 120+
including on-the-street interviews in
well-populated locales
Translated Materials
Partnering with Community
Organizations – Relationships were
built with 40 different organizations
who helped sponsor a meeting
Display Boards – Permanent
display boards at City Hall

Surveys – Online and mail
Website
Graphic Facilitation and Artwork
Newsletter
Press Releases
E-blasts
Project Video
Facebook Page
Televised Presentations
Open Houses – Two large city-wide
Collateral – Brochures, buttons,
stickers, and other brand recognition
with program logo

Uniqueness of the Project
As described above, the Beaverton Community Vision outreach effort was unique in almost
every way, particularly in its success in reaching 5,000 people. For a project as ambitious as
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this one to be broadly supported, wide participation throughout is a must. In Beaverton’s case,
that meant conducting outreach in multiple languages, seeking community groups not
traditionally seen at the table and creating an iterative process that allowed people to see their
own ideas migrate forward.
Beaverton Community Vision is also a reminder that public involvement requires courage and
commitment from elected leadership. People engage in and support implementation of plans
where they feel ownership. In Beaverton, the shift to success occurred when the planning
target shifted from “City Plan” to “Community Plan.” The broad-based public involvement of
Beaverton Community Vision confirms that people have many goals and priorities in common.
In return, elected officials have empirical evidence that they’re investing in and moving forward
the greater public interest.
Finally, it has already transformed the City-citizen dynamic. It has also facilitated projects that
seemed controversial just a few short years ago. The early accomplishment of vision actions
speaks to the broad-based support earned through the project.
Project Results
Beaverton Community Vision has spurred a number of local success stories. With an oversight
structure and review mechanism in place, it is likely to generate many more in the years ahead.
In addition to the following results, Beaverton Community Vision was recently honored by the
IAP2 Cascade Chapter as the 2011 Public Involvement Planning Project of the Year.
•

•

•

coordinate implementation of many of its
own vision actions. It will serve as an
update to the City’s state-mandated
comprehensive plan infusing vision
goals into long-term civic planning.

Urban Renewal Plan: Due to visioning,
the City went to the voters to ask for a
change to the City Charter to enable an
urban renewal plan to be developed.
The measure passed. The result is that
this November, Beaverton voters will
have the opportunity to vote on an urban
renewal plan for the first time in 40
years.
Main Street Program and Beaverton
Downtown Association (BDA):
Downtown Beaverton had been without
a business association for over 20
years. Now, more than 40 business and
property owners have joined the BDA.
These volunteers are implementing
work plans based on visioning ideas.
Civic Plan: The City moved quickly to
develop a plan to advance and
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•

Diversity Task Force and
International Festival: The Mayor
established a Diversity Task Force to
provide guidance on connecting with
Beaverton’s many cultures and groups.
As a result, Beaverton’s first-ever
International Festival will be held this
summer.

•

Voluntary Annexations: The
relationships established through
Beaverton Community Vision have led
to voluntary annexations of property into
the City. A large area business recently
annexed 11.66 acres of property with an
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Community and Visitor Guide / Business
Resource Directory.

assessed value of nearly $9.8 million.
The company directly attributes the
vision process with opening the door to
their rebuilding relationships with City
departments.
•

•

Community Calendar: The local paper
has agreed to create an online
community calendar for groups to post
events and activities in Beaverton. The
application is expected to be live this
fall.
New City Brand Unveiled: In response
to people’s desire to create a stronger
sense of place, the City invited the
public to help create a new brand. A
new logo and collateral material
package were adopted by City Council.
In addition, the City and Chamber of
Commerce partnered on a new

•

Sustainability Program: The City also
hired a Sustainability Coordinator to
fulfill community priorities. The City has
launched the Solar Beaverton program,
coordinated the Living Greener Summit
(60+ display partners and 1,000
attendees) and completed a greenhouse
gas inventory of all City facilities.

•

Mobility Improvements: Many of the
actions related to mobility are now
underway, including signal timing
improvements, distribution of a “Bike
Beaverton” map to promote bicycle
commuting options, installation of new
bike parking at light rail stations, and the
addition of the city’s first electric car
charging stations.

Alignment with Core Values
1. How did the project ensure that those most affected by the decision or problem were
involved?
Beaverton Community Vision proactively reached out and connected with more than 5,000
people throughout Beaverton. Volunteers interviewed residents at community events and in
public places. Materials and feedback mechanisms were made available in multiple
languages. The project made a concerted effort to go to people, as opposed to organizing
town halls or public meetings at civic facilities.
2. How was the outcome of the project influenced by the public’s contributions?
Every one of the actions adopted in the vision originated through public involvement. Every
major initiative the City as an organization is working on today finds its roots in the vision.
Many of these projects were not even contemplated before the vision.
3. How did the project promote sustainable decisions and ensure that the needs and
interests of all participants were communicated?
In designing the action plan itself, the action teams ensured that all interests were at the
table as the framework was developed. One of the project’s points of pride is that no
feedback has been received about areas of interest that participants felt were
underrepresented in the final plan.
Mechanisms are in place to periodically update the vision. Lead partners will be surveyed
annually as to the status of their action(s). Highlights will be communicated to the public
through periodic newsletters and annual public forums. Because the vision is a living
document, the public will have periodic opportunities to submit new ideas.
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4. How did the project seek out and facilitate the involvement of those most affected?
Different groups participate in different ways. Therefore the project offered a range of
participation opportunities including forums, presentations, drop-boxes for idea cards, online and print surveys, web site comments, open houses and many others. Many materials
were available in six languages. Most participation decisions were made in consultation with
leadership from different organizations and community groups.
5. How did the project seek input from participants on how they wished to participate?
Public ideas were sorted into categories, then goals, targets and actions. Each subsequent
phase involved repeating or showing people what had been shared before. Action teams
reviewed every single idea generated in each category. The proposed actions were in turn
vetted with the public in forums and surveys to determine priorities and preferences.
Ultimately, the public was asked to prioritize ideas linked to each goal. The information
gathered from the public has profoundly influenced City investments.
6. How did the information provided to participants support or contribute to meaningful
participation?
Per the broader public and various community groups, see response to #1. From the
implementation perspective (who is going to pay for and/or do all of this), we identified
organizations whose missions appeared to align with proposed actions. Staff and VAC
members then engaged with those organizations to see if they would be willing to lead or
assist in the implementation of one or more actions. Over 60 diverse organizations agreed
to do so, covering all 100+ actions.
7. How did the communication of the project results ensure that participants knew how
their input affected the decision or addressed the problem?
In addition to producing and widely distributing a full-color report, the City maintains a
project website. The plan details five priority community goals and the specific actions
proposed to achieve them. The report also describes how people were engaged, how their
ideas gave rise to the action plan and how they will be kept apprised of progress in the
future. VAC members have been assigned as delegates to each of the partner
organizations.
Anecdotally, VAC members will tell you, they have spoken with numerous people who
thumb through the action plan, point to a particular idea, and find the root of the comment
they submitted. Every time this happens, it validates the transparency of the process, the
connectedness of the final product, and the dedication of the community volunteers who
made this project possible.
However, that confirmation is best expressed by one of our partners: “This project has been
very special for our city. It came at a time when the community was feeling that City Hall
was out of touch and not effectively communicating with the public. This project turned that
sentiment around. I am happy to share with you that among the Board of Directors at the
Chamber there is general agreement that ‘this is the best project the City has undertaken in
years.’” - Lorraine Clarno, President, Beaverton Area Chamber of Commerce.
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Communicating: Keeping the public updated on the community vision results

Developing the plan: Interactive
events to capture public priorities

Reaching New Audiences: Outreach to non-English
speaking groups

“The project marks the first time City Hall has
reached out to the Asian community this
extensively…. Moving forward, we have
developed a line of communication to further
involve people in community decision-making.”
-Holden Leung, Executive Director,
Asian Health and Service Center

60+ partner agencies working together to implement priorities
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2
Cities & Environment Unit / Partners for Care

Case Study Summary
Title

Common Roots: Halifax Urban Farm Project

Organizing Group

Cities & Environment Unit and Partners for Care

Location

Halifax Regional Municipality, Nova Scotia, Canada
(population of 400,000)

Key Question / Problem

How can public input develop a design for a derelict urban
site in need of an interim use?

Sample Methods

Six iterative public engagement sessions involving
information sharing, knowledge transfer and collaborative
design.

Results

1. Garnered broad awareness, understanding and support
for an urban farm project on the site.
2. Developed Guiding Principles for development of the
land.
3. Developed site programming ideas.
4. Developed farm operations recommendations.
5. Designed the urban farm.
6. Built a network of community partnerships and
volunteers.
7. Prepared a report and strategy for operating and
sustaining the urban farm.

Impact Level

City-wide

Time Frame

November 2010 – April 2011 (Phases I and II)

People Engaged

Local residents, non-profit organizations, local, provincial
and federal government officials, youth, local school staff,
institutional representatives, local urban agricultural
specialists, gardeners, landscapers, healthcare workers,
university students, Mi’kmaw Elders, etc.

Web Link

http://www.cdha.nshealth.ca/involving-patientscitizens/community-projects-initiatives/common-rootsurban-farm
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Cities & Environment Unit / Partners for Care

The Problem and Challenge
How can public input develop a design for a derelict urban site in need of an interim use? A 3.5
acre site at the corner of Bell Road and Robie Street in Halifax, Nova Scotia was given to
Capital Health to accommodate possible future growth of the adjacent hospital. The site was
home to the Queen Elizabeth High School, which closed in 2007 with the opening of the nearby
Citadel High School. Capital Health, through Partners for Care, determined that they would like
to find an interim community use for the site with a strong connection to health and education.
The land was part of the original Halifax Common lands, so in considering an interim use
Capital Health recognized the importance of this land to the local community. With a burgeoning
local food movement in Halifax, many community members had expressed interest in seeing an
urban farm on the site. Recognizing the vital links between food and health, Partners for Care
chose to seize this opportunity to promote health education, healthy food, and active recreation.
Partners for Care hired a project manager to guide the initiative and lead fundraising in
November 2010.
Cities & Environment Unit (CEU), a community planning and research unit at Dalhousie
University in Halifax, initiated broad community engagement to plan, design and build the
project. The effort by Partners for Care and CEU was named the Common Roots Urban Farm.
Six public forums engaged the public in sharing ideas, knowledge, and designs for the farm.
The challenge was to develop an urban farm project that united the community’s many voices,
from local residents to non-profits to hospital workers and patients. This process was not simply
about engaging the public to give opinions; it was about engaging the public to take ownership,
share knowledge and build a grassroots movement based on genuine participation in the
development of the urban farm project.
The Role of Public Participation
The role that public participation played was essential in deciding to use the land for an urban
farm, making programming decisions, and designing the space. The public sessions were
forums for networking among various interests and determining how best to represent the
diverse needs of the community in designing the urban farm. These sessions attracted a wide
variety of participants of all ages, many of whom had knowledge about traditional and urban
agriculture, plants, livestock and design. This experience and input shared during the sessions
created a strong, exciting plan for the urban farm, which considers all angles and opportunities.
Additionally, these sessions strengthened community awareness and developed a long-term
strategy to keep momentum for the project going. Fostering public awareness led to actiondriven ideas, education and a feeling of social responsibility among participants.
Public Participation Methods
The public participation process involved the following steps:
Session
Type
1. General
Community
Session

Purpose of
Session
Ideas for the
Site
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Session Outcomes

November 20,
2010

- Gained consensus to create an
urban farm
- Established Guiding Principles for
the project
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2. Issue
Driven
Community
Session

Site
Programming

January 26,
2011

- Main components/ideas for the farm
- Recognition that the site is not
appropriate for livestock
- Site amenities
- Multi-purpose programming
2. Issue
Farm
February 2,
- Hired staff will be needed for
Driven
Organization
2011
operation
Community
- Collective farming efforts
Session
- Build on community partnerships
2. Issue
Food
February 9,
- Food distribution priorities based on
Driven
Distribution
2011
need
Community
- Space designed for maximum yield
Session
of food
2. Issue
Design
March 2, 2010
- Key elements needed on site:
Driven
Concept
support buildings, entry/gateways,
Community
gardens, public gathering spaces
Session
- Draft design of site will feature all big
ideas from public forums
2. Issue
Design
March 9, 2010
- Established design concept
Driven
Review
- Designed moveable shelters to
Community
provide working structures for the
Session
Urban Farm and potential future
Urban Farm projects
3. Open
Between all of the public sessions, open work sessions occurred where
work
members of the public representing different interests were asked to
sessions
attend open work sessions to help develop the design of the Urban Farm
based on public opinions and input.
4. Individual Throughout the process countless numbers of individual meetings were
Meetings
organized to gain additional input.
Conclusion: Public Engagement findings summarized and presented.
A number of themes were identified in the ideas that emerged from the first public session;
these themes informed the following Guiding Principles, which were presented to the public at
the second session.
Urban Farm Guiding Principles:
1. The site will provide opportunities for a variety of public, interactive and fun gatherings that
will benefit and welcome a wide range of people.
2. The design, development and operations of the site will provide significant benefits to the
broader community.
3. The site will promote a holistic approach to health and wellness.
4. Development of the site will demonstrate and pilot ideas and projects that promote
sustainability.
5. Programming of the site will nurture teaching and learning opportunities.
6. The site will be active and animated throughout the year.
7. The use of the site will foster and promote community partnerships and unique opportunities
for collaboration.
8. The development and interim use of the site will be a model for future sites and projects.
9. Innovative and creative approaches must be taken to ensure this important public space is
safe.
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Uniqueness of the Project
· In what way(s) did public participation improve the decision?
The public participation process combined knowledge of many local residents, stakeholders and
agriculture experts. Community knowledge and input informed all of the decisions made,
ensuring that the community felt ownership of the project and as a result, public interest
continues to build. The community is excited to see this project realized and many participants
are willing to volunteer to make it happen.
· How did public participation contribute to the resolution of the problem?
The knowledge provided by participants was crucial in resolving detailed design problems. For
example, many participants came to the table with the idea that livestock should be included in
the project. After public discussion, people weighed in on the logistics and quality of life issues
of having livestock on this very urban site. After this discussion, the community came to a
shared decision not to include livestock upon the site. There were many other examples
throughout the process where decisions were arrived upon in a similar fashion. Engaging as a
community helped people understand and be understood, which led to informed consensus.
· Describe the innovative participation techniques that were used.
Each session focused on specific objectives that helped to guide the process. This meant that
participants could focus on various topics and build on their ideas each week. Participants were
asked to give feedback in many ways. They could attend the sessions in person, and were also
welcome to provide feedback by phone, in writing or through a personal meeting. Every person
who wished to have personal attention paid to their ideas was given the opportunity. This was a
time-consuming but worthwhile process that made the outcomes richer.
· Was the project able to solve a problem that faces the field of public participation?
This participation process helped to cross many boundaries and affect what we do and how we
accomplish that as a City. The diversity and number of people who participated was significant.
Participants were given many opportunities to share in different ways. As such, a larger number
of people with different comfort levels were able to engage. This process allowed for true
consensus building. People cared a lot about the idea and the sessions allowed for them to be
heard and listen to others, which created room for the most suitable and innovative decisions to
be made.
· How did the project spread the practice of public participation into a new area?
This project showed the public how important their input is. Other similar sized projects have
been completed in the city have involved little or no public participation. Capital Health was not
required to ask for public input, but understood the true value of doing so. What distinguishes
the Common Roots Urban Farm project is that the community has been and will continue to be
fully and openly engaged in planning, designing, operating and building the project. This is an
extraordinary community effort which brings together many diverse interests and relies on the
good will and open mind of local, provincial and federal politicians, the community, Capital
Health, and Partners for Care in seeing the broad connection between food and health,
education and social capital. Many individuals and organizations from around the province have
generously offered their ideas, time and enthusiasm.
The six public sessions were not simply six disconnected meetings, but rather an engagement
process that built momentum and developed a sense of ownership among participants. The
public was engaged not simply to listen or to give feedback, but also to become a part of the
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Common Roots Urban Farm team.
Project Results
There is now broad community consensus that this site should be an urban farm connected to
the hospital. It will bring together a range of social, cultural, agricultural and educational
community networks. The organizational distribution and physical design have been developed.
The next step is to resolve very specific technical issues and proceed with building and
operation. What proves the worth of the process is the amount of people who are still interested
in participating now that the first two phases of the engagement and design process are
finished. Participants are now volunteering in many ways to see this project become a reality
and engage new volunteers. Halifax wants this project to happen and is willing to put in extra
effort to see it take shape.
Alignment with Core Values
The Common Roots Urban Farm project aligns with each of the IAP2 Core Values.
Core Value: Public participation is based on the belief that those who are affected by a decision
have a right to be involved in the decision-making process.
The Common Roots Urban Farm project affects a wide range of people and organizations,
including patients at the adjacent hospital, Capital Health, local residents, students and staff at
the new, nearby high school, food producers, local food activists, non-profit organizations that
deal with food distribution, and individuals who rely on these organizations to meet their dietary
needs. The organizers of the public sessions recognized that the site, as part of Halifax’s
original Common lands, continued to hold significant value for all Haligonians. They also
recognized that involving the public would make this project better and stronger as a whole.
Public engagement would make the project more likely to happen and build community and
project networks. Thus, Cities & Environment Unit and Partners for Care embarked on a fourpart engagement process (outlined on page 4). CEU designed and ran the six public sessions,
which were open to all interested parties and also ran smaller work sessions, while Partners for
Care engaged one-on-one with local governments and organizations that might be affected by
the decisions made in the public sessions.
Core Value: Public participation includes the promise that the public's contribution will influence
the decision.
The Urban Farm project sought a level of public input deeper than consultation. Participants in
the six public sessions actually drove the content of the final project plan. Rather than creating
the plan then seeking public assent, the Urban Farm planning process asked the public to begin
designing the farm they wanted to see from the ground up. Public contributions at the six public
sessions informed the development of the Farm’s Guiding Principles and Program. Input from
the public allowed the Cities & Environment Unit and Partners for Care to understand what kind
of farm would work on the site, how much the community supports it, and where the resources
in the community exist to make this project a continuing success.
Core Value: Public participation promotes sustainable decisions by recognizing and
communicating the needs and interests of all participants, including decision makers.
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The project ensured that the needs and interests of all participants were communicated by
holding six public sessions to cover all aspects of designing the farm. Participants in the public
sessions were given multiple ways to provide feedback; by drawing their ideas on a map, by
writing them down, by discussing them with a group, or by privately sharing them in person or
by email with a project organizer afterwards, participants were able to make sure their opinions
were heard.
Core Value: Public participation seeks out and facilitates the involvement of those potentially
affected by or interested in a decision.
Participants in the consultation process were sought out through social and email networks,
media, postering, speaking one-on-one with citizens at the local farmer’s market, making
announcements at the local high school and contacting community organizations. An emphasis
was placed on involving youth in the community. Those who were unable to attend the sessions
were invited to participate by providing feedback to CEU staff by email or in person. The number
of sessions that were held ensured that a wide range of people could attend at least some of the
sessions, if not all.
Core Value: Public participation seeks input from participants in designing how they participate.
Participants were welcome to give feedback (or not) in whatever way they felt was appropriate.
Surveys were given to participants who attended. Participants were also invited to sign up to
join working committees so they could decide various part of the farm design. The process was
designed to be as transparent as possible and make sure participants were comfortable
providing feedback.
Core Value: Public participation provides participants with the information they need to
participate in a meaningful way.
The six public sessions strove to achieve transparency. Each began with an overview of the
situation, including the history of the site, what had occurred in previews sessions, and what we
hoped to learn from the participants in that session (both as oral presentations and in visual
poster format). Maps of the site and surrounding area were also provided, and staff from CEU
and Partners for Care were available to answer questions. Participants were urged to give any
ideas they had, often in smaller groups organized around particular themes. For example, at the
Site Programming session, participants could choose to join groups discussing different needs
such as buildings, animals, plants, etc. This allowed participants to either provide input in their
area of expertise, or to visit multiple groups to give ideas for each topic.
Core Value: Public participation communicates to participants how their input affected the
decision.
Participants were aware that their input was leading directly to the design of the Guiding
Principles, the site’s programming, and the site design. Attendees at multiple public sessions
saw and informed each iteration of the Urban Farm plan. The plan was shaped and altered as
input was received and presented.
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EnviroIssues 2
Title
Organizing Group
Location
Key Question/Problem

Sample Methods
Results
Impact Level
Time Frame
People Engaged
Web Link

Connecting With Your Community: How People Want to Engage
In and With Projects
EnviroIssues
Pacific Northwest, United States
As a public participation firm, we need to test our own assumptions,
check our practices and better understand the communities in which
we live and work. We developed a survey document to determine the
state of public participation in the Pacific Northwest, including how
people are involved, what their key concerns are, how satisfied they
are with their experiences, what they believe the role of public
participation is in decision-making, and what the future of public
participation looks like.
Survey, analysis and application to our work.
Statistically-valid phone survey of 1,000 residents in Washington,
Oregon and Idaho during the spring of 2010, report of findings.
Pacific Northwest of the United States.
Approximately six months.
1,000 people surveyed; applicability for millions in the Seattle,
Portland and Boise Metro regions.
http://www.enviroissues.com/20year.aspx
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EnviroIssues 3
THE PROBLEM AND CHALLENGE
EnviroIssues is a public participation firm with more than 20 years of experience in the Pacific
Northwest. We implement public participation strategies for clients in a variety of high-visibility
sectors, including transportation, land use, energy, and natural resources.
To celebrate our 20th year anniversary in 2010, we went back to basics. We developed a
comprehensive research project to ask people in the communities we work in why they do or do
not engage in the issues around them, what motivates them, what their role is in decisionmaking, and how they want to stay involved in the future.
We asked these questions not only to help our clients with the work they do, but to integrate as
guiding principles into our own practice. This ambitious project was our “gut check” to
strengthen our practice while hopefully validating our work, and also to look to the future and
understand how the public participation field may be changing.
METHODOLOGY & THEORETICAL FRAMEWORKS
EnviroIssues conducted a statistically-valid phone survey of 1,000 residents in Washington,
Oregon and Idaho during the spring of 2010 (April 29 to May 7, 2010). We focused on
registered voters in the counties closest to our company offices and those that encompass
some of our projects.
The geographic splits of the 1,000 survey respondents were generally consistent with the
urban/rural splits in the Pacific Northwest:
 54% from the Metro Seattle Area (King, Pierce, Snohomish, Kitsap, Thurston, Whatcom
and Skagit counties)
 28% from the Metro Portland Area (Multnomah, Washington, Clackamas, Marion and
Clark counties)
 18% from Eastern Washington/Oregon/Idaho region
When we crafted our survey, we considered the IAP2 core values and thought about the
questions we had as public participation practitioners, and the questions we hear most often
from our clients. From a list of several, we honed in on four key research questions:
1) How involved are residents in their communities and what are the issues that concern
them?
2) Have residents been satisfied with their public involvement experiences? What parts of
the process are they most and least satisfied with?
3) How do residents view the role of public input on projects that affect them?
4) How do residents want to be engaged on public projects?
At EnviroIssues, we approach projects with the overarching perspective that public participation
matters. Not for the sake of process, but to lead us to more sustainable, well-vetted and
transparent decision-making. We asked these questions so that we could provide our clients
with the data to back up our beliefs and inform our own practice.
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EnviroIssues 4
RESEARCH RESULTS
Research question 1: How involved are residents in their communities and what are the
issues that concern them?
Generally, we found that people want to be engaged: 38% of respondents were currently
involved, and 42% wanted to be. Certain demographics were especially interested in becoming
more involved, including 18- to 24-year-olds, men and women under 45, and those in rural
areas.
Of the people who weren’t currently involved, we found they tended to feel excluded and often
don’t know how to get involved. Generally, this encompassed 25- to 34-year-olds, Hispanics,
rural women, lower-income, and those with no more than high school education.
Interestingly, we learned that white men over 45 felt underrepresented. This was perhaps
surprising, until we thought more about American politics during the time of the survey (spring
2010) and the national focus on contentious issues like tea party politics, immigration and the
economy.
We dug deepest into the question of what motivates people to get involved, and were able to
identify clear “ages and stages” trends:
 18- to 24-year olds were motivated by fear, or the sense that we’re currently in
challenging times and public input is necessary.
 25- to 34-year-olds were motivated by fulfillment, that being involved makes a difference.
 35- to 44-year-olds were motivated by responsibility, and that they had a responsibility to
their community.
 45- to 59-year-olds were motivated by anger, feeling that decision-makers are out of
touch and need to hear from the public.
Across all groups, we saw two clear reasons for people to get involved: either for a singular
issue, or a personal stake in a project:
 40% care about specific issues related to quality of life, climate change, air pollution and
neighborhood issues.
 22% get involved if a project has a personal financial impact.
 20% get involved if the project is near their home.
Research question 2: Have residents been satisfied with their public involvement
experiences? What parts of the process are they most and least satisfied with?
Of those who participated, 74% were satisfied. Key reasons for their satisfaction include that
they felt that they had been heard, they were satisfied with their role in the decision-making
process, and they thought the process was fair. Respondents also helped us confirm what we
already know: clear, plain-language informational materials were a good indicator of a
successful public engagement process.
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EnviroIssues 5
Those dissatisfied with their involvement felt that their opinions didn’t count or weren’t listened
to, there wasn’t enough transparency in the decision-making process, and that there wasn’t
enough information available for them to best understand their role or the process.
Research question 3: How do residents view their role of public input on projects that
affect them, and how should decision-makers treat their input?
We modeled this question in part on the IAP2 Public Participation Spectrum, and found a clear
trend toward involvement and collaboration, rather than empowerment or an informative
process.
 Most of the people we surveyed (53%) felt that decision-makers should listen to and
respond to the public and incorporate their advice when feasible.
o Subgroups with this opinion included 25- to 34-year-olds, those making $50,000
to $100,000 per year, college grads, and women.
 28% took that sentiment further, stating that decision-makers should carry out whatever
the public recommends.
o Subgroups with this opinion included Republicans, lower-income respondents,
and those without college degrees.
 15% felt that decision-makers have the mandate to decide what is best for their
community.
o Subgroups with this opinion included 18- to 24-year-olds, Democrats, and men
over 45.
Research question 4: How do residents want to be engaged on public projects?
As public participation professionals, we hear the steady drumbeat of integrating social media
into public outreach processes. And, as our data shows, social media can be a useful tool to
connect with certain audiences. However, our research has also shown that the basics still work
and can’t be overlooked when planning for participation.
When asked about the best ways to receive information important to them, respondents showed
a clear preference for traditional methods and media: by mail (60%), in the newspaper (57%),
on TV (56%), or on the radio (53%). These were followed by email (39%), at a community event
(34%), or a flier (32%).
Just 20% of respondents identified Facebook or Twitter. Of that subset, social media users
tended to be urban males, under 35 years old.
CONTRIBUTION TO THE BODY OF KNOWLEDGE
Our research helped transform our previously anecdotal hunches into data-driven strategies that
we are beginning to implement in our projects. We learned three key lessons from our research
project:
First, motivations matter. Understating why people from a variety of backgrounds choose to get
involved or stay home can help practitioners craft an involvement plan that addresses our
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EnviroIssues 6
audiences’ immediate concerns and maintains their interest in public projects. The good news is
that regardless of the immediate “why,” people do want to be involved in public processes, so
long as they are fair and address their concerns. With a better understanding of motivations,
practitioners can develop more precise messages to create awareness of and engage people in
their projects.
Second, demographics should direct how you distribute information. We learned that people
prefer clear, well-written and direct materials, but only if that information has a place to go.
Tweeting event information may work for 35-year-old urban men, but not as well for seniors in
rural areas. And if you’re not using direct mail, you’re not taking advantage of the single best
method to distribution information to all audiences.
Third, understanding the intersection of motivations and demographics allows public
participation practitioners to mix and match the most effective suite of tools to maximize their
involvement efforts. By being more intentional and data-driven about who we target and for what
reasons, we can increase the likely success of our public participation processes.
At EnviroIssues, we now have a baseline of data for measurable outcomes and to use as
predictors of success. We are excited to implement this research as the public participation lead
for the Waterfront Seattle Project, a major urban renewal project in downtown Seattle that will
require public participation over the next several years from thousands of stakeholders.
ALIGNMENT WITH CORE VALUES
Our research project was foundational, and going forward, it is the underpinning of the work that
we do. Although we developed our research project based in part on our own ideological
curiosity, we also considered the IAP2 core values in equal measure.
Those who are affected by the decision were involved in the decision-making process.
This core value was validated by our research. We found that, indeed, people are more likely to
get involved if they are immediately affected by a public project.
The public's contribution influenced the decision.
As demonstrated by our research, we found that the public having a say in the outcome of a
public project was a strong predictor of their satisfaction with a public involvement process.
The decision was sustainable, and recognized and communicated the needs and
interests of all participants, including decision-makers.
We found that our respondents preferred a healthy blend of participant and decision-maker
input into the outcome of a public participation process.
The involvement of those potentially affected by or interested in the decision was sought
out and facilitated.
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EnviroIssues 7
After we identify who will be most affected by a public project, our research has provided us with
the tools to actively and most effectively reach these audiences in the methods that appeal most
to them.
Information provided to participants supported meaningful participation.
As confirmed by our research, clear, direct information is a stronger predictor of a successful
public participation process.
Participants were informed about how their input affected the decision.
While the onus remains on us as practitioners to continue to provide clear and direct
information, we now know the most effective channels to reach a wide variety of intent
audiences.
We at EnviroIssues believe that the IAP2 core values are necessary for a successful,
sustainable public participation process. However, these core values can’t work unless there is
an audience available to receive them. Our research helps us to most effectively and efficiently
involve a wide range of audiences culled from a broad cross section of motivations and
demographics.
Our research has given us the tools to reach this wide audience, which in turn gives
EnviroIssues the opportunity to activate the IAP2 core values.
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EXHIBITS
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Case Study Summary
Title
Organising Groups

Location
Key
Question/Problem
Sample Methods
Results

Ebenezer Regional Industrial Area Planning Framework
Department of Employment, Economic Development and
Innovation
Ipswich City Council
BBS
Australia, South East Queensland, 5,800 hectare site to the west
of Ipswich
To develop a 50 year masterplan for what will be one of Australia’s
largest industrial areas on a site with challenging environmental,
commercial and community constraints
Two-day Enquiry by Design (charette), open houses, initial
government stakeholder workshops, stakeholder briefings, printed
material, website
The Ebenezer Regional Industrial Area (ERIA) Draft Planning
Framework is an important planning process for South-East
Queensland’s future industrial land requirements and employment
growth.
The community engagement strategy achieved best practice
planning outcomes and engendered strong stakeholder ownership
of the project.
There were no statutory requirements to consult with the
community at this stage of the planning process, however it was
recognised to be a crucial element in the process in order to
respond to market timings and achieve better planning outcomes.
Community consultation was used throughout the process to
identify opportunities and constraints which fed directly into the
development of the draft planning framework options.
The key result is the development of a draft planning framework
that will be shortly released for formal public comment that
appropriately incorporates stakeholder input to date, and has
already developed strong community ownership.
A range of formal and informal evaluation techniques were used
throughout the process to gauge aspects including stakeholder
satisfaction, quality of information presented, appropriate level of
involvement in decision making etc.

Impact Level
Time Frame
People engaged
Web Link

Regional level (South East Queensland)
About 6 months
Direct engagement with approximately 5,000 residents
http://www.dlgp.qld.gov.au/ebenezer-regional-industrial-area/
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The Problem and Challenge
The Problem
Research showed that South-East Queensland would run out of suitable industrial land for
large footprints industries as early as 2013, unless new sites were made available to the
market.
The Ebenezer Regional Industrial Area is a 5,800 hectare site located within the
Ebenezer/Willowbank area, south-west of Ipswich. The area is being planned to
accommodate a range of low, medium and high impact industries such as manufacturing
and logistics businesses as well as difficult-to-locate and large footprint industries.
Developing a planning framework for an industrial area has never been undertaken on this
scale in Australia before. Once fully developed, the site could generate more than 54,000
jobs for the local area. The objective of the plan is to provide cutting edge, innovative and
sustainable outcomes for the Ebenezer region.
The Challenges
There was a range of significant challenges associated with the project, including:


Koala population – the study area incorporated one of Queensland’s largest koala
habitats.



Diversity of existing uses and stakeholders in the study area – the sheer size of
the study area saw a wide range of uses, including the existing Willowbank township,
the Queensland Motorway precinct, operating coal mines and rural residential lots.



Ebenezer South Study Area – during the early stages of project, the Queensland
Government announced an area immediately to the south of the study area was
included in a 50 year land bank study for noxious, hazardous and offensive industry.
This created concern and confusion among stakeholders.



Site close to Amberley RAAF base – about to become Australia’s largest air force
base, it could not be adversely impacted in any way.



Federally protected tree species – the site included areas of Melaleuca Irbyana
(swamp tea tree) – a federally-protected tree species.



Southern Freight Rail Corridor – planned to serve as a major freight link
connecting a future Melbourne-to-Brisbane Inland Rail line with the existing SouthEast Queensland rail freight network. The proposed corridor bisects the study area.



Property values – there was strong concern shown by stakeholders on the project’s
potential impact on local property values.



Road network – safety of local roads was already a key concern of the community,
with residents worried about how the project will add more trucks and traffic to road
networks.
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The Role of Public Participation
Public participation played a vital role in the development of the draft planning framework
with primary stakeholders involved in an intensive collaborative process to identify
opportunities and constraints that fed directly into the development of the draft planning
framework options and policies.
Public Participation Methods
The engagement process used a range of techniques that brought key stakeholders
together, collected and compiled feedback, and shared information. The methods used
included:
Inception workshop for government and service providers
A half-day inception and information workshop was held
involving 70 state government and service provider
representatives.
The purpose of the workshop was to identify issues at an
early stage to streamline the planning framework
development process.
Face-to-face interviews
Face-to-face interviews were conducted with elected representatives, government
stakeholders, service providers, major landowners and community groups. The aim of faceto-face discussions was to introduce the relevant stakeholder to the scope of the project,
draw out issues and develop possible mitigation strategies.
Community information session
150 community members attended a community
information workshop to inform them about the project,
and to give them the opportunity to provide feedback and
ideas at an early stage in the process.
Project website
A dedicated webpage was built into the Department’s
website to provide stakeholders with information and
updates on the project.
The webpage included background information, the project’s vision, study area maps, fact
sheets, snapshots of community feedback, technical study presentations, project updates
and contact information.
Dedicated email and access to project phone line
A dedicated email address was created to provide stakeholders with a link to the project
team. The email address was also used as a proactive communication tool to notify
stakeholders of engagement activities. A phone number was also provided to stakeholders
to provide immediate feedback and direct questions.
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Enquiry-by-Design
An enquiry-by-design workshop was held over three days. The
first two days of the workshop was a highly-technical session
where 120 government stakeholders, landowners and
community groups came together for a series of high-level
presentations and mapping workshops.
The format of the first two days consisted of technical
presentations in the areas of sustainability and environment,
economics, structure planning, traffic and transport,
infrastructure and land-use and planning.
Following the technical presentations, round-table design
sessions were held. Here, each attendee participated in a
design workshop relevant to each topic. Each workshop table
was facilitated by a planning expert with various specialists
roaming from table to table. At the end of each day, maps of
ideas generated were displayed for viewing.
The third day was an open session where no formal
presentations were given. Community members were free to
view information displays and ask questions directly to the
relevant project team members and view the drawings that
were developed in the first two days. There were sketching
tables set up so community members could also participate in
drawing their ideas on maps of the study site.
As well as the drawing workshops and face to face discussions,
feedback forms were available for participants to put their ideas
and feedback in writing.
Printed material
Throughout the engagement process, stakeholders received
letters and project updates to inform them of the project and of various engagement activities
they could participate in.
Uniqueness of the Project
The project had several unique aspects, including:
Software embedded into Enquiry-by-Design (EbD)
The enquiry-by-design provided a truly collaborative environment
for stakeholders to provide recommendations on planning
elements for the site area. The outputs of the EbD directly
influenced the draft planning framework, including areas of
conservation for koala habitat, buffering of the Willowbank
township, road hierarchy and staging plans.
Consortium partner PLACE Design Group embedded their own
‘interactive sieve mapping software program’ as part of the EbD, which allowed for ‘real-time’
analysis of the mapping sketches from the ten working groups. These were then combined
into a ‘composite’ map (right) and shown to the EbD participants so they could get an almost
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instantaneous view of the EbD session’s results. This proved to be a great way to close the
feedback loop in an extremely short period of time.
The third day of the EbD allowed all members of the community to view work of the previous
two days, and to get involved in their own sketching tables to provide their views.
Size and scale
The project is the largest industrial area planning framework project ever to be undertaken in
Queensland.
Early involvement of stakeholders
Due to the complexity, the potential for controversy and the tight timelines associated with
the project, government and community stakeholders were engaged as early as possible.
This early engagement ensured stakeholders were completely informed, providing them with
the appropriate opportunity to influence the draft planning framework. Collaboration with
stakeholders occurred months before the public notification period has commenced.
Recognised by Department as best-practice
The engagement process used has been recognised by the Department as being bestpractice, and will be used as a base for relevant projects in the future.
Project Results
One of the key drivers of the success of the project was a table which clearly identified the
negotiables and non-negotiables. This was used throughout the project to focus stakeholder
energies and thoughts on the elements of the project in which they could influence.
The engagement process also met all of its objectives – it proactively involved the right
stakeholders at an early stage, gave them the appropriate level of influence on project
outcomes and informed them how their feedback influenced the planning framework.
Evaluation was a priority for the project with a range of formal and informal tools used.
Evaluation of the process itself was incorporated into formal feedback forms at each of the
stakeholder and community sessions. Informal meetings with key stakeholders throughout
the process were also used to gauge stakeholder satisfaction levels.
The most effective form of evaluation is to see how stakeholders themselves viewed the
engagement process. The Ipswich Koala Protection Society attended the EbD with koalas in
cages and ready for a fight. After the EbD they made contact with the media to share their
positive views on the EbD experience. The before and after media coverage is included on
the last page of this submission.
A formal report was also prepared by BBS for the Department outlining how the process met
all of the identified engagement objectives.
Alignment with Core Values
How did the project ensure that those most affected by the decision were involved?
Identification and ‘mapping’ of stakeholders was vital in the initial phases of the project. A
comprehensive list of stakeholders was developed, before being ‘mapped’ into primary,
secondary and tertiary stakeholder categories. By identifying the primary stakeholders (or,
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those most affected stakeholders) it enabled us to better tailor information and techniques to
suit. Personal invitations were sent out to these primary stakeholders to ensure they were
part of key engagement techniques, such as the EbD.
How was the outcome of the project influenced by the public’s contributions?
The draft planning framework was ‘born’ from the EbD process. The input received during
the EbD shaped the framework, together with feedback received from secondary and tertiary
stakeholders.
How did the project promote sustainable decisions and ensure the needs of all participants
were communicated?
Due to the 50 year timeframe of the planning framework, developing long-term sustainable
decisions was critical. By providing opportunities for government, industry and the
community to share their priorities and concerns face-to-face, the project was able to gain a
shared understanding of the constraints of the project and arrive at a position where the vast
majority of stakeholders will support the planning framework moving forward. Stakeholder
and community feedback from various sessions were also made publicly available through
the project website, so that the entire public could understand the needs of participants.
How did the project seek out and facilitate the involvement of those most affected?
Apart from personal invitations to attend relevant engagement activities, an extensive
promotion campaign using direct mail, advertisements and media releases was implemented
to ensure stakeholders were aware of the multiple ways they could be involved in the
process. The inception workshop with government stakeholders also ensured that relevant
representatives were aware of the project much earlier than normal practice.
How did the project seek input from participants on how they wished to participate?
A key part of the inception workshop with government representatives was to identify who
from their agency was most appropriate to be involved, and how they wished to participate.
Throughout the process, we regularly asked community representatives what information
they would like to receive and how best to interact with them. These responses directly
influenced the techniques and communication tools used.
How did the information provided to participants contribute to meaningful participation?
Providing project information in a clear and accessible manner was a priority due to the
complexity of subject matter. Clear information on negotiable issues and site constraints was
made available at all times. Information sessions and the EbD were structured by key project
areas, including environment, infrastructure, community facilities and land-uses to enable
participants to easily comment on various aspects. Supporting visuals and interactive maps
were made available to reinforce key messages and learnings.
How did you communicate so that participants knew how their input affected the decision?
Timely communication of participant input received occurred throughout the project.
Community feedback snapshots were made available through the project website, together
with project updates. The computer software used in the EbD allowed ‘real-time’
demonstration of how participant input was influencing the draft planning framework.
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Figure 1 - Media article before Enquiry by Design process

Figure 1 – media article before Enquiry-by-Design process

Figure 2 – media article after Enquiry-by-Design process
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Case Study: Summary
Title: Engaging Stakeholders in a K-12 Funding Crisis
Organizing Group:

St. Vrain Valley School District

Location:

Longmont, Colorado USA

Key
Question/Problem:

How to Achieve Broad-Based Participation in Identifying
Public School Cuts

Sample Methods:

An Interactive Community Forum with Live and Virtual
Participation

Results:

A Strategy for Severe Budget Cuts with Broad-Based Input
and Buy-in

Impact Level:

Public school district serving eight communities

People Engaged:

200 - 250 forum attendees, 249 online survey respondents,
dozens of bloggers, unknown number of television viewers

Web Link:

http://www.stvrain.k12.co.us/news/2010012801.php
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“Almost inevitably, it seems—and this is fundamental in the movement toward
public judgment—participation in deliberative forums helps participants move
beyond initial preferences to more stable and internally consistent views”.
- Daniel Yankelovitch

The Problem and Challenge
Like many American states, Colorado’s education budget has been experiencing a cycle of
multi-year funding cuts. For local communities, the state cuts frequently result in teacher layoffs,
increased class sizes, the elimination of high rigor instructional programs, and more fees. Many
Colorado districts are even shortening the school week to make ends meet.
In November, 2008, voters in the St. Vrain Valley School District passed a property tax increase
to support the school district—a first after two previous attempts. The outcome was heralded as
major success for several reasons: at the time of the election, the stock market was in rapid
decline, gas prices were soaring and SVVSD was still working to recapture citizen trust after a
catastrophic $12 million budget deficit in 2003.
Parents and community leaders won the tax increase by promising to recruit and retain the best
teachers, lower average classroom size, upgrade school technology systems, and improve the
overall learning environment. However, shortly after the victory, the state legislature announced
a $200 million cut to the state’s K-12 education budget. The implications of the announcement
was devastating: instead of increased funding for teachers and schools, the newly won tax
dollars would be used to backfill the state’s massive funding cut.
A collective state of disappointment settled over the community and SVVSD officials, parents
and other citizens recognized the need to:
1. Effectively communicate the impact of the state budget cuts and ensure that citizens
understood that the cuts resulted from the state’s fiscal shortfall and not SVVSD’s.
2. Design a robust public process for citizens to examine the state cuts in detail, answer
technical questions about SVVSD’s budget and discuss alternative budgeting scenarios.
3. Continue to deepen stakeholder trust for SVVSD through an open, transparent and
meaningful collaboration with employees, citizen groups and the media.
Perhaps the biggest obstacle to public participation was ensuring buy-in from the SVVSD
administrative staff. After all, seasoned administrators would be asked to relinquish control and
participate in a deliberative process with non-expert stakeholders.
Fortunately, the superintendent and board president supported an inclusive community budget
forum and actively worked with key staff to embrace the deliberative process and share
problem-solving responsibilities. This resistance corroborates findings that many school officials
don’t want citizens influencing public school business (Mathews, 2006).
Yet, even when school officials are open to public participation, they often lack the training and
skill to effectively plan and facilitate the proceedings. Citizen participation is complex and must
be meticulously planned and carefully facilitated (Fischer, 2009).
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The Role of Public Participation
In the SVVSD budget scenario, public participation addresses five central challenges:
Problem 1: Helping people understand the complex funding and budgeting processes
(background information) involved in public education systems.
Problem 2: Providing the opportunity for school officials and citizens to move from preconceived positions to identifying specific interests.
Problem 3: Helping participants accept that they cannot realistically expect to design a
plan without making tough decisions (trade-offs).
Problem 4: Demonstrating that school officials are authentically committed to an open
and transparent public participation process.
Problem 5: Engaging a broad representation of internal and external stakeholders and
expanding beyond the small number of historically engaged and involved stakeholders.
Public Participation Methods
To address these challenges, the following methods were incorporated into the process:
1. A web-based survey solicited stakeholder input about solving the state budget cuts.
The survey, posted to the SVVSD and newspaper websites, was broadly publicized.
2. A public forum (facilitated by an independent media professional and sponsored by
three local media organizations) was designed with input from Dr. Martin Carcasson
of Colorado State University’s Center for Public Deliberation and a parent group.
The media partners provided production expertise and publicity.
3. The public forum included the following engagement features:
• Live audience participation at a high school auditorium
• Virtual audience participation via a live stream broadcast
• Live audience electronic “response pad” feedback polling
• Email, live blog and phone-in participation options
4. Four citizen committees evaluated and synthesized 248 feedback surveys and
presented findings and recommendations to the Board at a public work session.
Uniqueness of the Project
This is quite possibly the first K-12 public participation process of its kind in the State of
Colorado or anywhere else. Subsequent to news reports covering the event, district officials
were invited to present its findings at the annual conferences of the Colorado Association of
School Executives (CASE) and the Colorado Association of School Boards (CASB).
Several features of this K-12 public participation process make it unique:
1. School district officials relinquished the role of unilaterally planning, facilitating and
otherwise controlling the public forum. Instead, board members and administrators
participated in the live forum with 200-250 citizens including parents, senior citizens,
business leaders, elected officials and representatives of the teachers’ union.
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2. In addition to diverse citizen participation at the live forum, technology enabled offsite
citizen participation via a live blog posted on the newspaper’s homepage. Also,
attendees participated by using electronic response pads and written questions.
3. The public participation process was broadcast live on the Web and a professional
camera crew provided by Channel 3 Community Cable Access Channel. The
program was rebroadcast on the local cable station for several weeks after the event.
Project Results
This public participation process utilized a variety of methods to involve a diverse representation
of citizen groups in addressing a highly controversial community problem: how to fairly
implement the estimated $11-14 million in state education cuts to SVVSD’s budget. The cuts
were particularly divisive because they went into effect after the first-time passage of a local
property tax increase to fund local schools.
The results of the process are reported in five categories:
1. Public engagement: Between 200-250 residents including parents, senior citizens,
business leaders, elected officials, and teacher union representatives participated in
the live event. Approximately 45 citizen questions or comments were addressed on
the air. In addition, 248 citizens completed an anonymous online survey soliciting
input and recommendations about strategies for implementing the cuts. A Spanish
language translator provided continuous translation at the forum.
2. Innovative technology: The innovative use of technology permitted citizens across
the district to participate from work or from home. A live blog on the homepage of the
local newspaper recorded 130 blog posts. Approximately 150 residents participated
in the response pad opinion polling, six citizen live blog questions were addressed
and two citizens participated by phoning in over an amplified phone line.
3. Citizen committees: Following the forum, four citizen groups reviewed and
synthesized 248 online surveys. The findings were presented along with the citizen
recommendations to the board of education at a public work session.
4. Perception of district: Media coverage of the forum was uniquely positive. When
compared to newspaper coverage of budget forums in other Colorado school
districts, articles about the SVVSD forum were longer in column inches, contained a
higher number of citizen comments (and a higher ratio of citizen to expert comments)
and contained more graphs and event photos.
5. Partnership with media: The innovative partnership with the media contributed to
changing the public forum model, expanding stakeholder participation, event
marketing, and organizational change.
Changing the public forum model: In a traditional forum, the school district has full
control of the presentation and typically creates an “us vs. them” scenario by having
officials present their information to the audience from behind a podium. In the St.
Vrain forum, SVVSD officials shared the stage as equals with all other participating
citizens. The district also abdicated its traditional role of facilitator.
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Expanding participation: By partnering with the media, the event allowed virtual
participation through a live blog on the newspaper’s home page. The local
broadband provider and cable access channel teamed up to enable the local
newspaper to broadcast the forum live on its website. One mother expressed her
gratitude for the opportunity to participate from home while caring for her children.
Event marketing: Because of their partnership role, the media outlets promoted the
event at no cost to SVVSD. The newspaper alone contributed $10,000 in color
promo ads. The donated print and cable television ads are likely responsible for the
larger-than-normal audience of live and online participants.
Organizational change: Initial opponents of the deliberative forum included some
district administrators. The new format (abdicating control in return for greater citizen
participation and buy-in) was unsettling to insider experts. The success of the
collaborative model persuaded reluctant administrators to embrace public
participation and deliberative problem solving.
Alignment with Core Values
Arguably, across America citizen trust for public education has never been lower than now.
Even though researchers find that increased public participation in schools is linked to higher
student achievement (Putnam, 2000, Rice eta al., 2000), better solutions to shared problems
(Fung, 2004), and higher levels of stakeholder agreement and trust (Langsdorf, 2003), citizens
continue to feel shut out and their ties to schools further strained (Gillon, 2000).
Sexton (2004) is almost certainly correct in his assessment that while many school officials
often profess their support of citizen participation, they have no interest in allowing nonprofessionals to upset their plans. Yet it is precisely by inviting citizens to deliberate on shared
problems that they gain a better understanding of complex school district issues and develop
their skills in deliberation and judgment (Yankelovitch, 2010). It is critical, however, that
participatory engagement be authentic and support the public participation values of IAP2.
How were those affected by decisions involved?
Parents from across the district were most directly responsible for the successful tax campaign
and parents were also most affected by the manner in which the state cuts were implemented.
The leadership of a large, district-wide parent group known as Grassroots St. Vrain was
consulted throughout the forum’s planning process and they played a large role in the event.
How were outcomes influenced by public contribution?
After examining SVVSD’s complex annual budget and the extent of the state cuts, citizens
voiced support for reductions that would not affect average classroom sizes. Citizens did not
support a reduction in teaching staff but would support a salary freeze, increasing student
activity fees, placing a moratorium on new instructional programs and eliminating non-essential
positions outside the classroom (preferably through attrition).
Did the project promote sustainable decisions, address needs/interests of participants?
The decision-making process included trade-offs. In exchange for maintaining classroom sizes,
citizens gave up the teacher salary increases they vigorously supported during the property tax
campaign. By supporting a salary freeze, citizens accepted the risk that some highly qualified
teachers might consider leaving the district for higher paying positions elsewhere. However,
teachers and staff also supported across-the-board salary freeze in lieu of layoffs.
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How did the project seek out and facilitate involvement of those most affected?
The district and its media partners launched an extensive information campaign that included
newspaper and cable television ads, school newsletter and website announcements (English
and Spanish), and automated calls to district parents. Personal invitations were made to
community groups, PTOs, elected officials, the teachers’ union, business leaders and seniors.
The parent group Grassroots St. Vrain and the teachers’ union also recruited participants.
How did the project seek and facilitate involvement on how people wanted to participate?
Members of the parent group and representatives from the local media played a significant role
in advocating for the use of technology to engage as many citizens as possible. Members of the
parent group and the Board pushed for interactive features for homebound parents.
How did information provided support/contribute to meaningful participation?
The input and feedback from a wide variety of citizens facilitated a meaningful discussion about
difficult choices. Aaron Harber, a well-respected PBS commentator and forum facilitator,
increased trust and buy-in for the process. Harber ensured that factual data was provided in
response to questions and he diffused politically motivated posturing or grandstanding.
How did the communication of results ensure that participants know how their input
affected the decision or address problem?
Input recorded in the forum in the form of verbal, written, phone and electronic comments and
results from a web-based survey were turned over to citizen groups who synthesized the
information and presented their findings and recommendations to the Board of Education at a
public work session. The recommendations were reported in the local newspaper and
subsequently reported in a televised board meeting.
Subsequent to the St. Vrain Budget Forum and the implementation of the recommendations,
two district performance surveys conducted by Dr. David Hill of Hill Research have reported
growing satisfaction with the district, particularly in the areas of financial management and
communications. Overall, public support for the school district remains high and parents,
community groups and elected officials continue to collaborate on strategic problem solving and
decision-making.
The success of the 2010 Budget Forum initiated a new chapter in district/stakeholder relations.
On Saturday, June 18, 2011, 55 citizens representing local corporations, small business,
government, senior citizens, parent groups and the media gathered for 6.5 hours to kick-off a
year-long deliberative process to discuss and design the school district of the future. Public
participation has become the cornerstone of SVVSD’s business culture and brand.
The opportunities to further embed the culture of public participation in school business are
endless, especially when district officials truly grasp the power of collective intelligence and
collaborative decision-making. To improve at public participation, public school officials needn’t
wait for crises. Instead, we can strengthen our participatory culture and deepen stakeholder
trust by engaging the public in solving routine problems and issues.
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Title
Organizing Group
Location
Key Question/Problem

Sample Methods

Results

Impact Level
Time Frame
People Engaged
Web Link

IAP2 State of the Practice Report

City of Flagstaff’s New Zoning Code: A Public Engagement
Success
Community Development Division
City of Flagstaff, Arizona, USA
The City of Flagstaff (est. 65,000 people) in northern Arizona
How to overcome the bitterness and lack of trust of City staff
resulting from the update of the 1991 zoning code so that a new
Zoning Code could be adopted reflective of and supported by
community values, interests and ideas.
A multi-layered approach was employed to ensure that
residents were informed, consulted and involved including:
stakeholder interviews; project branding; creation of diverse
citizen Focus Groups; an interactive mapping exercise to
assess resident’s perception of Flagstaff; a successful 5-day
visioning and coding charrette; Educational Forums and Zoning
Code University classes; tracking of all comments in a publicly
accessible spreadsheet; advertisements in the local newspaper;
participation in radio interviews and call-in shows; posters
displayed in City facilities and coffee shops; use of free on-line
community bulletin boards; placement of a community
announcement in local movie theatres; webpage as a primary
tool to disseminate information; E-Newsletters; frequent
attendance at numerous stakeholder and other community
meetings as well as many City Board, Commission and Council
public meetings.
The new Zoning Code is better calibrated to Flagstaff’s
character as the public participation approach allowed for the
early review and inclusion of residents’ and stakeholders’ ideas.
Flagstaff residents now report they feel acknowledged and
listened to, and even though there may remain disagreement on
some details, there is public respect for the public participation
process.
City-wide
Approximately 2½ years
All residents of the City of Flagstaff had opportunity to be
informed, consulted and involved.
www.flagstaff.az.gov\zoningupdate
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The Problem and Challenge
The City of Flagstaff is the regional hub of northern Arizona and a gateway to the Grand Canyon
and many other national parks and monuments, and the Coconino National Forest. Residents
appreciate the natural beauty of the area, and enjoy outdoor pursuits such as hiking, skiing,
hunting, fishing and camping. Not surprisingly, many of Flagstaff’s residents are strong willed
independent thinkers, and are frequently skeptical and distrustful of government.
The City of Flagstaff’s zoning ordinance or Land Development Code (LDC) was last
comprehensively updated in 1991. This Code establishes rules for the use of land and
procedures for the review of new development. The current LDC is cumbersome because it
includes numerous zoning methodologies that have been added over the past few years. Users
have agreed that it is unnecessarily complex, inconsistent, confusing, imprecise, disorganized,
and antiquated.
While the need to update the LDC was clear, when starting the project to create a new Zoning
Code, significant opposition resulting from the extraordinary bitterness and lack of trust of City
staff resulting from the 1991 update process had to be overcome. This was due largely to the
perception that there was minimal outreach or citizen involvement during the drafting and
adoption of the LDC. The generally negative view of the City’s ability to interact with the
community provided a substantial challenge for City planning staff when a rewrite of the Zoning
Code was first proposed. The process to create a new Zoning Code began in July 2008, and
from the beginning focused extensively upon public participation and education to create a new
user-friendly Zoning Code that accurately reflects the community’s desires for future growth
balanced with preservation. An additional goal of the City’s planning staff was to reverse the
unfavorable attitudes held by the community for the City’s planning and zoning processes.
Following a comprehensive review and interview process, in January 2009 the City Council
awarded a consulting contract to Opticos Design Inc. The consultant team was responsible only
for research and writing of the new Zoning Code; the City project manager was solely
responsible for all public outreach and educational efforts (on an extremely limited budget), in
addition to writing various divisions of the final Code.
From the beginning the elected City Council was clear in their expectation for the project; a new
user-friendly Zoning Code derived from extensive successful public engagement and
involvement appropriate for Flagstaff’s needs. The Council directed staff to reverse the
prevailing attitude of distrust by means of a transparent and open process based on the IAP2
public participation spectrum and expected that residents would be informed, consulted and
involved in the project.
The Role of Public Participation
In order to meet the Council’s goals for meaningful public participation in the creation of a new
Zoning Code a fresh approach was necessary that afforded all of Flagstaff residents an
opportunity to be engaged. A safe environment where trust and respect could be fostered had to
be created that would allow residents to participate in the creation of the Code so that at the end
of the process they would have a sense of ownership and pride knowing that their ideas were
respected, considered and included. For this reason, a public engagement process that
consistently empowered Flagstaff residents’ ability to cause positive change at a local level so
that their interests and needs could be addressed was developed.
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Public Participation Methods
A radical approach was needed to overcome residents’ general distrust of City staff. Prior to the
inception of the project, numerous workshops were scheduled to educate City officials and
interested residents on current zoning practices (such as user friendly and graphically rich
Form-based Codes) that would be an integral component of the new Code. At the inception of
the project more than 60 community stakeholders (e.g. local realtors, contractors,
environmentalists, interested citizens, decision makers, etc.) were interviewed to learn their
perspectives, understand their opinions, and to build early interest in the project. A report on the
conclusions of these interviews was published and made available to the community.
Early in the project 11 citizen Focus Groups were established to provide initial critical feedback
on the existing LDC, i.e. to identify what was working and what was not. The chairpersons of
these Focus Groups also met as a Citizen Advisory Group to ensure that all comments and
ideas were coordinated. All meetings were open to the public. The Focus Groups had diverse
membership, and included the general public and technical users. The Focus Groups enabled
early community support for the project and produced numerous coordinated recommendations
that were included in the final Zoning Code.
Community involvement and participation in the project was actively solicited through numerous
meetings and events, including:
• Focus Group meetings: 11 different focus groups provided direction, comment and ideas
on the path forward (56 meetings in three months)
• Form-Based Code Design Charrette: Over 440 people attended 10 different meetings
during this week-long event, including 75 at the final presentation
• Attendance at board and committee meetings of local stakeholder groups: (e.g. local
realtors, contractors, environmentalists, etc.) (over 70 meetings)
• Non-traditional group events: including participation in open houses, farmers markets,
City celebrations, etc. (16)
• Public meetings: Over 120 meetings with the City Council and City Boards and
Commissions to inform them about the Code and solicit their opinions
• Educational forums: These unique meetings (4 held so far; more will be scheduled after
the Code is adopted) were extremely well attended (over 50 participants) and they
allowed for public education on the new Code and to receive ideas and comments
• Zoning Code University classes: 6 classes open to all residents explained the draft Code
in detail chapter-by-chapter and provided opportunity for new ideas and revisions
• Stakeholder group newsletters: Information on the project was provided to local
stakeholder groups to be included in their monthly or quarterly newsletters.
Total meetings (February 2009 - July 2011): 292 (with more expected before adoption)
Other outreach strategies employed to engage Flagstaff residents in the process of developing
the new Code included:
• The creation of 10 E-Newsletters that provided updates on progress with the project
• Extensive use of local media including the legally required notices for public hearings;
radio interviews and announcements; the use of local media’s free on-line community
bulletin boards to advertise meetings; and, advertisements in the local newspaper
• Placement of a free community announcement in pre-movie screenings at a local theater
complex for 30 days before release of the Public Review Draft of the new Code
• Display of posters at City Hall and other City facilities announcing upcoming events
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•
•

All public meetings, forums, classes and updates were announced (sometimes with 2 or
3 reminders) to over 2,000 recipients via e-mail
Posting of agendas/memorandums/staff reports for upcoming meetings on the City’s
dedicated zoning code website, in addition to the display of useful information to assist
lay readers in understanding zoning concepts and the Code.

Uniqueness of Project
In what way(s) did public participation improve the decision and contribute to the
resolution of the problem? Through the innovative inclusion of Flagstaff’s residents in the new
Zoning Code project a Code more reflective of community values and goals has resulted. The
public participation approach fundamentally improved the final Zoning Code because it allowed
for the review and inclusion of the public’s ideas into the final document. Through the application
of thoughtful, patient and inclusive outreach techniques, such as the Focus Groups and other
forums for providing their ideas and comments to City officials, Flagstaff residents have reported
that their ideas have been acknowledged and they feel heard. Even though there may be
disagreement on some details, participants have publicly reported they respected the process
created for their participation in the project.
Describe the innovative participation techniques that were used. Using the IAP2 principles,
procedures and techniques, numerous tools were used to overcome residents’ general distrust
of City staff. For example at the project’s inception, Focus Groups with diverse representation
were established to provide early feedback on the existing LDC, resulting in early community
support of the project. One of the criticisms of the 1991 code was that citizen recommendations
were ignored. To address this issue, all Focus Group recommendations and all citizen
comments received throughout the process were recorded in a publicly accessible spreadsheet
so that it was possible to see if a recommendation had been accepted (if so, where it was
included was noted), forwarded to someone else (e.g. the team updating the City’s General
Plan), or rejected (if so, a reason was provided). While this was an extraordinary amount of
work, and recording so many comments had some risk in case the comment was recorded
incorrectly (or worse, inadvertently not recorded at all), it proved to be an invaluable exercise in
reestablishing community trust. Refer to the bottom image on Page 8.
In addition, numerous opportunities were created for informing and involving residents in the
project, including Zoning Code University classes and Educational Forums. Using e-mail, over
2,000 subscribers were informed weekly about progress on the Code and upcoming meetings of
the City Council detailing what would be discussed or decided. The City project manager
attended monthly meetings of many local stakeholder groups to keep them informed and to
invite them to Council meetings so that their perspectives and ideas would be considered.
Finally, as the project had a very limited budget (money was only allocated for statutorily
required public notification), many free or low cost techniques were employed including regular
use of community bulletin boards hosted by the local media, placement of a public service
announcement in local theatres, publication of special announcements in the newspaper,
placement of posters in local coffee shops and City facilities, and the use of stakeholder groups’
monthly newsletters to inform and involve residents. See Page 8 for images of these materials.
Was the project able to solve a problem that faces the field of public participation? Two
problems frequently face the field of public participation, including diminished budgets and
building trust (especially where it has been eroded by poor decision making in the past). As has
been described above, the City employed low-cost but extremely effective techniques for public
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education and participation in the project, and these can easily be duplicated by other
communities facing similar budget challenges. From the perspective of building trust, the public
participation approach used in Flagstaff has been very successful, and residents have reported
that they feel acknowledged and their ideas have been listened to. To address the ever present
problem of how to explain a technical document to the lay public so that it is understandable,
Educational Forums and Zoning Code University classes were scheduled as well as meetings
with interested citizens to explain key technical details and procedures.
How did the project spread the practice of public participation into a new area? The
realization that meaningful civic engagement is important has now become part of the City’s
culture. As the City undertakes new projects that require inclusive engagement of Flagstaff’s
residents and a better connection between City officials and the community, the techniques and
processes utilized in the Zoning Code project are now being used as a model for the
comprehensive update of the City’s General Plan. The nominee’s success is also the catalyst
for a possible future City Council discussion on the development of a new City public
participation policy. City Manager Kevin Burke points to the City’s improved relationships, trust,
and partnerships with our citizens. “The extensive public outreach and engagement efforts [on
the new Zoning Code] have dramatically and positively changed the standards of how we
involve the public – as well as how our citizens expect to be involved”.
Project Results
Flagstaff Mayor Sara Presler commented, “Planning staff have worked tirelessly to help
Flagstaff residents and the Council understand the real application of the completely new
Zoning Code. This has been indispensable in ensuring the adoption of the right code for
Flagstaff”. The new Zoning Code has resulted in a profound improvement in the relationship
between City planning staff and City residents. Instead of staying silent on issues and just
complaining, the public has enthusiastically participated in the project. While there may still be
disagreement on specific issues, there is an appreciation for the integrity of the process and a
majority of Flagstaff residents who participated in the many meetings to which they were invited
felt included, respected, and trusted. And not surprisingly, a fundamentally improved Zoning
Code has resulted of which City officials are proud and residents know they made a difference
by informing decisions that affect their interests and lives.
The new Zoning Code has not yet been adopted (this is expected to occur in mid- to lateOctober 2011). At that time a comprehensive evaluation and review of the strengths
(successes) and weaknesses (where improvements could have been made) will be conducted.
However, early and consistent evaluation of the effectiveness of public participation in the
project has been on-going from the inception of the project (stakeholder interviews and
formation of the Focus Groups) throughout its 2½ half year time span to monitor progress,
community opinions, and to ensure that comments and ideas from residents are documented
and evaluated.
Alignment with Core Values
Core Value #1 – How did the project ensure that those most affected by the decision or
problem were involved? As stated in the preceding narrative, the City undertook a multilayered approach using IAP2’s procedures and techniques to ensure that Flagstaff residents,
business owners and those directly involved in development were informed, consulted and
involved in the process for developing a new Zoning Code. Not only was this accomplished with
a minimal budget, it was in the words of many participating residents and other stakeholders
successful because they felt as though they were a part of the new Zoning Code’s creation.
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Core Value #2 – How was the outcome of the project influenced by the public’s
contributions? The new Zoning Code is better calibrated to Flagstaff’s character. The City’s
public participation approach allowed for the review and early inclusion of residents’ and
stakeholders’ ideas into the final document. The new Code is clearly improved as a result
because community members identified subjects that required amendment and improvement.
Core Value #3 – How did the project promote sustainable decisions and ensure that the
needs and interests of all participants were communicated? The public participation
process allowed for the compilation of a wide variety of local interests, needs and concerns that
were documented, reviewed, analyzed and understood. No ideas or comments were discounted
without careful consideration, and by documenting all received comments and ideas in a
publicly accessible format, residents could see what happened to their ideas and respond to
how they were incorporated into the new Zoning Code. This simple but admittedly timeconsuming tool went a long way in reestablishing the trust that was absent for 20 years, and has
set an example for sustained application by the City in other public participation projects.
Core Value #4 – How did the project seek out and facilitate the involvement of those most
affected? Initially there was a lot of skepticism based on past experience and attitudes in the
community. However, through patient and persistent outreach using e-mail, the City’s zoning
update web page, regular attendance at community and stake holder meetings, and other
practical tools, Flagstaff’s citizens became more engaged in the Zoning Code project.
Core Value #5 – How did the project seek input from participants on how they wished to
participate? At the inception of the project, staff met with stakeholders and community groups
to understand how they wanted to participate. The stakeholder interviews and Focus Groups
were also used as a forum to discern how best to engage Flagstaff’s residents. While
attendance at City meetings was promoted, the City project manager reached out to community
groups and stakeholders by regularly attending their meetings. Over time trust was built and his
attendance was eventually welcomed and encouraged. Many diverse techniques were used to
engage residents in the project, perhaps the most effective of which was a willingness to listen
to ideas, talk openly, and treat all participants with courtesy and respect, even in times of
disagreement. Word soon spread that City officials really did want to hear from residents.
Core Value #6 – How did the information provided to participants support or contribute to
meaningful participation? Once a preliminary draft of the new Zoning Code was completed, it
was made available online for easy viewing, printing and download. As the Planning and Zoning
Commission and/or City Council were reviewing the final draft Code, the webpage was updated
weekly and e-mails were distributed to over 2,000 people informing them of what divisions were
currently under review, and encouraging their participation in an upcoming meeting. This simple
yet effective technique resulted in residents attending meetings on topics of interest to them.
Core Value #7 – How did the communication of the project results ensure that
participants knew how their input affected the decision or addressed the problem?
Throughout the project, residents’ comments were included in all preliminary drafts so that they
could track how their ideas and suggestions were addressed. After the Council had completed
their review of a chapter, the final draft of that chapter was posted on-line with all changes
highlighted so that interested residents could monitor and track progress and the outcome of
their recommendations. Finally, once the Council had completed their review of the entire draft
Zoning Code, the Focus Groups were once again notified, and the final Code was posted online
and at local libraries for further public review and scrutiny prior to final approval.
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Lake Macquarie City Council - Page 2 of 8

Title

Future of Waste

Organizing Group

Lake Macquarie City Council

Location

Lake Macquarie NSW Australia, population 199,277

Key Question/Problem

Develop a safe, cost-effective, convenient,
environmentally sustainable, and technologically
acceptable residential waste management solution for the
Lake Macquarie community.

Sample Methods

Surveys, online engagement forum, workshops,
information sessions, shopping centre stalls, public
debate, website, television, radio, press and online
advertising.

Results

Face-to-face and online awareness and engagement
techniques were preceded and followed up with
statistically valid data collection.


69% of respondents „voted‟ for a three-bin system



68% of residents have no concerns with a three-bin
system



61% of people aware of local waste issues



10% increase in awareness of personal responsibility
for waste reduction from start to end of campaign



94% of community workshop and session participants
agreed or strongly agreed that they have a better
understanding of the challenges facing Council

Impact Level

Ninth largest local government area in Australia

Time Frame

About 12 months

People Engaged

About 2,000 residents, and 200 staff

Web Link

Lake Macquarie City Council Waste Strategy Project
www.ARRR.com.au
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Lake Macquarie City Council - Page 3 of 8

The Problem and Challenge
With less than five years of filling space left at the city‟s only landfill site, ongoing
increases in NSW State Government Waste Levy, and a community expectation that
our waste practices be environmentally sustainable, Lake Macquarie City Council
needed to act quickly to engage the Lake Macquarie community on a solution for the
future of the city‟s waste.
Council‟s previous long-term waste strategy was to participate in a regional solution
where all household waste from the Maitland, Cessnock, Newcastle, and Lake
Macquarie local government areas would be delivered to a central point for
processing.
This project was abandoned by mutual agreement due to the following factors:




the complexity of the solution
lack of assurance from State agencies about regulations that would govern
the operation of the plant and the products emanating from the facility
the advent of the Global Financial Crisis which led to the dramatic and
unaffordable increase in the cost of delivering the processing facility

With the demise of this regional waste management solution, the pressures on
Council‟s existing waste management services were brought into stark relief and led
us to initiate a project to develop a waste strategy for the Lake Macquarie residential
community.
With our problem and challenge evident, our decision was to select a household
waste management solution that met the following criteria:






Safety
Cost-effectiveness
Convenience
Environmental sustainability
Technological acceptability

The Role of Public Participation
We developed a three-phase process to allow maximum opportunity for the public to
be involved and consulted as the project progressed.
Involving the public early in the process (Phase 1) provided us with boundaries
around their acceptance levels for available waste technologies.
We used this information to research possible waste management solutions that our
public would accept. The outcome of this was a list of ten possible waste
management systems. We took these out to the public (Phase 2) to find out which
system they would prefer.
The preferred waste system then formed the Draft Waste Strategy, which went back
out to the public for feedback (Phase 3).
The public played a vital role throughout the process of eliminating and selecting
suitable waste processing systems. The public‟s role involved responding to key
issues and questions and participating in online polls to assist staff in selecting
suitable waste systems for further technical analysis. Their role as respondents to a
telephone survey was invaluable in the final selection of the preferred three-bin
system as its effectiveness to divert waste from landfill is heavily dependent on
community acceptance and proper use of the bin system.
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Lake Macquarie City Council - Page 4 of 8

A significant milestone in the engagement process was the short-listing of two
preferred waste systems from a selection of 10 options.
This graphic shows how the engagement process was designed so that the public‟s
contribution influenced the decision-making process. It shows how the decisionmakers selected two preferred waste systems from 10.

Public Participation Methods
Staff selected a diverse range of methods based on our communication and
consultation objectives:






Accurate and relevant information delivered in a timely manner
Community understanding of waste project drivers
Provision of opportunities for stakeholder input
Stakeholder engagement will enhance the decision-making process
Feedback on stakeholder input provided in an appropriate and timely manner
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Lake Macquarie City Council - Page 5 of 8

Technique

Name of Public

Notes

Workshops

General community

An interactive format conducted by an
external facilitator.

World Wide Web
and Other Internet
Tools

General community

www.haveyoursaylakemac.com.au/wastemanagement-strategy
www.arrr.com.au

Ongoing Advisory
Groups

Lake Macquarie
Community
Advisory Group

An interactive format with key stakeholder and
community groups:
 The Lake Macquarie Community Advisory
Group is a representative group of 30
adults from the Lake Macquarie
community.
 The Lake Macquarie Youth Advisory
Council is a self-nominating group of 30
Lake Macquarie youth aged between 15
and 24.
 The Internal Project Reference Group are
the key staff stakeholders.
 The Waste Advisory Committee is a subcommittee of elected councillors.

Lake Macquarie
Youth Advisory
Council
Internal Project
Reference Group
Waste Advisory
Committee

Public Meetings

Staff

An opportunity to be informed on project
progress and ask questions/provide feedback

Public Meeting

General community

A session to inform the community about the
Draft Waste Strategy, with opportunity for the
community to have questions answered about
the two and three bin systems.

Surveys

General community

Two surveys, each using a random selection
of 1,000 residents matching the city‟s
demographic profile, were conducted at the
commencement of the project and again
during the public exhibition of the Draft Waste
Strategy to ensure statistical validity.

Fairs and Events

General community





A series of 15 shopping centre stalls
were held to discuss the Draft Waste
Strategy with the community in an
informal setting.
An event titled „The Great Waste Debate‟
saw two teams (made up of Community
Advisory Group members, Youth
Advisory Council members, and students
from local high schools) debate the pros
and cons of the three bin system.

Uniqueness of the Project
Describe the innovative participation techniques that were used.
The waste strategy communication and consultation program‟s unique features were
its overall creative concept, and community waste debate.
The Great Waste Debate was the innovative technique we used to engage youth and
school students in the discussions on waste options. The aim of the debate was to:


encourage value in public views
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Lake Macquarie City Council - Page 6 of 8




engage youth to participate in a dialogue and contribute to a decision that will
impact on their future
bridge the gap in generational relationships to encourage insightful
discussions on the positives and negatives of the preferred waste system

We used Council‟s youth and community advisory groups and students from Lake
Macquarie schools to form the teams, and a professional adjudicator to facilitate the
debate. The event attracted approximately 40 viewers and media coverage in the
local metropolitan newspaper.
The ARRR (Avoid Reduce Reuse Recycle) concept is unique in that it allowed us to
communicate important waste concepts in a fun way via „Arrrthur the Pirate‟. Testing
revealed that the character was memorable, and so much so that he will continue to
be the face of waste as the project moves into the implementation phase.
How did the project spread the practice of public participation into a new area?
Public debates are a fun, interactive, and lively way to facilitate public participation,
particularly with youth and school students. In most cases, they can be easily
implemented with minimal training with the majority of schools having an in-house
debating program.
Using lively and fun concepts and techniques, in our view, could significantly
advance the field of public participation reaching the public through techniques that
require their direct involvement and support them in that process. Creative concepts
that cut through traditional advertising by either shocking or humouring the public
could facilitate greater reach for encouraging public participation.
In what ways did public participation improve the decision?
Local government organisations are bound by legislative and administrative
requirements for consultation and decision-making. Council‟s processes generally
involve development of a „draft‟, which is placed on public exhibition to gather
feedback. This process was different for us in that we actively sought input from the
public before preparing the Draft Waste Strategy. By using innovative participation
techniques, we enhanced the normal decision-making process by collecting a vast
amount of informed feedback from the community, and by making a concerted effort
to raise their awareness through our waste awareness campaign (ARRR – Avoid,
Reduce, Reuse, Recycle). This greatly improved the decision by enabling the
elected Council to feel confident of their community‟s priorities and preference
regarding waste management systems.

Project Results
Council directly interacted with over 2,000 residents and 200 staff through a wide
range of communication and engagement activities. Indirectly, we „reached‟ many
more through our awareness campaign.
Results of the city wide Community Waste Services Survey showed 69% of
respondents believed the three-bin system is the bets option for their household.
Shortly after this survey, on 21 February 2011, Council resolved to adopt the threebin system as the way forward for waste management in Lake Macquarie.
Over the course of consultation, 11 public workshops were held where a total of 184
residents participated. Of the completed evaluation forms:
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83% agreed or strongly agreed that they felt their opinion was valued



94% agreed or strongly agreed that as a result of the workshop, they had a
better understanding of the challenges facing Council.
“A worthwhile exercise to help us understand this complex issue.”
Charlestown Community Workshop Participant

“Overall engagement has been very good. Benchmark consultation.”
Kahibah Community Workshop Participant

“Lake Macquarie is by far the best place we have lived and opportunities for
feedback such as these forums are really encouraging for us as ratepayers.”
Community Participant – www.haveyoursaylakemac.com.au

“Firstly I would like to applaud that council is after feedback from residents on this
issue, and to point out since everyone lives under different circumstances the end
result WILL NOT suit everybody perfectly.”
Community Participant – www.haveyoursaylakemac.com.au

A further survey was also conducted to measure the effectiveness of the campaign to
raise the community‟s awareness of waste and assisting them to have informed
participation. The key results showed:


61% of respondents are aware of Lake Macquarie‟s waste issues



68% of the community have no concerns with Council‟s decision to adopt a
three-bin system



10% increase in awareness of personal responsibility for waste reduction



68% of respondents agreed that the ARRR message was effective in helping
the community to be more aware of waste concepts

Alignment with Core Values
How did the project ensure that those most affected by the decision or problem were
involved?
Council‟s use of a wide variety of techniques, including workshops, web based tools,
shopping centre stalls, and the public debate ensured that we informed, involved,
and consulted with our public. Further, our three phase process ensured that we
engaged with our public extensively during the project.
How was the outcome of the project influenced by the public’s contribution?
The community‟s feedback influenced the decision by way of a survey of 1,000
residents and analysis of over 200 written submissions that clearly presented a
preference for the three bin system. In late February 2011, Council selected the
three bin system as LMCC‟s household waste management system.
How did the project promote sustainable decisions and ensure the needs and
interests of all participants were communicated?
Public participation promotes sustainable decisions by recognising and
communicating the needs and interests of all participants, including decision makers.
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To ensure the decision makers‟ interests and needs were included in the project‟s
development and direction, Council‟s Waste Advisory Committee, consisting of 5
elected councillors met with staff on a monthly basis to discuss ideas and provide
direction to staff on critical matters.
How did the project seek out and facilitate the involvement of those most affected?
Council‟s waste operations staff are a group of stakeholders who were identified
early in the project as a group who could be significantly affected by the project‟s
outcomes. The waste operations staff were one of the first groups council met with
(July 2010) and continued to consult with up until the decision making date.
How did the project seek input from participants on how they wished to participate?
Council‟s 70 waste operations staff work in various locations and at different times of
the day, so we sought input on days, times, and locations for maximising
engagement with them. This resulted in three different meeting times in two different
locations to ensure that we were able to reach as many participants as possible.
This group also told us that they wanted to utilise a public meeting format, as they did
not want to participate in a workshop format.
How did the information provided to participants support or contribute to meaningful
participation?
The project had two main components, the first being to raise awareness of waste
issues within the Lake Macquarie community, and the second being a discussion
with staff and the community to develop a residential waste management strategy.
A waste awareness campaign was coordinated by external consultants GHD and
their sub-consultants Sticky Advertising, Spyglass Solutions, and Ship O Fools.
Using a social marketing methodology, we ran extensive television, print, and online
informative advertisements. A dedicated website (www.arrr.com.au) was also
established as an educational resource for the community and was the destination
that all marketing collateral pointed to. The campaign‟s key messages were
designed to be simplified versions of the critical drivers for the project to prepare and
equip the community with enough information to participate at workshops in a
meaningful way. The key messages included:




Waste costs are going up
Our only tip is nearly full
ARRR – Avoid, Reduce, Reuse, Recycle

How did the communication of the project results ensure that participants knew how
their input affected the decision or addressed the problem?
Direct letters were sent to each resident who made a submission to inform them their
views had been considered and were to be included in a report for Council to
consider in their decision. The letter also notified the public of when a decision was
expected and the relevant channels the decision outcome would be made available.
A communication plan was developed to ensure Council‟s decision was
communicated to residents. The plan included a media release, press
advertisements, online news story, and direct email to registered users of the online
forum.
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Imagine Austin Comprehensive Plan
City of Austin, Texas
Throughout Austin, Texas, USA, population approximately
800,000
How does the City of Austin ensure that its entire population
can meaningfully contribute to its decision-making
processes?
SpeakUpAustin.org forums; text messaging and voicemail
polling and input; portable “meetings-in-a-box” and “Speak
Up” booths; live chat participation; youth and adult leadership
academies; weekly community engagement segment on
local radio and local television; Boards and Commissions
meetings; City Manager neighborhood walks
Austinites from all parts of the city have meaningfully
engaged in dialogue with the City over how to improve the
community, both in the short- and long-term. Whether
through in-person meetings called by the City or meetings
convened by community volunteers, whether live online or
asynchronously through forum pages, whether for 5 minutes
or over several months, thousands of Austinites have
contributed to decision-making processes, ensuring public
policy reflects the public’s interests. Austin also employs one
of the few full-time P2 professionals working for a U.S. city.
Metropolitan city
All year round
>25,000
http://speakupaustin.org
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Public Participation Challenges and Opportunities
The City of Austin, Texas, comprises more than 800,000 residents, excluding those who
reside in the metro area and regularly work in or travel to the city. Austin continues to
grow at a rapid pace, which presents a plethora of public policy challenges for local
leaders to consider. As an organization, the City lists Community Engagement as one of
its core values and states it is “personally invested in our community and…actively
seeks out good ideas that have a lasting, positive impact on our work, our community,
and our environment.”
Of course, the City faces numerous challenges in its effort to include all of the millions of
stakeholders in its decisions. Some Austin residents have lived in the community for
decades, while many have relocated to the area within the past few years and envision it
quite differently than veteran residents. Austin also stretches across hundreds of square
miles and across numerous racial and ethnic groups and socioeconomic levels. Access
to technology and reliable transportation also varies widely.
In addition, the people of Austin have contributed to a culture of public participation that
stretches back decades and includes a history of voter-initiated referenda that produced
groundbreaking public policy at a local level. Austinites have come to expect
opportunities to participate and give input to local policymakers, and the City of Austin is
expected to provide those opportunities on every initiative.
Finally, Austin sits at the heart of a burgeoning Central Texas region and serves as the
capital of the state of Texas and the home of the University of Texas with its 51,000
students. Therefore, it must work to coordinate its efforts with nearby county and state
government, along with metropolitan planning organizations and others, to ensure that
its policies and practices do not adversely impact other governing entities and that the
policies and practices of other agencies do not impede the City’s ability to serve its
community.
Rationale for Public Participation
The City of Austin has embraced the principles and values of public participation, in part,
based on cultural necessity. As described above, local citizens have aggressively and
repeatedly engaged with local government for decades. When policies developed by the
City and adopted by the City Council have not met stakeholder needs, some of those
stakeholders have gathered thousands of signatures to force a vote on a new ordinance.
In addition, the City has involved hundreds of Austinites as members of “boards and
commissions” (Planning Commission, Parks Board, etc.), enabling some Austinites to
participate more readily in the policymaking process.
That culture created the foundation for the City to undertake a full-fledged public
participation program overseen by a full-time, in-house public participation professional
certified by IAP2. With so many City departments undertaking projects involving public
participation, and such varying levels of comfort around a traditional “public hearing”
format for participation, the City recognized that a “one size fits all” approach could not
effectively involve the public in such a way that resulting public policies would align with
community consensus and become sustainable. Often, policies brought before the City
Council would lead to lengthy public hearings and even litigation filed in protest of a vote.
The City’s new public participation program, launched in 2009 under the direction of the
Chief Communications Director, has focused on involving those affected by a decision in
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the decision-making process at the earliest possible and most meaningful opportunities.
The City’s Community Engagement Consultant, along with 2-3 student associates and
other colleagues, works with all City departments on P2 projects that align with the IAP2
principles and values of public participation. Most significantly, the Community
Engagement Consultant was directed to work with departments to develop ways for the
City to engage across multiple platforms and media. In doing so, the City has improved
its ability to facilitate the involvement of all those potentially affected by or interested in a
decision (Core Value #4); to provide information needed to participate in a meaningful
way (Core Value #6); and to demonstrate how the public’s contribution influenced the
decision (Core Value #7).
Impact of Core Values on the Organization
If the City of Austin were to confine its public participation programming to public
hearings, city leaders could not ensure that those who are affected by the decision
would be able to participate in the decision-making process (Core Value #1). Numerous
obstacles stand in the way of many Austinites who may want to participate in a decisionmaking process but cannot attend a public hearing or are uncomfortable providing input
in such an environment. Thus, virtually City of Austin public participation activities
enable participants to contribute their input either anonymously via index card or text
message voting (http://polleverywhere.com) privately, in small groups, or online via
http://SpeakUpAustin.org.
In promising that the public’s contribution will influence the decision (Core Value #2), the
City has utilized the IAP2 Spectrum® to design public participation processes. For
instance, Austin voters were given the chance to evaluate the commitment of bond
funding to the creation of affordable housing for the lowest income Austinites, at the
“Empower” end of the IAP2 Spectrum®. Subsequently, the City utilized the “Consult”
level to evaluate specific projects proposed near particular neighborhoods and the
“Involve” level to involve the entire community in a strategy for all affordable housing
projects. Similarly, in advance of a 2010 bond on transportation projects, the City
utilized the “Collaborate” Spectrum® level to engage Austinites in evaluating what kinds
of projects to include in the bond package and what specific projects to prioritize once
the bond was approved by voters at the “Empower” level.
In promoting sustainable decisions (Core Value #3), the City has formed numerous
working groups, advisory boards, and task forces to engage in multi-meeting consensus
building and alternative dispute resolution processes. The groups have always included
a broad array of stakeholder interests and have frequently used independent facilitators
not part of the specific City department developing new policy, to allow for that
department’s staff to be part of the discussion. For instance, in reviewing challenges
associated with a specific park’s off-leash area for dogs, the City convened a working
group that included multiple dog owners, several neighborhood groups, and
representatives from several City departments including Parks, Watershed Protection,
Health and Human Services, and the Water Utility. The ultimate decision to maintain an
on-leash area represents a consensus among those with interest in the long-term vitality
of the park.
In seeking input from those who want to participate (Core Value #4), the City has
recognized the need for constant engagement on platforms where Austinites already
spend their time. Thus, the City maintains a robust presence on Facebook and Twitter,
utilizing Facebook posts and Twitter hash tags (#bullcreekpark, etc.) to entice followers
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to contribute input in that fashion. The City has also responded to the challenge of
timing and locating meetings in such a way that all interested can attend by televising
community meetings live and inviting questions and comments via voicemail, text
message, and instant message. In one case, a participant indicated that he texted his
question on behalf of a homebound elderly woman who could not have otherwise
participated in the session.
In communicating to participants on how their input affected the decision (Core Value
#7), the City has begun the practice of providing sign-in sheets at every meeting with
room for email addresses and phone numbers. In turn, the City contacts all participants
of community meetings and provides them with notes, next meeting information, and
information on final decisions, with an indication of how public input influenced that
decision. The City also utilizes a weekly segment on a local radio station to entice
listeners to participate in upcoming discussions and to share with listeners how public
input influenced a decision. For example, an Austin City Council Member recently gave
an on-air interview about how a recent decision to enforce new safety measures at
construction sites was borne out of a stakeholder group that met on several occasions
and developed consensus around those safety measures.
Evaluation against Core Values
One of the hallmarks of the City of Austin’s public participation program is its ability to
adjust to the varying needs of those who may wish to participate in decision-making
processes, speaking to the value that those who are affected have a right to be involved
in decision-making, even if they cannot attend a meeting (Core Value #1). For those
who wish to “have the floor” to deliver a speech stating their position on the topic, the
City provides dozens of meetings per month that provide time for citizen communication,
including meetings specific to a particular topic like the water utility or the solid waste
services department. For those who wish to give the City an idea for improving its
operations and hear how others in Austin feel about that suggestion, and those with
more limited time to participate, the City established the online engagement hub
http://SpeakUpAustin.org. With more than 750 registered users within a matter of
months, the site has provided City leaders with compelling input, and the idea with the
highest number of votes is now being implemented by the City’s public works
department (a bike sharing program). Additionally, SpeakUpAustin provides
departments with tools to conduct virtual community meetings with stakeholders
interested in specific issues, like bicycling or land use within a particular district.
SpeakUpAustin represents one of only a few community engagement sites that utilizes
both voting tools and discussion boards to allow for input in the form of both original
ideas and the evaluation of alternatives developed by City staff.
The City’s projects also provide participants with the chance to design how to participate,
to participate meaningfully, and to know how their participation influenced the ultimate
decision made (Core Values #5, 6, and 7). The Imagine Austin comprehensive
planning process (http://ImagineAustin.net) involved stakeholders in the design of the
public participation plan. It later involved them in the visioning process, both at largerscale open houses and smaller community meetings and portable “meetings in a box”
that individuals could host with their friends, relatives, neighbors, or association
members. Subsequently, participants could contribute to the development of four
alternative growth scenarios for the City by casting votes at mobile “Speak Week”
booths. At the booths, trained volunteers and staff asked passersby about where and
how they would like to see new development evolve and how to manage the mobility
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system through an interactive exercise (see photo on page 8). Participants also were
given oral and written briefings before participating in an interactive community
workshop where they plotted growth patterns using color-coded stickers (see photo on
page 8). A subsequent survey gave respondents the four scenarios developed as a
direct byproduct of the community input, which the City discussed via a video produced
by municipal television and broadcast both on television, at the meetings, and via
Youtube (http://youtu.be/gICXFf9aPi8). Later, working groups took the growth scenarios
and the vision statement to flesh out the Imagine Austin plan in various categories like
Land Use, Housing, Culture, and so on. At each step of the way, the City used an
extensive email list, blog, newspaper inserts, press conferences, and other
communications tools to discuss with the public how to give input and how their input is
influencing each iterative step of the planning process.
The City also is working to empower everyday Austinites to help facilitate dialogue
across the community. In successive years, the City has enrolled a diverse crosssection of Austinites in the Cityworks Academy for adults and the AustinCorps program
for high school seniors. Both programs give participants an in-depth look at all of the
City’s operations, and the AustinCorps program also assigns the students a semesterlong internship within a City department. One set of interns developed the concept for
the Austin Youth Council, which involves representatives from all local high schools in
review of City policies that affect youth and in the establishment of a community
engagement strategy aimed specifically at youth. Cityworks Academy graduates also
were engaged to help the City develop a “budget dashboard” that includes an array of
key performance measures that demonstrate the effectiveness of City operations. That
dashboard, in turn, helps lay the foundation for community dialogue about the City’s
annual budget, a dialogue which has included interactive exercises in which tables of 810 participants must collectively decide how to balance the budget.
The broadcast of a weekly community engagement segment on local radio
(http://kut.org/changing-austin/) has enabled the City to strengthen its ability to seek out
and facilitate the involvement of those potentially affected by or interested in a decision
(Core Value #4). Both the Community Engagement Consultant and key City personnel
give radio interviews that describe the particular issue up for discussion, the background,
what the City wants to know from the public, and how the public can convey that
information. The uses of the City’s television station
(http://www.ci.austin.tx.us/channel6/) to broadcast meetings live and integrate voicemail
and text messaging also facilitates greater involvement from those potentially affected by
or interested in a decision.
The Austin City Manager, the chief executive officer of the organization, also personally
seeks out and facilitates involvement through the City Manager Walks program. In
conjunction with multiple City departments and media partners, the City Manager tours a
neighborhood with a group of stakeholders to understand challenges first-hand, to direct
appropriate employees to respond, and to report back to the neighborhood at
subsequent open house meetings.
Across all of its projects, the City of Austin continues to look for ways to make all
potential participants feel safe, comfortable, able, and welcome to give input (Core
Value #1). In many cases, those with an interest in an issue may only wish to spend a
short amount of time giving input, and SpeakUpAustin and other online tools provide
that. In other cases, participants want a deeper level of engagement, and task forces,
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interactive workshops, and world café style discussions about how to improve a City
project or system meet their need. In all cases, the City communicates with participants
and stakeholders across multiple platforms, including broadcast media, mail, email,
social media, and other online tools, to ensure that the public learns of opportunities in a
timely fashion to participate meaningfully with the information to do so (Core Value #2
and Core Value #6). It uses those same platforms to communicate again at the end of
its public participation processes so that participants know how their input affected the
ultimate decision (Core Value #7).
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Pictures from Public Participation Activities in City of Austin

“Meeting in a Box”

“Speak Week” portable participation booth

SpeakUpAustin.org

Interactive community workshop

Online budget allocator tool
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LOIS: Lake Oswego Interceptor Sewer
City of Lake Oswego
Lake Oswego, OR U.S.
Major public works project to replace the City’s wastewater
interceptor. Outreach to residents, City staff, students, business
owners, and realtors. Messaging consisted of two main campaigns:
explanation of the project’s necessity and impacts to the community.
Neighbor input solicited for Good Neighbor Guidelines, which laid the
ground rules for communication during the project, and construction
impacts.
Meetings: neighborhoods, businesses, schools, and City staff
Experiential: boat tours, youth bumper sticker contest
Electronic/Social media: website, electronic newsletters, video,
community television Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, surveys.
Print: postcards, brochures, displays, press releases.
City officials site public outreach as a major factor in the project’s
success; LOIS was completed on time and under budget with overall
community acceptance. LOIS outreach efforts provided a seamless,
continuous communication approach using a combination of person-toperson, electronic, print, and experiential opportunities to convey the
need, facts, and impacts of the project as well as developing enduring
relationships with stakeholders. Survey results show outreach efforts
were successful.
Citywide
Approximately 3 years
36,000+ citizens, business owners, staff
http://www.loisnews.com
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THE PROBLEM AND CHALLENGE
In 2008, the City of Lake Oswego set out to replace the interceptor sewer line, the backbone of its
wastewater system, located in Oswego Lake. The Lake Oswego Interceptor Sewer (LOIS) Project was
critical to ensuring the environmental protection of Oswego Lake and maintaining reliable sewer service,
as it is undersized and vulnerable to collapse in a moderate earthquake.

After years of alternatives analysis and design, elected officials and staff were confident about the
chosen option and the estimated costs, but were less confident about how the community would
tolerate two plus years of construction on and around the lake that could affect quality of life in the
community.

ROLE OF PUBLIC PARTICIPATION
In order to have a successful project, the LOIS Team knew it must capture the public’s attention on the
need for and importance of this unique and complex improvement, ensure all community members
knew how the project construction would impact them, and actively seek public input and feedback.
Providing timely and accurate information to citizens, groups, and the press; and simplifying the
complexity of the project were other top goals. These project goals had to effectively address negative
public perceptions regarding cost (initial $124 million project estimate), assumptions about the project
impacts—including some residents who threatened lawsuits, disruption of the boating/swimming
seasons, and the design of the project as being too “innovative.”

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION METHODS


Establish goals (see above) and the team’s outreach “Promise to Residents”
Our promise to residents:


Minimizing impacts to residents and the environment to the greatest extent possible during
the construction process while





Constructing a fiscally responsible project within a set timeframe; and



Ensuring no disruptions in sewer service during construction.

Define audiences and develop appropriate communication strategies for each specific group (e.g.,
residents living near staging areas and on the lake, utility customers, etc.
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Tailor outreach to audience needs and develop relationships with stakeholders.



Anticipate potential construction activities and impacts to citizens; and determine how to best
deliver that information to affected parties.

In its first year, the LOIS Team hosted over 70 public outreach meetings with neighborhood and business
groups, individuals and civic organizations, instituted a telephone hotline, launched a comprehensive
website, produced the first of five documentary video webisodes; set up informational displays at City
events; established a new media presence on Facebook , Twitter, and YouTube; delivered 48
personalized electronic newsletters; and coordinated door-to-door neighborhood advisories for events
that would have traffic, noise, or visual impacts (e.g., arrival of large cranes, pile installation, equipment
mobilization).

UNIQUENESS OF THE PROJECT
Good Neighbor Guidelines: A key component in the LOIS outreach process involved building and
fostering relationships with residents whose daily lives would be directly affected by construction
activity. With the project’s closest neighbors in mind, the LOIS Team produced Good Neighbor
Guidelines that established the City’s intentions to: develop a cooperative relationship with citizens, be
responsible with scheduling and budgeting, develop construction contract requirements that addressed
quality of life issues for neighbors, avoid surprises, and encourage residents to communicate with the
City regarding important issues and concerns.

Door-to-door Advisories: Another effective way to build relationships and share information quickly was
home visitation. As work began, team members left informational fliers in advance of construction,
resulting in a smoother construction process and a happier community even when the process meant
disruptions to their everyday lives.

Website: A separate project website linked to the City website, LoisNews.com, was launched to keep
the community up to date with LOIS news and background information. Visitors could watch
informational videos, sign up for personalized email updates, see a long term construction schedule as
well as a weekly update of what’s going on in each area of the lake, and review documents. The website
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was updated weekly and an RSS feed delivers regular project updates to subscribers. Website hits and
unique visitors climbed steadily since the website launch.

Videos: After conducting about 30 meetings in four months to various community groups with just a
project map in hand, the LOIS Team saw a need for a different approach: a way to quickly, clearly, and
simply tell the story of why the new interceptor was necessary and the importance of maintaining clean
water in Oswego Lake. The team hired a videographer to document various aspects of the project during
its two and a half year construction phase. The first “webisode” provided a broad overview of the issues
and solution, and enabled the team to convey in six minutes what it previously communicated in about
half an hour. The video was used at local, regional, and special interest meetings with excellent results
and was instrumental in the City obtaining an excellent revenue bond rating for the project. The first and
subsequent webisodes were viewed on the project website; presented to school, neighborhood, and
business groups; and shown on the local cable station, Tualatin Valley Cable Television (TVCTV).

Personalized Email Communication: At each LOIS meeting, attendees were invited to join the project
email list. The team built an email list of nearly 500 addresses, categorized by identified audiences. The
groupings allowed the project team to send emails strategically depending on the content and area
impacted by the information, using an email marketing program. This prevented information overload
and kept messages targeted to those who were most interested. The program also allowed staff to track
whether messages are being received, opened, or passed over.

Social Media - Facebook , Twitter, and YouTube: Knowing that not all audiences prefer to receive
information in traditional ways, the LOIS Team created LOIS Facebook and YouTube pages and a Twitter
account. Facebook fans of LOIS viewed videos and photos and received quick updates of the project’s
progress. They also were able to post comments or questions in the forum, where LOIS staff could
address those issues. LOIS fans include Lake Oswego citizens, City employees, project contractors, and
engineering students who want to learn more about this unique public works project.

Twitter allowed the LOIS Team to quickly update “followers” on project status issues such as road
closures or meeting reminders. Updates through Twitter were available to the public within seconds.
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Project Boat Tours: The best way to see and understand LOIS activity was from a boat. The team
conducted over 25 boat tours with community ‘opinion leaders,’ resulting in testimonials of a much
greater project understanding from the tour participants.

PROJECT RESULTS
A well-informed public supported the project and helped the LOIS Team deliver the most significant
public works project in the City’s history on time and under budget ($95 million rather than $124
million). An outreach survey was sent to residents on the LOIS electronic mailing list as the project was
completed. Twenty percent of the recipients replied:
•

76% used the LOIS website; of those, 98% found it helpful

•

94% found the dynamic emails helpful

•

15% used the LOIS YouTube page

•

10% used Facebook

•

5% received updates on Twitter

•

82% of written comments were positive

ALIGNMENT WITH CORE VALUES
1. How did the project ensure that those most affected by the decision or problem were involved?
The LOIS Team divided their audience into IAP2 stakeholder categories: Deciders, Planners,
Advisors, Reviewers, Observers, and Unsurprised Apathetics. Specific messaging, involvement,
and dissemination strategies were developed for each group.
2. How was the outcome of the project influenced by the public’s contributions?
The LOIS Team’s collaboration with citizens on Good Neighbor Guidelines, for example, set the
stage for neighborhood construction activities. Neighbors knew what to expect and how to
contact the team if they had concerns.
3. How did the project promote sustainable decisions and ensure that the needs and interests of
all participants were communicated?
One example is the Bryant Pump Station phase of the project. The project team sought input
from pump station neighbors to ensure the structure would be a welcome addition to their
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neighborhood. The project team collaborated with neighbors (including a Master Gardener, who
lived in the development) on facility siting, landscaping, tree selection and paint color of
structures. The results were incorporated in the facility design.
4. How did the project seek out and facilitate the involvement of those most affected?
The LOIS Team provided a seamless, continuous approach to communication using a variety of
person-to-person, electronic, print, and experiential opportunities to convey the need, facts,
and impacts of the project as well as developing enduring relationships with stakeholders.
5. How did the project seek input from participants on how they wished to participate?
With a wide variety of media, the LOIS Team gave citizens a choice of venues in which they
could participate. Participants could attend meetings, email comments, or call the hotline with
questions or comments. When neighborhood meetings were scheduled, the Team worked with
the neighborhood leadership on agenda and format.
6. How did the information provided to participants support or contribute to meaningful
participation?
Every LOIS communication message encouraged citizens to contribute and participate in the
process and included the hotline phone number, email address, and website address.
Comments or concerns could be provided through any of these avenues.
7. How did the communication of the project results ensure that participants knew how their
input affected the decision or addressed problem?
After each meeting, the Team provided an email summary to all participants that included
questions and answers from the meeting and results of the input provided. The LOIS Team also
emphasized the public’s role in helping deliver the project on time and under budget. The
“Thank You, Lake Oswego” campaign included shopping bags, posters, and a video thanking the
citizens of Lake Oswego and reminded them that they were an integral part of the project’s
success.
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Rendering of the buoyant poron of the interceptor

With the lake level down, the interceptor is in view

Divers were necessary for much of the in-lake work

Outreach to lakeside residents was vital to the project

LOIS outreach even extended into classrooms

A neighborhood “Meet the Contractor” meeng
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Title

Community Design Initiative: Moving Michigan Forward
One Community at a Time

Organizing Group
Location
Key Question / Problem

Landscape Architecture Program, Michigan State University
State of Michigan, USA
Visioning processes are one way for communities,
neighborhoods, towns and cities to explore how they would like
their community to be in the future and enhance their economic
sustainability. However, professional visioning and community
design services are often financially out of reach for small
communities or neighborhoods within larger cities. The
Community Design Initiative (CDI) grew from this gap to facilitate
the creation of place and foster economic development across
Michigan.

Sample Methods

Community visioning process with 3 meetings: 1) identification of
core values, 2) visual preference dialog, and 3) design
alternatives
The CDI is an instigative process; empowering citizens in a
community to bond with each other, identify their values and
goals, enhance consensus decision making, bridge to external
resources and take charge of their future.
Community Development & Economic Enhancement Community investments instigated from the CDI process ranged
from $27,000 to over $23 million for a single community, with a
reported median of $1.3 million. In 2010, communities reported
over 54 million dollars in community investments instigated by
the CDI process.
Student Engagement - bringing the „youthful spirit‟ of students
together with citizens and trains young professionals in the value
of public participation as a way to build the future.
Research about Public Participation - what is effective
participation, how understanding social capital can enhance
community development and participatory design, and
documenting the activities instigated from participation and
development / economic impacts on the community. Research
stemming from the CDI has been presented at professional
conferences and meetings in the United States, Canada,
Australia, New Zealand, Germany, Scotland and Portugal.

Results

Impact Level
Time Frame
People Engaged
Web Link

State (geographic impact); Empower level (IAP2 spectrum)
10 years
85 Communities; 39 Counties; 14,500 plus Citizens; 250 plus
Landscape Architecture and Urban Planning Students
n/a
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The Problem and Challenge
Michigan‟s post-agricultural prosperity of the 20th century is primarily from
the auto industry and iron ore production. During the 21st century, while many US
states moved to service or knowledge economies in response to globalization,
Michigan was slow to change. Between 2000 and 2011 Michigan‟s economy has
dropped to the weakest in the United States. Over a ten year period, Michigan has
lost almost 20% (1 million) of its jobs, the median household income has dropped
over $12,000, the unemployment rate has risen from 3.3% to 13.2%, and tourism
spending is down almost 20%. The population of Michigan is decreasing and over
half of the University graduates leave Michigan.
Can Michigan recover? Experts predict a 15 to 30 year recovery process
and Michigan must transition to a new economy (service and knowledge), become
less reliant on the auto industry, improve its image (from that of closed factories,
high unemployment, bankruptcy and political corruption), and increase out-of-state
tourism. What could Michigan look like in the future?
Place making and community development can help Michigan communities
become knowledge centers, which will thrive in places where people want to live, no
longer tied to natural resources or strategic locations along transportation routes. The
Hospitality, Tourism and Sporting/Hunting industry are another „natural‟ for Michigan
with its forests (53% of Michigan land is forest, 19.3 million acres), and freshwater
lake shore (3,177 miles of shoreline on 4 Great Lakes). Michigan‟s top economic
sectors are dairy products, greenhouse and nursery (flowers & shrubs) products,
transportation equipment manufacture, iron ore and limestone mining, and services
including private health care, law offices, engineering and research companies, and
computer software companies. Higher education also plays a role in reviving the
Michigan economy by providing outreach and engagement in local communities,
creating new technologies, spurring the development of new products and
markets, and educating the future generations of Michigan. While the recovery
process may be long, a place to start is one community at a time.
The Role of Public Participation
Visioning processes are one way for communities, neighborhoods, towns and
cities to explore how they would like their community to be in the future. However,
professional visioning and community design services are often financially out of
reach for small communities or neighborhoods within larger cities. The Michigan
State University, Landscape Architecture Program‟s, Community Design Initiative
(CDI) grew from this gap to facilitate the creation of place and foster economic
development across Michigan. The CDI is an instigative process; empowering
citizens in a community to bond with each other, identify their values and goals,
enhance consensus decision making, bridge to external resources and take charge of
their future.
The objectives of the CDI are to:
 Work with communities to develop environmental design ideas for local issues and
opportunities.
 Consensus building
 Community development
 Idea generation
 Attack a challenging environmental concern
 Economic development
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Act as a bridge between communities and consulting design professionals
government projects, and businesses
Provide for in-community student learning
Creative and scholarly work outlet

Public Participation Methods
The CDI takes each community through a three
meeting visioning process that moves from words to
images.
Meeting 1 is a brainstorming session about
social and physical values. The facilitated discussion is
around three questions: What are you proud about in
your community? What are you sorry about in your
community? What would you like to see 10-15 years in
the future as you float over your community in a hot air
balloon? Participants respond to each question and are
encouraged to express physical as well as non-physical
ideas. Responses are recorded on flip charts visible to
the group. Example “Proud” statements include: well-kept homes, schools, small town feel,
festivals and the local park. Example “Sorry” statements include: run down commercial
buildings, traffic, unattractive entrance to town, lack of diversity and rusted flagpole. Example
“Future” statements include: sidewalks, no for sale signs, streetscapes, laughter, and vibrant
businesses.
Meeting 2 is a visual preference exercise. Fifty to sixty photographs, exploring physical
expressions of the values expressed in Meeting 1, are selected. The images are from places
other than the community to keep the discussion around the visual and physical attributes
exhibited. Example images include a diversity of architectural styles, site amenities and social
activities supported by different types of physical design. Participants break out into small
groups (4-7 people) with prints of each image. They discuss and record their likes and dislikes
of each image, participant dialog moves from just “I like” to “why.” At the conclusion, key
comments are shared with the full group for each image.
Meeting 3 is a presentation of place-based design alternatives developed from the input
in the first two meetings. The community values and visual preferences are translated into
context specific design alternatives. Eighteen to twenty-five site photographs of the community
are selected for design development. Through a Photoshop manipulation process, two to four
design alternatives are generated for each community photograph. Some of the designs are
simple, low cost changes while others are more complex, costly changes to achieve an
important community value. Typical design alternatives include entrances, streetscapes, open
spaces, residential and commercial locations.
The visioning process is sustained as communities become their own instruments of
change. Communities have initiated projects instigated by the visioning process ranging from
simple clean-up activities, new entrance sign projects to major grant funded improvements
linked to major public works projects. Impacts also include revised planning policies,
contracting with design firms to carry ideas to construction, increased private business
development, enhancement of community perception/ image by themselves and others, and
increased tourism.
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Uniqueness of the Project
The CDI is a multifaceted engagement process blending practice, teaching and research.
It includes:
 Community Visioning - communities become the instruments of their own change
through understanding and consensus. Over a 10 year period, the CDI has worked with
85 Michigan communities, in 39 counties, with participation by over 14,500 citizens.
 Visual Participation Method – Local citizens have ideas, past experiences, and dreams
of what their community could be like, but have no clear process or means to effectively
describe what they mean, other than words. The CDI creates a highly visual
environment where people can look at physical images of their community, “words into
pictures,” and have meaningful dialog to build true consensus.
 Student Engagement - bringing the „youthful spirit‟ of students together with citizens and
trains young professionals in the value of public participation as a way to build the future.
The CDI has included over 250 Landscape Architecture and Urban Planning students in
community participation projects.
 Research about Public Participation – includes “what is effective participation?”, how
understanding social capital can enhance community development and participatory
design, and documenting the activities instigated from participation and development /
economic impacts on the community. Research stemming from the CDI has been
presented at professional conferences and meetings in the United States, Canada,
Australia, New Zealand, Germany, Scotland and Portugal.
 University Engagement – bringing together the expertise of the university and the
expertise of citizens, providing an investment return of 1:100. Each $1 invested in the
visioning process by the University instigates $100 in community investments, moving
Michigan forward one community at a time. Longitudinal Impacts & Activities
Project Results
COMMUNITY: Outcome and Lessons Learned: A sample of the most important things
learned during the CDI process include: the realization that “we have choices,” “how to see our
assets,” and the “importance of community buy-in.” The most important negative outcomes
identified are the sense of raising “false hope,” “a lack of resources,” and “difficulty maintaining
momentum over the long haul.”
Impacts and Activities: Codified from pilot interviews,
Longitudinal Impacts & Activities
impacts are assessed for 27 types (from volunteer projects to
Year 1: small volunteer &
business start-ups to federal grants) of activities instigated by
community built projects
the CDI process. The responses indicate a slow beginning,
Year 2: donation of skilled services,
with small volunteer and community built projects the most
new government & private
common first year impacts. The second and third years show
partnerships,
change of
a marked increase in activity and impact types. Second year
attitudes by citizens & public
impacts include donation of skilled services (such as grant
officials
writing, surveying, design work), new government and private
Year 3: business improvements,
partnerships and a change of citizen and public official
attitudes. The third year increases in business improvements,
corporate project funds,
corporate funds for projects, and the ability to piggy-back with
piggy-back projects
larger government enhancement projects. The fourth year
Year 4: private actions, tourism, new
marks the beginning of a decline in impact types but an
residents, positive change in
increase in private actions, increase in tourism, increase in new
how others see the
residents moving into the area and a positive change in how
community
others see the community.
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Financial Investments: Community investments instigated from the CDI process ranged
from $27,000 to over $23 million for a single community, with a reported median of $1.3 million.
Over half of the investment dollars reported is from private sources (development and
enhancement projects); more than local, state and federal government combined. In 2010,
communities reported over 54 million dollars in community investments instigated by the CDI
process.
KNOWLEDGE: Public Participation Effectiveness: CDI participants participated in
evaluating the process itself and have assisted with advancing knowledge about participation.
Using semantic scales and regression analysis, aspects of the participatory design related to
effectiveness (R=.614) include the descriptive characteristics of “an interesting topic, issue, or
process; strong goals for the process; flexibility in the process design to allow for unique needs
and characteristics of a community; and clear communication of information.” It is interesting to
note that participants felt the participatory design could be a mix of active and passive activities,
at times the process can be constrained or guided, and could deal with complex issues.
Small communities (population 15,000 and under) emphasized the importance of
available resources for the process and future activities, understanding how the participation
process works, and the representation of broad membership of the community. Larger
communities emphasized a different set of priorities. They focused on the importance of having
relevant information available for the participants, the attitudes of the organizers or participating
government officials, and having clear goals for the process.
EDUCATION: Practical Experience for Young Design Professionals: From work with
the CDI communities, three guiding principles were identified to assist design and planning
practitioners. Guiding Principle 1: Start where they are at - Trust the process. Planning,
design and community development professionals are trained to inventory,
analyze, synthesize and generate alternative solutions quickly. This
expertise can lead to moving too quickly past the beginning stages for a
general audience. Starting where they are at is core to creating
meaningful involvement. Skipping this principle can lead to poor feelings
about the process and limit future participation. To maximize the potential
of each meeting keep an open mind, the participants need time to develop
their thinking and may be starting at a different place than you are. In this
study, the small and large towns start at different places and are bonding
in different ways. Small towns start with project ideas and large towns start with social goals
and need a chance to get to know each other. Trusting the process to get to where we need to
be, allows the facilitator peace of mind.
Guiding Principle 2: Know where they are moving to - Respect the flow. At each
meeting the participants will be starting in a different place and the process
must change with the community. The ideas of bonding and bridging social
capital help the facilitator anticipate where they are moving to and know
where changes have occurred. Are they now talking about how their values
can be expressed in physical form (rather than lobbying for a specific
project), or what resources can be leveraged to move forward? Respecting
the flow does not mean letting them stagnate in a way of thinking.
Movement can be fostered through coaxing out more information about an
idea expressed or sharing information about how other communities have
addressed similar situations. In this study, small and large towns did move, and moved in
significantly different ways. The small towns moved inward to bolster their bonding social
capital: to reassess their shared values and identify specific projects. Large towns moved
outward to bolster their bridging social capital: to identify who and what they will need to
implement specific projects. To facilitate positive movement, a facilitator can give very concrete
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and context appropriate suggestions to help them develop at both levels – bonding and
bridging.
Guiding Principle 3: Scaffold the learning - Harvest and Explore ideas. The average
citizen is not trained in community development, design or planning. The community
engagement is a learning process and the facilitator is a guide/teacher/coach. Scaffolding is a
way to provide a structure in which people can organize their ideas, see how they relate to other
ideas, and build connections. The scaffold, in the case of social capital, is
the four goal types - social, specific design, general design, process &
plans. Using these as a facilitation guide can help participants to see their
ideas in multiple ways and how they connect to each other. This fosters the
development of social capital currency for bridging and connecting with
other groups and resources. The facilitator does not need to use this
language in a literal sense. Rather, as a mental tool to help their own
organization of the ideas presented and tips for how to foster movement.
Organizing Group
The CDI work presented is organized Pat Crawford and Warren Rauhe of the Landscape
Architecture Program; School of Planning, Design and Construction at Michigan State
University.
Alignment with Core Values
Describe how the IAP2 core values are reflected in the project outcomes. Specifically:
1. How did the project ensure that those most affected by the decision or problem were
involved? Communities self-select to participate in the CDI process. Participation is
open to the full community and advertising includes traditional newspaper and radio
announcements, flyers in grocery sacks, school newsletters, organization bulletins,
networking, announcements at community fairs and events and other creative
techniques appropriate for the culture of the community.
2. How was the outcome of the project influenced by the public’s contributions? The visual
images prepared for the 3rd meeting are a visual expression of the values and visual
preferences provided in meetings 1 & 2. All of the outcomes and impacts are a direct
result of actions by the community.
3. How did the project promote sustainable decisions and ensure that the needs and interests of
all participants were communicated? The value of the CDI is that it instigates activities
in the community based on consensus created through the process. Sustainability is
promoted because the community has ownership of how they choose to move forward
after the visioning process.
4. How did the project seek out and facilitate the involvement of those most affected? The
citizens of the community initiate the process with the CDI.
5. How did the project seek input from participants on how they wished to participate? The CDI
offers meaningful input through the visual process and citizens select how they want to
proceed, from small quick success projects to creating long range planning and policy.
6. How did the information provided to participants support or contribute to meaningful
participation? The visual process allows citizens to have meaningful communication
beyond the limitations of words. Basically, the CDI is an example of the adage that “a
picture is worth a thousand words.”
7. How did the communication of the project results ensure that participants knew how their
input affected the decision or addressed the problem? The citizens are empowered to
make their own decisions and be the agents of their own change.
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CASE STUDY SUMMARY
Title
Organizing
Group
Location
Key Question/
Problem

Sample
Methods

Results

Impact Level

Time Frame
People
Engaged
Weblink

OUR CITY. OUR BUDGET. OUR FUTURE.
The City of Calgary
Calgary, Alberta, Canada
To engage people in a conversational journey about City services, raising
understanding and gathering input on the budget and priorities for the 2012-2014
business plans and budgets, and providing linkages with Council’s longer-term
strategic plans.
Key Question: How do we deliver City services that provide quality of life and
value for money?
Workshops, online surveys, Budget Kit Booklets and Deliberative Discussion
Guides (online and hard copy), How to Host Your Own Budget Kit Conversation
Workshops, Community and Employee hosted conversations, Community and
Employee Forums (Open Space Technology), Corporate management team
conversations, allourideas online tool, Budget TV (youtube), blogs, Twitter,
Facebook, Youth Employment Fair and Youth engagement, online Budget Maker
tool, Conversation Cafes, mobile application for smart phones.
In 3.5 months from February to May 2011 over 24,000 people participated using
innovative approaches. While comparable to participatory budgeting initiatives in
some parts of the world, the numbers and extent of participation of this process has
not previously been seen in North America in a similar time period. Values-based
input was provided on City services, spending priorities, suggestions for
improvements, enhancements and changes to City operations at a governance and
operations level as well as for specific service areas. The overwhelming message
from participants was to maintain current amounts of spending but to re-prioritize
spending allocation on services that are valued, and to find efficiencies and value
for money. On June 28, Council determined its priorities in its Fiscal Plan for
Calgary and the indicative rates and fees following an extensive discussion
including participants’ input from the three month engagement process. This
direction helps Administration develop the three year business plans and budgets
that Council will deliberate in November 2011.
Calgary is the fourth largest census metropolitan area in Canada with a population
around 1.1 million and a current annual operating budget of almost $3 billion.
Involve Level (IAP2 Spectrum)
February 2011 – May 2011
Over 24,000
www.calgary.ca/ourfuture

THE PROBLEM AND CHALLENGE
In partnership with The City of Calgary, Dialogue Partners worked on the project “Our City. Our
Budget. Our Future. Delivering City services that support quality of life and value for money”.
This project represented a significant change in the way any municipality in Canada has
approached budget decision-making. Traditionally, municipal budget decisions related to tax
rates and business plans are developed with minimal or no consultation, then released for public
comment. Once finalized, these decisions were then communicated to citizens more broadly
through public meeting or information. The City of Calgary has an annual budget of nearly $3
billion. It operates eight different departments, each consisting of various business units, to
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deliver a range of services and programs for more than one million citizens. The challenges
faced in this project included how to engage a large population, while ensuring diversity of
voices are heard, provide opportunities for meaningful input, educate citizens on a complex
issue in a way that leads to and supports informed participation, understand what people value
and why they value those services and priorities, and identify choices and trade-offs in spending
priorities, and report the input back to City Council.
THE ROLE OF PUBLIC PARTICIPATION
Engaging citizens on a highly complex issue such as municipal budgeting requires more than
just a commitment to providing them with an appropriate amount and level of information in
order for them to understand the budget and its process. It requires a commitment to take them
on a new and unknown journey to help build their capacity to have increasingly complex
discussions and to be able to identify trade-offs and choices that consider not only their personal
needs, but also the well-being of the City now and in the future.
A three-phased public engagement process was used to build this capacity and engage citizens
in conversations about values, priorities and choices. This was done with community
organizations as well as citizens, City employees and marginalized groups who do not typically
participate in order to ensure the voices that represent a broad range of demographics were
heard. Targeting specific groups to partner with and using innovative engagement techniques
resulted in significant participation rates. The three phased process is outlined:
Phase 1: Everybody’s Business
February 2011
Focus: To identify the measures of
success for a meaningful
engagement process, build
partnerships, and identify the
information participants need.

Phase 2: Understanding Priorities
March & April 2011
Focus: To identify and understand
participant values and priorities
related to City services.

Phase 3: Making Choices that
Matter
May 2011
Focus: To identify participant
spending priorities, choices and
trade-offs.

PUBLIC PARTICIPATION METHODS
Over the course of three and a half months, a significant number of public participation methods
were conducted. The phased and iterative approach was used to support learning,
understanding and constructive, generative dialogue over the course of the project and beyond.
In total, 252 different engagement events, opportunities or activities were held during the 3.5
months to gather input, ideas, concerns and suggestions, with over 24,000 participants. The
following are examples of the methods and innovative approaches that were used:
• Workshops and Online Surveys - with members of City Council, senior management,
community representatives and City employees to gather input on past engagement
experiences with the City, discuss measures of success and identify information people
needed in order to participate in the conversations
• Budget Kit Booklets - were developed to provide information on City budget, business units
and City services. Taking almost 1000 pages of City services and descriptions into 20 pages
of information to support informed discussion.
• Workshops on how to host your own conversation - were held with citizens and City
employees to build ongoing capacity for this conversation and future discussions.
• Online discussion guides, Community and employee hosted conversations,
Community and Employee forums were held to identify improvements, enhancements,
changes, additions and eliminations of City services. Community organizations co-hosted
sessions to work in partnership with stakeholders and increase involvement and connections.
• Allourideas online tool was developed to identify ideas, suggestions and improvements and
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weigh priority ideas
• Budget TV (youtube) was set up as a visual method of sharing input and communicating
about the process, where participants were video taped telling their stories in answer to
questions during the phases of the project. Specific emphasis was put on engaging
marginalized, vulnerable and hard to reach participants.
• Blogs, Twitter, Facebook were used to both gather input and share information
• Mobile App was created to allow for online engagement tools to be accessed through smart
phones
• Budget Maker online engagement tool and Community and Employee Conversation
Cafes were used to identify options and tradeoffs for budget allocation and service delivery
UNIQUENESS OF THE PROJECT
The City of Calgary’s budget engagement process was the first of its kind and size in Canada.
As the project was launched, the Mayor and City council made a public commitment to
understand and consider all of the input in their decision-making for the 2012-2014 business
plans and budget. This process provided a way for City Council to understand what Calgarians
want, need and value in order to make budgetary decisions that truly reflect this. There was an
unprecedented representation of depth and breadth of people contributing to this process that
had traditionally been excluded in other comparable processes. Calgary is known as a
municipality that is actively involved in social media, which allowed us to take advantage of
these channels and achieve substantial online engagement throughout the course of this
project. For example, more than 1,400 ideas were submitted by participants and 119,000 votes
were submitted through the Allourideas online tool, over 900 people participated in the online
Budget Maker tool and more than 300 participant comments were posted on social media
channels like Facebook, Twitter and Blogs during the course of the project.
Budget Kit Hosting Workshops were delivered to both citizens and City employees to gain a
deeper understanding of the content and process and build their own capacity to participate on a
higher level. These workshops taught participants how to host conversations themselves;
empowering them to go out and gather input from their friends, families, co-workers and
neighbours. This technique allowed participants to make the public engagement project their
own, and to reach out to individuals who might be unaware or unable to attend larger events.
Participants used the Budget Kit Booklet to provide a focus for information on City services, and
a Deliberative workbook (online and in hard copy) to record answers to questions.
Budget TV used videos as an interactive way for people to provide input and a visual domain for
others to understand the perspectives, stories and experiences of citizens and staff and to share
their own views. Emphasis was placed on reaching out to vulnerable or marginalized
participants (homeless, elderly, cultural groups), along with the general public. Tapings took
place throughout all phases with input from City staff, youth, seniors, arts and recreation groups,
elected officials and more. To view some of these videos, please visit
http://www.youtube.com/YYCBudgetTV.
Allourideas was an online tool designed to gather innovative ideas, suggestions and priorities
related to City services. The existing, extensive list of City Services was seeded in the tool, and
participants were asked to offer their views on enhancements, changes, improvements to City
services and to rate the services they most valued. Participants then voted on which services
were most important to them in comparison with other services offered by The City. There was
also a selection for “I can’t decide” and a space for comments (see image 1 on page 8).
Online Surveys were used throughout as alternative, more flexible means of participation to
hard copy materials or face-to-face sessions.
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Budget Maker was an online tool used to gather input on proposed increases, decreases,
eliminations and status quos to City departments, business units and City services and their
associated budgets. Participants could identify the potential impact of their choices to increase
or decrease a specific budget allocation, make choices for spending priorities, and view the
results of their overall choices. This provided substantive budgetary options that reflected the
priorities and values of participants. This similar format was also used in hardcopy at public
events called Conversation Cafes (see image 2 on page 8).
PROJECT RESULTS
This process has not only seen an enormous number and diversity of people engage with The
City of Calgary, it has also been the first of its kind budget engagement process in Canada. The
message from participants to maintain the size of the overall budget was taken into account by
City Council in their decision on indicative tax rates and fees for the next three years. Council’s
decision calls for Administration to improve efficiencies and effectiveness, which was also
echoed by participants throughout the engagement process. The 2012-2014 business plans
and budgets will be finalized in November 2011.
ALIGNMENT WITH CORE VALUES
Core Value 1 – How did the project ensure that those most affected by the decision or
problem were involved? In phase one of the project, we asked participants how they wanted
to be engaged, what we could do throughout the process to meet their needs and make
participation easier and more accessible for them. We asked what information they needed to
participate in a meaningful way on this complex issue. We engaged City staff, special interest
groups, and the wider range of Calgarians equally, with emphasis put on the breadth and depth
of people participating, rather than the number of participants. We engaged City staff from a
variety of departments, did research to identify interest groups that might have a stake and we
co-hosted discussions with a wide variety of community groups. We actively engaged the youth
population on several occasions throughout the process and reached out to seniors and
immigrant groups, sports groups, arts and culture groups and more. Specific events were
hosted for many of these target areas.
Core Value 2 – How was the outcome of the project influenced by the public’s
contribution? Council determined its priorities in its Fiscal Plan for Calgary and the indicative
rates and fees following an extensive discussion including participants’ input in the three month
engagement process. Council decided on preliminary tax rates that were lower than some of
the financial scenarios discussed, which requires Administration to further improve efficiencies
and effectiveness in service delivery. This reflects participants’ input which emphasized a desire
to keep City services while seeking ways to deliver services in a more efficient manner. The
increased capacity for citizens to engage in conversations about City budgets, and the
engagement results that reflected what participants have to say about spending priorities, also
reflect a learning process by both groups of key stakeholders. This has the potential to further
influence future decisions about business plans and budget allocation as they are prepared for
approval in November 2011.
Core Value 3 – How did the project promote sustainable decisions and ensure that the
needs and interests of all participants were communicated? In Phase 1 we heard that
accountability and transparency were both essential to the success of this project. Throughout
the project we posted all input to the website for public viewing as soon as it became available.
What Was Said reports recorded every word that was documented at each of the public
sessions and online and these were shared publicly. The final public engagement report that
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was submitted in June 2011 was given to City Council, staff and citizens at the same time to
solidify the promise of transparency and accountability. The input from Phase two contained
significant and detailed information about what Calgarians value about City services and
suggestions for improvements, enhancements and changes. This information provided in the
final report is tangible and valuable information that will help business planners make
sustainable decisions that considers participants’ input.
Core value 4 - How did the project seek out and facilitate the involvement of those most
affected? Inclusion AND representation were key factors critical to success of engagement on
a complex issue like municipal finances in order to achieve something different, and to hear from
all voices of Calgarians. We actively sought out, engaged, partnered with and supported the
involvement of organizations and groups in the process. But we also made a huge effort to get
the input of those who are unaffiliated - the voices of youth, new immigrants, low income and
hard to reach participants, arts and culture groups, businesses and seniors. We provided
training, tools, materials and resources for people to host conversations with their own formal
and informal networks of people, on their own time, in their own space and on their own terms.
We allowed for input to be submitted a number of different ways either electronically (online,
email) or in hardcopy (mail, dropping off at their local libraries). These approaches allowed for
people to both participate and contribute their input in the way they most preferred, reducing
barriers to participation. In addition, we had a comprehensive communication strategy to
enhance awareness of opportunities to be involved and to share information. This included over
22 different communication tools that reached approximately 215,000 direct contact points.
Examples include Twitter, Facebook, blogs, mobile apps, Facebook social ads, online
advertising banners, newspaper and radio advertisements, transit banners, electronic
newsletters, project website, videos and bold street signs.
Core Value 5 – How did the project seek input from participants on how they wish to
participate? The entire first phase of this project was dedicated to this Core Value. We used
online and in-person techniques to focus on understanding participant views about a meaningful
engagement process and to build relationships, trust and credibility. We asked participants
about their past experiences in engagement processes with The City, what information they
would need to participate and what they consider would be measures of success for this
engagement process. This valuable information was used to design the processes for the
following two phases of engagement. For example, we heard overwhelmingly that individuals,
communities, organizations and groups wanted to either host or co-host engagement events,
and have access to information and discussion guides through their libraries, so we built this into
our design. We were also given very specific details about the type of information that people
needed to know about City services and the budget process that were incorporated into the
information materials created such as the Budget Kit Booklet and online Budget Maker tool.
Core Value 6 – How did the information provided to participants support or contribute to
meaningful participation? As mentioned in Core Value #5, we asked participants what
information they needed in order to participate and built their recommendations into the products
and process developed. The Budget Kit Booklet that was developed broke down the complex
City structure, departments and City services into simple, understandable information for
participants, with more detailed information available for those looking for it. Using a phased
approach helped build and expand on people’s knowledge and understanding as they
progressed through the engagement process, allowing them to contribute at a higher level and
in more complex ways. The evaluation results showed the effectiveness of these strategies:
• 86% of participants agreed or strongly agreed that the information presented to them was
clear and easy to understand
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80% of community participants responded “Yes” or “Somewhat” that they felt they had a
better understanding of the range and variety of services provided by The City
• 80% of participants felt they were knowledgeable or very knowledgeable in their
understanding of City services after they completed the discussion guide (which
accompanied the Budget Kit Booklet) compared to 61% prior to completion
• 80% of participants agreed or strongly agreed that they are more aware of the complexity
of issues, values, perspectives and facts related to City programs and services.
Part of our capacity building approach described earlier was about empowering individuals,
communities and groups to have their own conversations in ways that were most meaningful to
them as opposed to ways that we thought would be meaningful for them. As mentioned in Core
Value #4, we also had a comprehensive communications strategy to ensure people were aware
of the opportunities to participate. Additionally, 80% of participants agreed or strongly agreed
that they had a greater understanding of the engagement process and how to participate as a
result of the activities they took part in.
•

Core Value 7 – How did the communication of the project results ensure that participants
knew how their input affected the decision or addressed the problem?
All input gathered was posted publicly online in “What Was Said” reports to ensure that all of the
input was available to all Calgarians. The final report and associated presentation to Council as
well as the questions Council posed to us along with our answers were also all posted publicly
online. The key message delivered to Council was that 58% of participants wanted to see the
budget remain at its current level with a reallocation of priorities and money. After all messages
were shared with Council they made the first Budget-related decision, setting the indicative tax
rate. Their decision to accept a tax rate to account for population growth and inflation reflects
this input. The decision was posted publicly online alongside the above information. In addition
to the online postings, updates were also given via video blog, in the electronic newsletter, using
Facebook and Twitter, and through the media. Department business planners will also take into
consideration this input when developing the 2012-2014 business plans and budgets which will
be finalized November 2011 and reported to the public.
In addition to the 7 IAP2 Core values, we identified two other guiding principles for our work.
These included:
Asking more of people and having the “hard” conversations. We focused on both
challenging and supporting participants to be clear in articulating what matters to them
personally, while also holding consideration of the needs and interest of their neighbours, friends
and colleagues. This deliberative process helped participants take a closer look at their own
views, have a deeper understanding of others views and make decisions and trade-offs that was
thoughtful, considered and reflective. The result of this could be seen in the number of
comments where individuals mentioned that while they personally didn’t use certain services
they recognized their importance for others, including, recreation services, subsidized transit
passes and affordable housing programs.
Internal and external engagement. We believe that City employees have a special kind of
wisdom and experience that is different from external stakeholders. We engaged City
employees in the conversation in similar ways to ensure this input was collected and considered.
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“We are turning the budget and planning process upside down by starting with you.”
- Mayor Naheed Nenshi

1. Alllourideas online tool for voting
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“I thought I was coming here today to comment on your draft
budget. I had no idea the City wanted me to tell you what I think
BEFORE you drafted the budget. They haven’t done that before
have they? This is new."
- participant

!

!

"Accessible online as well as face to
face, there was choice and multiple
opportunities regarding how we want
to participate, and all input was
valued equally"
- participant

!
2. Budget Maker online tool

3. Use of mobile app to engage through smart phones

"My business unit spends a lot of time asking for opinions but little time acting on them. If we can move more
towards embracing employee ideas then efficiency and engagement would improve."
- participant + City Employee

!
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Case Study Summary Table
Title
Organizing Group

Our Health. Our Perspectives. Our Solutions.
Towards a Common Health Vision
The New Brunswick Health Council (NBHC)

Location

Province of New Brunswick, Canada (Pop: 750,500)

Key Question/Problem

The NBHC is mandated by the Government of New Brunswick to
formulate recommendations to the Minister of Health on how to
strengthen the province’s health system. It aims to generate
recommendations that respond to the needs and expectations of
citizens and help ensure the system’s long-term sustainability.

Sample Methods

Three successive phases of public dialogues brought together
citizens (randomly recruited) and health system stakeholders, in
four regions of the province. The same participants attended all
three phases so as to refine their understanding of the issues
and options, learn from each other’s experiences, and build on
the work of the previous phases.
Phase I (Perspectives) and Phase II (Solutions) were highly
generative in nature, and designed to seek participants’ informed
perspectives on the current and desired state of the health
system. Phase III (Common Ground) was a deliberative dialogue
during which participants engaged in choicework to prioritize the
ideas generated in Phases I and II.
The work of each phase was supported by detailed Conversation
Guides, which provided a wealth of accessible information on the
New Brunswick Health System (e.g., structure, costs, services),
as well as a detailed summary of the findings from previous
phases.

Results

Clearly articulated set of guiding values, principles and priorities
that form the basis of a common health vision for the province,
and which rest on a strong, province-wide consensus.

Impact Level

High – Engagement outcomes are shaping the NBHC’s workplan
for the next year and serving as the foundation for its
recommendations to the Minister of Health. Initial reactions from
government officials to the initiative, as well as participant
evaluations, have been extremely positive.

Time Frame

January – August 2010 (Engagement Period: March-June 2010)

People Engaged

Over 300 citizens, representatives of various community and
public interest groups, health and wellness managers,
academics, health professionals, provincial government
representatives and municipal officials.

Web Link

www.nbhc.ca
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1.

The Problem and Challenge

In 2008, the New Brunswick Government published a four-year provincial health plan (20082012), in which it posited the need for the province’s health system to become a “citizencentered health system”, that is, “a system that meets the needs and preferences of individuals
and communities, rather than expecting people to adapt to what the system has to offer.”1
Created during this provincial health reform as an independent and objective organization, the
New Brunswick Health Council (NBHC) is mandated to measure, monitor and evaluate
population health and health service delivery in the province of New Brunswick. The
organization was mandated to make citizen engagement a core part of its work, with a view to
engaging New Brunswickers in a meaningful and ongoing dialogue on health and health care.
The Council's first public engagement challenge was to gather the public's vision and
expectations of a citizen-centred health system. While this initiative was driven by the practical
need for citizen input into the NBHC’s recommendations, it was also a critical milestone for the
fledgling organization: this was the NBHC’s first foray in the realm of citizen engagement, and
the team was well aware that it only had one chance to make a good first impression. In
addition, a number of challenges needed to be overcome: the NBHC was new and relatively
unknown to the general public; the creation of the NBHC was a controversial issue in the
province and many health stakeholders saw this process as a litmus test for the organization’s
ability to “deliver”; the timelines for planning and implementing such a large-scale, province-wide
effort were very tight; and the NBHC citizen engagement team was small and inexperienced.
2.

Role of Public Participation

The NBHC sees citizen engagement as a way for people to have a say in how health policy is
shaped in New Brunswick. This requires that citizens be well informed about the issues, and that
they be provided with meaningful opportunities to share their views; it also requires that
governments be open and attentive to the voices of citizens. For the NBHC, this means
reporting to New Brunswickers on the performance of the health system in a systematic and
transparent manner, seeking their informed input on the policies that guide the health system
and affect the health of the province’s population, and ensuring that these perspectives are duly
reflected in its recommendations to the Minister of Health and health system partners.
Our Health. Our Perspectives. Our Solutions. was the NBHC’s first large-scale citizen
engagement initiative, and its purpose was to inform the NBHC’s recommendations to the
Minister and health system partners on how to achieve this vision of a citizen-centered health
system. In particular, the initiative was designed to involve New Brunswick citizens and health
stakeholders in a dialogue on what people value most with regard to the provincial health
system, how the system can be strengthened and what can be done to improve provincial health
outcomes.

1

New Brunswick Government, Transforming New Brunswick’s Health‐care System: The Provincial Health Plan 2008‐
2012, April 2008, p.10
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3.

Public Participation Methods

The project consisted of a three-phased process, whereby:
•

Phase I explored the perspectives and concerns of citizens with respect to the current state
of New Brunswick’s health system, with a view to identifying what they see as the system’s
greatest strengths and most important challenges, and what they would value most in an
“ideal” health system.

•

Phase II looked to the future, to
envision the kind of health care system
New Brunswickers want, and identify
possible solutions to the challenges
identified in Phase I. Participants
explored where and by whom health
care, services and supports should be
delivered; what the health system
should do more and less of; and what incentives and supports might incite New
Brunswickers to make healthy/healthier choices.

•

Phase III prioritized the ideas, and explored the areas of common ground and points of
divergence that emerged from the first two phases, in order to identify elements of a
common vision for health care that could in turn inform and guide decision and policy
making.

The work of each phase was supported by detailed Conversation Guides, which provided a
wealth of accessible information on the New Brunswick Health System (e.g., structure, costs,
services), as well as a detailed summary of the findings of previous phases.2
The NBHC’s three-phased approach brought together a mix of citizens and stakeholders to
provide them with an opportunity to engage in an iterative learning and dialogue process: inviting
the same individuals to attend multiple dialogue sessions meant that participants could deepen
their understanding of the issues as they progressed, reflect on and integrate what they heard
between phases, and offer richer and more informed perspectives throughout the dialogues.
Four dialogue sites were selected for Phases I and II, in each of New Brunswick’s four corners:
Moncton, Bathurst, Edmundston and Saint John. These locations were selected to ensure that
any New Brunswicker could attend an event, without having to travel more than 200 kilometers.
In total, 310 participants attended the Phase I day-long dialogues, roughly half of which were
randomly recruited citizens, while the other half was comprised of stakeholders who work in or
have an influence on various components of the health system (representatives of various
community and public interest groups, health and wellness managers, academics, health
professionals, provincial government representatives and municipal officials). During Phase II,
each of these groups reconvened in the same locations for another full day of dialogue, to
continue their work together. Phase III consisted of a single provincial day of dialogue, held in
Fredericton, which brought together 111 self-selected participants from each of the four
locations (all Phase I and Phase II participants who wished to attend the Phase III dialogue
could do so).

2

Phase I and II conversation guides are available at: http://www.nbhc.ca/citizen_engagement.cfm.
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4. Uniqueness of the Project
The New Brunswick Health Council (NBHC) engagement process - Our Health. Our
Perspectives. Our Solutions - demonstrates a constructive and iterative process for engaging
citizens and stakeholders in examining complex systemic issues. The importance of the project
lies in its success in building a shared province-wide vision for health care at a transformative
moment in the health system. The public involvement initiative helped to validate and inform
NBHC's work in moving toward a citizen-centred health system, and continues to serve as a
reference for policy- and decision-makers in the province. The quality of information provided,
and the transparency of the process, were critical factors in the success of the initiative.
5. Project Results
The Final Report for this initiative was released publicly in the Fall of 2010, and sent to all 310
participants. Key Findings and a Summary of Participants' Primary Care Priorities reports were
also developed to further disseminate findings from the engagement process. As promised, this
input has served as a key starting point for the elaboration of NBHC’s recommendations to the
Ministry of Health, in combination with the results of other assessment mechanisms, such as the
NBHC’s Care Experience Report Cards. Results have also been widely shared with decision
makers, including the province’s five major health partners (Department of Health, Horizon
Health Network, Vitalité Health Network, AmbulanceNB and FacilicorpNB), professional health
associations, community organizations, and the provincial members of the legislative assembly.
The Key Findings document was also provided to the newly appointed Minister of Health in
order to brief her on citizens’ expectations as they relate to health and health care in NB. It will
also be showcased during the Department of Health’s upcoming Primary Health Care Summit
(fall 2011), so that the voice of citizens is represented throughout this stakeholder-only summit.
Another important impact has been an increased emphasis on the role of municipal actors in
health, in response to participants call for a focus on health that extends beyond hospitals and
physicians, and which includes communities and local governments. In response, NBHC
undertook a “health information roadshow”, presenting to the Association francophone des
municipalités du Nouveau-Brunswick and the Union of Municipalities of New Brunswick in May,
2011, to a very positive response. A strong desire to have such relevant health information
distributed to a larger audience naturally emerged, and has set the stage for a municipal
strategy in 2012. Similarly, participants’ calls for greater involvement in youth in this provincial
dialogue has led NBHC to launch its Health, its’ everybody`s business university tour for the fall
of 2011. It will target 40 students from 8 university campuses in world café style discussions
(total of 320 youth province wide). Phase 2 will target 11 community colleges in the following
year.
6. Alignment with Core Values
i. The project reflected the belief that those most affected by a decision have a right to be
involved in the decision-making process…
This is the foundation upon which NBHC was created; it is included in its legislated mandate and
embraced by the NBHC team. In this case, citizens were engaged in view of their rights to
information and participation, and a desire to ensure provincial health services reflect personal
and community needs, priorities, and values.
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ii.

The outcome of the project was influenced by the public's contributions…

The initiative was designed to ensure public input would directly influence NBHC's
recommendations to the Minister of Health, and be used to hold the government to account.
The strong participation of NBHC staff (e.g. the CEO acted as moderator at events) showed
clearly that the Council was listening to the public, and could itself be held accountable. The
values, principles and priorities through this initiative now form the basis of a common health
vision for the province; these are directly influencing the NBHC’s recommendations to the
Ministry of Health and other health system partners. The key findings have already been shared
widely among health system decision makers, as noted in the results section above, and some
preliminary measures have been taken to act upon the findings, such as the initiation of a
municipal strategy and a youth engagement process.
iii. The project promoted sustainable decisions and ensured that the needs and interests of all
participants were communicated…
The NBHC carefully constructed its recruitment framework to ensure that citizens, health system
stakeholders and government decision-makers were all at the table. It invested heavily in
helping citizens “get up to speed” on health care issues (e.g., through the Conversation Guides
and Learning Sessions during the dialogues). This allowed participants to gain a sense of the
type of tradeoffs and dilemmas faced by decision makers, and to wrestle with these choices as
the events progressed. However, the NBHC leadership placed an equal amount of emphasis on
duly briefing partners and stakeholders prior to the launch of this initiative to ensure they were
duly aware of it, and had an opportunity to prepare their participation.
By using a three-phased approach, citizens were invited to work through issues first, before
moving onto solutions and common ground. This was important for allowing the participants to
first feel that their concerns were heard, and then to surface and articulate constructive
responses. In the absence of such a progression, it can be easy for the ideas and suggestions
of many participants to be lost, as they become focused on problems and current
circumstances, never feeling that these are fully acknowledged. Instead, participants were able
to move to accepting the perspectives of others, and shift their attention to common solutions
and shared priorities – important elements of sustainable decision-making.
Considerable effort was also made to ensure that specific concerns, questions and ideas outside
the scope of the main consultation focus were heard and addressed. For example, participants
could post "off-topic" issues or specific questions in the “Parking Lot”. These items were
collected at each session, and included in the data analysis. Participants could also provide their
name and table number to allow for an NBHC team member to follow up with them during the
day and/or provide their phone number or email for follow up after the event. In the latter case,
the Executive Director for Citizen Engagement personally followed up on each of these requests
during the week following each event. In addition, an entire section of the Phase II Conversation
Guide was developed to specifically respond to questions posed by Phase I participants.
Summary findings from each Phase were also communicated to participants and posted on the
NBHC website prior to the beginning of the subsequent Phase.
iv. The project sought out and facilitated the involvement of those potentially affected by or
interested in a decision…
Many efforts were made to ensure the full participation of citizens: a public opinion research firm
conducted random recruitment of citizens to ensure this group was representative of New
Brunswick’s’ diversity; simultaneous interpretation was provided at all dialogues, along with
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necessary accommodations for persons with disabilities; and individuals for which travel
expenses were a barrier to participation were provided with financial assistance. Adjustments
were also made in the process to facilitate the participation of individuals with low literacy levels.
v.

The project sought input from participants on how they wished to participate…

While the initial framework of the process was established at the outset, the design of each
phase was “emergent”, based largely on what was learned during the previous phase. Issue
framing and exercises were informed by participants’ conclusions on each topic, as well as by
their feedback on the process as collected by their table facilitators, in their evaluation forms,
and in the “Parking Lot”. Adjusting the process to reflect each previous session's work helped
participants to move through current perspectives to solutions and finally to common ground,
with a sense of inclusion in and ownership of the process.
vi. The information provided to participants supported meaningful participation…
Every effort was made to ensure participants, particularly members of the “lay public", were
equipped to have an informed discussion on the state of the New Brunswick health system: the
NBHC team led Learning Sessions during each dialogue event; the Conversation Guides
provided pertinent information and data in an accessible, plain language format; and the NBHC
team was available during and after each event to address participants’ questions or concerns.
Participants appreciated the information provided, and commended NBHC for its
responsiveness and transparency in addressing their questions, particularly on the topic of
health care costs. The information thus contributed both to participants' capacity to wrestle with
the difficult choices before them, but also to their trust of the process.
In addition, the NBHC placed a great deal of importance on the notion of dialogue throughout
this process: participants were reminded that the goal in a dialogue is to work together to
explore and understand different points of view. In support of this, the “Ground Rules for
Dialogue” were highlighted at the beginning of the day, and prominently displayed at the centre
of every table. Table facilitators were trained and assigned to each table and were responsible
both for facilitating the table conversations and for note-taking. These measures helped to
sustain a constructive process oriented toward building common ground and shared priorities,
and strengthened the validity of the province-wide consensus.
vii. Participants knew how their input affected the decision…
Transparency was a critical dimension of this process and was integrated in the design and
subsequent reporting in many ways. Interactive keypad voting allowed participants to vote on
key questions and instantly see the room’s response on the big screen. During Phases I and II,
a “Theme Team” summarized the input provided by each table during the opening exercise, and
reported these results to the room after the lunch break. Findings from each phase were
reported on and integrated into the work of the following phase. Conversation Guides were
posted on the NBHC website. During the dialogues, the CEO responded to participants’
questions about the outcomes of the process. In particular, he was clear on what the NBHC
could and could not commit to by virtue of its mandate, how it would use the input collected, and
how it would hold government to account. The Final Report and Key Findings have been made
available on the NBHC Website, as well as sent directly to all participants. Citizens were able to
see that the specific priorities, values, and suggestions they identified were accurately reflected
in the final documents, and that those messages were carried forward to key decision makers.
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7. Our Health. Our Perspectives. Our Solutions… in Action!
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Vancouver City Central Transmission (VCCT) Project Case Study
Organizing Group
Location
Key
Question/Problem

BC Hydro
Fairview Slopes neighbourhood - Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada
Due to aging infrastructure, unprecedented growth and increased
demand, BC Hydro is building the first major electrical upgrade in
Vancouver in 30 years. This project will meet the growing demand for
power in two key urban neighbourhoods and increase electrical reliability
for all of Vancouver.
To meet this construction communications challenge, BC Hydro designed
and implemented a program of community engagement and public
communications. This included effectively informing and creatively
engaging with the public and stakeholders in the densely-populated,
Fairview Slopes neighbourhood during six months of construction,
including eight consecutive days of 24-hour work.
Local government, residents, businesses, property owners, commuting
drivers, cyclists and pedestrians all required information about anticipated
and evolving construction activities and schedules.

Sample Methods

Community open houses; a neighbourhood advisory group; a dedicated
community liaison contact; a construction information phone line
monitored during construction hours (including 24-hour work);
stakeholder meetings (including with municipal government officials and
staff); widely-mailed brochures and hand-delivered updates and flyers;
regularly updated website; social media (YouTube and Twitter);
newspaper and radio advertisements; email updates; on-the-ground
community outreach by construction communications team.

Results

The engagement process successfully built broad awareness of project
construction. The public understood the project need, was aware of the
construction schedule, was informed of traffic impacts, and knew how to
get more information. Engagement continued throughout construction so
that issues were identified and impacts mitigated quickly.

Impact Level

Major metropolitan city

Time Frame

Submission focuses on construction period from January 2011 - August
2011 (previous consultation and community outreach was from
November 2008 to December 2010)

People Engaged

Approximately 11,000 residences and businesses in the Fairview Slopes
area and countless drivers, cyclists and pedestrians that use this major
Vancouver neighbourhood.

Web Link

BC Hydro VCCT Website (bchydro.com/vcct) - updated regularly
(sometimes daily); VCCT Information Centre; VCCT Project Video:
Transmission Line Construction
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The Problem and Challenge
BC Hydro’s Vancouver City Central Transmission (VCCT) Project is the most significant
investment in central Vancouver's electrical system in almost 30 years. The project will not only
increase reliability of the electrical supply throughout Vancouver but more specifically, will meet
the growing demand for electricity in two major urban neighbourhoods - Mount Pleasant and
south False Creek (including the Fairview Slopes neighbourhood). The focus of this submission
is BC Hydro’s challenge of effectively informing and engaging with a broad range of
stakeholders, including local government, residents (property owners and tenants) and
businesses in the densely-populated Fairview Slopes area of Vancouver, as well as the broader
population including commuting drivers and cyclists.
The VCCT Project included drilling an 850 metre-long crossing (to house a new transmission
line) approximately 30 metres beneath False Creek (an ocean inlet) and parts of adjacent
neighbourhoods. A worksite for the horizontal directional drilling was established in a residential
city street, adjacent to multi-story residential buildings. As well, once the crossing had been
drilled, an 850 metre long, 140,450 kilogram bundle of pipes was pulled through ten
neighbourhood streets to the above-noted worksite and into the crossing. View the VCCT
Project Transmission Line Construction video for visuals.
This activity took place over eight consecutive 24-hour work days, and is reported to be the first
time a pipe bundle-pull of this scale (weight, length, and number of pipes) has been undertaken
in a densely-populated, urban neighbourhood. The streets of Fairview Slopes effectively
became a construction zone, with cranes and excavators occupying public space immediately
outside hundreds of homes and businesses. There were significant traffic impacts for six
months, including temporarily-blocked access to underground parkades. The construction
schedule often changed daily or hourly, due to the uncertain nature of the work. For example,
the extremely-complex pipe bundle pull and installation was scheduled to take place around the
clock over four days, but due to some equipment failures and unexpected technical difficulties,
required eight 24-hour work days.
The biggest challenge was to effectively and efficiently share with stakeholders and the public
the construction activities and schedule. Throughout the process, BC Hydro provided as many
opportunities as possible for the public to offer input, and remained flexible and open-minded to
suggestions on how to best mitigate or minimize the construction disruptions.
Public consultation on the overall project started in November 2008, and construction began in
January 2011. One of the key requests from the public at community open houses in 2008 and
2009 was to be given timely information about the project construction schedule and associated
traffic impacts. In response, BC Hydro focused on extensive and regular communications, as
well as the mitigation of impacts through community engagement during construction.
The Role of Public Participation
The broad public participation process featured offline and online initiatives designed to
increase the level of engagement, ensuring Fairview Slopes residents and businesses were fully
informed and provided with multiple opportunities to provide input, voice any concerns and have
them addressed.
Public Participations Methods
In 2008, community open houses were held for residents and businesses, and information (e.g.
project newsletters and facts sheets) was mailed to more than 27,000 residences and
businesses in the project area. See Core Value 1 for more details.
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Uniqueness of the Project
The Fairview Slopes component of the VCCT Project is unique because it is the first time a
construction activity of this scale was completed in such a densely-populated neighbourhood.
The pipe bundle pull and installation was logistically challenging for everyone involved. The
neighbourhood essentially became a construction zone as roads were closed and construction
vehicles were moved in to pull the pipe bundle through city streets and into the crossing
beneath False Creek. BC Hydro had to be efficient and effective in its communications
approach, and accessible at all times for the neighbourhood and the broader commuting public.
Project Results
The engagement process successfully built broad awareness of the construction taking place in
Fairview Slopes. Residents understood the need for the project, were aware of the construction
schedule and knew who to contact with questions, concerns and suggestions. More than 11,000
residences and businesses, as well as the broader commuting public, were informed of the
construction.
Residents, businesses and commuters were inconvenienced by the construction, especially the
pipe bundle pull and installation activities. BC Hydro heard from approximately 70 people during
the eight days of 24-hour activities. About half of these calls/emails were complaints (mainly
about noise, traffic impacts, parking and pedestrian access) and about half were requests for
even more information. Knowing the pipe bundle pull and installation was going to be a major
inconvenience, BC Hydro monitored the information line 24 hours a day and replied to all
inquires as quickly as possible.
BC Hydro received a number of positive comments from the public about the following: timely
communications on the changing construction schedule; dealing with issues in a timely manner;
providing a monitored 24-hour information line; and having communications team members onsite during periods of intense construction.
Alignment with Core Values
Core Value 1: How did the project ensure that those most affected by the decision or
problem were involved?
From the beginning of consultation in late 2008, BC Hydro recognized the importance of
ensuring that those most affected were informed and consulted with throughout the planning
and construction phases. A comprehensive consultation and communications plan for the
project included a range of methods to ensure that the Fairview Slopes neighbourhood was well
informed and involved.
During the planning and construction phases of the project, the following methods were used for
the Fairview Slopes neighbourhood and the local municipality:
 Community open houses
 Numerous meetings with the City of Vancouver and provision of regular reports during the
pipe bundle pull and installation to keep management and staff informed
 Creation of a Laurel Street and West 7th Avenue Work Area Neighbourhood Advisory Group
 BC Hydro VCCT Project Website
 Social media tools, including BC Hydro’s YouTube Channels (Power Smart and For
Generations) and Twitter
 Newspaper and radio advertisements to inform people about the overall project,
construction and traffic impacts
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Proactive media including a press conference and interviews at the work site
Staffing the information line, including 24 hours a day monitoring and response during the
eight days of the pipe bundle pull and installation
Mailed and emailed information fact sheets and project updates
Regular email construction updates to project stakeholder lists, including daily during the
pipe bundle pull and installation
Regular traffic advisories to radio and television media
Daily hand-delivered notices to update the neighbourhood of the last-minute changes to the
pipe bundle pull and installation schedule
Signage on worksite fences providing BC Hydro contact details and information boxes on
the fences containing project updates

Core Value 2: How was the outcome of the project influenced by the public’s
contributions?
BC Hydro appointed a full-time construction communications liaison person who answered the
information line, met on-site with residents and business owners, and facilitated a
neighbourhood advisory group.
Through this regular contact with the neighbourhood, valuable feedback was provided by the
public which led to mitigation measures such as additional noise barrier mats being installed on
the worksite fence and alternate parking arrangements made and paid for by BC Hydro for
residents whose parkade access was temporarily blocked by construction activity.
During the eight day pipe bundle pull and installation, the information line was monitored 24
hours per day and a construction communications team spent many hours on-site. One
example of how this ongoing engagement with the community assisted in the outcome of the
construction was how BC Hydro acted quickly after receiving input from the public on a
particular matter. The contractor, Michels Canada, had arranged for shuttle buses to run along a
street where the pipe bundle was sitting for a few days. This was because people could not
cross the street at intersections on seven blocks due to safety reasons. The bundle pull began
one evening and after the first commute the next morning, BC Hydro received input from people
saying that there was not enough clear information being provided to the public about the
shuttle bus service. Before the next morning’s commute, the construction communications team
worked overnight with the traffic control personnel to ensure that every flag person had a map
with all of the shuttle bus pick-up and drop-off spots and that signs were put up letting people
know where these were located. Due to this public contribution, the next day’s commute and
use of the shuttle bus service was greatly improved.
Core Value 3: How did the project promote sustainable decisions and ensure that the
needs and interests of all participants were communicated?
Throughout the construction phase, the Project Manager, Construction Manager and Officers,
and Contractors were informed by the communications team of public concerns and priorities
(e.g. minimize parking access impacts, minimize noise during evenings and weekends). The
communications team spoke daily to Construction Officers, attended the weekly construction
meetings, and passed along public input so that measures could be taken to reduce impacts.
BC Hydro worked closely with the City of Vancouver to coordinate infrastructure projects in
order to reduce overall construction impacts to the public. For example, when the city needed to
install a new pipe system in the same street as BC Hydro was building, they coordinated
construction schedules and activities so that the street did not have to be impacted twice.
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Core Value 4: How did the project seek out and facilitate the involvement of those most
affected?
BC Hydro established the Laurel Street and West 7th Avenue Neighbourhood Advisory Group
for the residents and businesses in Fairview Slopes that were most affected by the project. An
invitation to become a member of the advisory group was circulated at a community open house
as well as in directly mailed project information to the neighbourhood.
Twelve people became members and seven of these residents participated regularly. An
agreed-upon Terms of Reference mandated the advisory group to provide a focused and
consistent forum for members to learn more about construction plans, raise questions and
concerns about construction activities and schedules, and provide advice to the project team on
ways to mitigate or minimize construction impacts and disruptions to the neighbourhood.
The group members often shared their learnings with fellow tenants and property owners, as
well as other neighbours, and they brought neighbourhood questions or concerns to BC Hydro’s
attention, acting as a bridge between BC Hydro and the community.
This advisory group held its first meeting in January 2011 and met monthly with the project team
to discuss the overall project progress and the current and planned activities in their
neighbourhood, as well as any issues or challenges related to construction. The group members
were contacted prior to each meeting to determine if they had any agenda items to add. The
Project Manager, the Construction Officer and sometimes the contractor, attended the meetings
in addition to construction communications team members. In one instance, the group wanted to
hear about the city’s plans for their community, so BC Hydro arranged for a senior city
representative to attend a meeting.
The advisory group was an invaluable addition to this project and influenced it by identifying the
neighbourhood’s primary concerns during construction. The group continues to work with BC
Hydro to identify and complete a legacy project for the neighbourhood.
Core Value 5: How did the project seek input from participants on how they wished to
participate?
During the project’s planning phase, the public was asked how they would like to be kept
informed once construction began. Their feedback was incorporated into the construction
communications with the Fairview Slopes neighbourhood.
In addition, the neighbourhood advisory group was periodically asked to comment on how they
and their neighbours were receiving information regarding construction and if improvements or
alternate methods should be applied. Their input, in combination with feedback from emails and
phone calls to the information line, led to the placement of information boxes on work area
fencing, containing regular project updates.
BC Hydro, although not able to change the necessary construction activities, did put together an
approach for extensive communications and comprehensive mitigation measures.
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Core Value 6: How did the information provided to participants support or contribute to
meaningful participation?
BC Hydro ensured that it was always the first and most accurate source of all information for the
project. The communications team created detailed project updates, maps and animated videos
to thoroughly explain the project to the public and help them understand how they would be
affected by construction. All information presented to the public through various methods was
posted on the project website in an effort to be transparent and accountable in all
communications. This approach (i.e. printed materials and on-line information) ensured that
everyone had equal access to important project details.
In addition, the multiple channels for the public to communicate with the project team (email,
phone, face-to-face at the worksite, and advisory group participation) enabled people to engage
in ways that were most comfortable for them, and to provide input that may not otherwise have
been provided if there was only one or two methods to communicate.
Core Value 7: How did the communications of the project results ensure that participants
knew how their input affected the decision or addressed the problem?
The frequent project updates provided details on issues that had been raised and how BC
Hydro was dealing with them.
Even if the issue was only raised by one or two people, BC Hydro provided the response to
others that might experience the same impacts. For example, when a residential parkade had to
be blocked, BC Hydro located and paid for alternative parking, but residents still had concerns
about not being able to park overnight in their own parkade. BC Hydro then worked with the
contractor and a compromise ensured that residents could access their parkade from 7:00 pm
to 7:00 am, and then could use the alternate parkade (two blocks away) during the day.
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MAKING THE BEST POSSIBLE USE OF AVAILABLE RESOURCES SO THAT
ALL STUDENTS HAVE ACCESS TO VIBRANT SCHOOLS AND QUALITY
PROGRAMS
• Round 1: Greater Hardisty Area & City Centre Education Partnership
(11 Schools: Pilot Project)
• Round 2:Central, South Central and West 1 Sectors (63 Schools)
Edmonton Public School Board (EPSB)
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada, Population of over 800,000 (Approximately 195
schools and 80,000 Students registered to EPSB)
Some areas of Edmonton are growing rapidly, while enrolment in schools in
mature areas is declining. Provincial funding for education is provided per
student, and this presents a challenge when enrolment is declining. Provincial
funding for maintenance is tied to the number of students a district has, rather
than the amount of space it maintains. In the event of school closure, school
buildings can sometimes continue to benefit the community by offering a space for
community use. There are a wide variety of views about class and school size
and quality education.
Key Question: How do we make the best possible use of available resources
so that all students have access to vibrant schools and quality programs?
Interviews, Conflict/Issues Assessment, Surveys, Social media, Online discussion
forums, E-newsletters, “backpack” letters, Public Engagement 101 Workshops,
IAP2 Training, Link to Decision-making Report, Community, Staff and Partner
Forums [Open Space Technology], Deliberative Workbooks, Community and staff
conversation hosting workshops, YOUth Talk Sessions, Public Engagement
Advisory Committee, Community and Staff Workshops [modified Charrettes]
Round 1: A comprehensive public participation model was piloted involving 11
schools in 2 mature areas of the city. At the time, enrolment at the 11 schools was
2,222 students with 4,162 surplus spaces in those facilities. An emphasis was
placed on the public understanding of the complex issues related to realities of
funding, education and facilities related to low student enrolment while respecting
the needs of the community. The outcome resulted in the recommendation for the
closure of 5 schools and 1 elementary program with the students consolidated at
6 sites in the neighbourhoods. In addition the process resulted in reconfiguration
of schools, redistribution of students, and reorganization of programs.
Round 2: Following a similar engagement process to Round 1 with adjustments
based on lessons learned and participant feedback, Round 2 incorporated 3
sectors (geographic areas) with 63 schools, 18,761 enrolled students and 11,340
surplus spaces in those schools. The resulting decisions and outcomes were
impacted by the school board trustee elections in October of 2010, mid-process.
The new board passed a motion imposing a 2-year moratorium on school closures
prior to reviewing the results of the public engagement process. Although this
impacted our ability to keep our commitments and honour the input of all
participants, the P2 process still had considerable impact on the resulting
decisions as conversations and input are reviewed and changes to schools and
communities are considered going forward.
Second largest School Board in Alberta, Sectors reviewed included almost 20,000
students, with associated families, community and residents
Round 1 September 2009 to January 2010
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Round 2: March 2010 to January 2011
Round 1: 600+ participants
Round 2: 3100+ participants
http://sectorreview2010.com/

THE PROBLEM AND CHALLENGE
Edmonton Public School Board (EPSB) aims to provide vibrant schools with a range of quality
programs that help every child reach his or her potential. At the time of the project, EPSB
operated 196 schools in the District, and this project reviewed a total of 74 schools and 20,900+
students in three sectors, with 15,502 surplus spaces in those schools. Reduced funding as a
result of declining enrolment made it challenging to deliver a range of quality programming,
activities and support to students. Additionally, EPSB offers families choice, and students are
not limited to their designated neighbourhood school; parents can choose to have their children
attend any school in the city providing that there is sufficient space and the student meets the
entrance criteria. The municipality, communities, community groups, partners and residents in
the affected areas had a variety of views, values and interests related to school space and its
link to a vibrant community.
THE ROLE OF PUBLIC PARTICIPATION
In previous school review and closure processes parents, school staff and community members
criticized EPSB for lacking two-way communication and not engaging in dialogue. Moreover,
they felt they were not given the background on why a decision was made, nor were they given
any feedback on the suggestions they offered. The EPSB Board of Trustees reviewed the
existing school closure process and determined that a new process was required to better suit
the needs of stakeholders. The sector review process was established and Dialogue Partners
was hired by EPSB Administration to develop an engagement process to accompany sector
planning. EPSB Administration made a commitment that the public engagement process would
pursue a level of “involve” (of the IAP2 spectrum) where issues, concerns and values would be
considered and understood and reflected in the recommendations to EPSB Trustees. Our role,
at Dialogue Partners, was to reflect the voice of all participants to administration and trustees
and to honor and acknowledge the diversity and perspectives of participants. This was not a
“blue sky” visioning process where the goal
was to make everyone happy and imagine a
This process moved my thinking along-new ideas I
never considered. ~Participant
rosy future. Instead participants were asked to
!
bring what was deeply important to them, take
the time to understand the views of others as well as their own, grapple with the realities and
challenges of the situation and propose solutions for the future.
PUBLIC PARTICIPATION METHODS
This was an emotional and complex situation and we determined that the best way to approach
the engagement was by using a phased process that focused on what was important to people,
identify and resolve conflict, build understanding and respect, and create acknowledgement of
the diversity of views and perspectives.
This is not an easy process, but well
• Phase 1: Creating the Foundation
worth the effort. The information
• Phase 2: Values and Principles Based Engagement
guide has good information.
~Participant
• Phase 3: Developing Options for the Future
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Highlights of P2 Techniques Used:
• Public Engagement Advisory Committee: Citizens, staff and community organization
representatives provided input and advice on the public engagement process for sector
planning throughout the project
• Interview and Surveys: Used to fully understand the issues and perspectives from multiple
viewpoints and to develop a comprehensive public engagement plan for each round
• “Public Engagement 101” Workshops: provided information to assist parent councils,
community leagues and partner organizations to understand the objectives, process of
sector review as well as provide training to lead and host their own conversations
• “Come to the Conversation” Workbooks: Used to raise awareness about the facts related to
school space issues, funding, programs and enrollment and to create a frame for values
based discussion
• Community Forums: Used open space technology to gather input on principles and values
for with a focus on identifying suggestions and strategies for space configuration and
allocation
• “Come to the Conversation” Workshops: Based on a modified charrette technique, created
an opportunity for community and stakeholders to work through ideas and suggestions for
space allocation and configurations, in a hands on way, with a focus on both the community
and the individual schools.
UNIQUENESS OF THE PROJECT
This project distinguishes itself from other engagement processes in its use of innovative
techniques, debunking some commonly held myths about P2 and its contribution to spreading
the practice of public engagement in the Alberta education system.
This discussion spurred a lot of out of the box thinking

Innovative Techniques
and I really enjoyed getting to hear other peoples’
concerns that I never thought of before. It helped
1. We put the conversation in the hands of
broaden my perspective. ~Participant
the participants and gave them
ownership as to how the dialogue would
unfold. We supported this initiative by providing “Public Engagement 101” training for
interested individuals as well as providing them with the materials and tools to support
effective and productive conversations they would host themselves with friends, neighbours
and others. Six training sessions were held with 80+ participants, who then went on to host
their own discussions.
2. At face to face events, we utilized unique engagement techniques that were visual and
graphic in nature. For example, in Phase 3, participants used maps of each sector to draw,
mark up and demonstrate their options for the future. This gave participants a physical and
tangible experience of decision-making that supported the ongoing audible conversation and
dialogue.
3. To ensure the voice of youth and students was heard we designed “YOUth Talks” where
students were provided the space and opportunity to speak their mind and have their ideas
recorded. Students worked together at specially designated sessions to identify what was
important to them about their school and community as well as to vote on the resulting
priorities. In total there were 16 YOUth Talk sessions held in 16 schools with 353
participants.
P2 Myths Debunked
This project debunked three common myths frequently presented as barriers to engagement.
This is just too complicated for participants to
The issues are complex and will require all to
successfully engage in conversation or
work together. Thanks you for being so
provide constructive feedback. The large
transparent with the information you provide.
~Participant
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number of relevant and considered submissions and comments was proof of participants ability
to understand the complex issues and how they related to their lives, community and children.
Participants will become emotional and unable to think logically or rationally. Participants
demonstrated over and over that they were able to engage in emotional issues, have emotional
conversations and successfully maintain constructive dialogue and deliberation that resulted in
usable options. Moreover, with few exceptions, participants showed caring and compassion for
one other, EPSB staff and Dialogue Partners
Why bother when we know we can’t make everyone happy? Not all participants supported
the final outcomes and decisions but were supportive and satisfied with the engagement
process.
Spreading the Practice of P2
This process built on and affirmed a history of collaboration by EPSB with parents, teachers and
students. EPSB believed there was enormous value in using arms–length facilitators as this
neutrality created open space and transparency and eliminated any perception of bias. It also
allowed EPSB planners to focus on planning and content expertise. Of particular note, we
noticed a shift in school based teaching staff who initially came to the conversation with
hesitation and who made a visible shift to appreciating the collaborative process and the
possibility of solving problems together with parents and community. EPSB had the courage and
foresight to see the possibilities of engaging a wider audience and since their success with this
process, have become ambassadors in the practice of public engagement.
• EPSB continues to use IAP2 trained facilitators to deliver various engagement projects
• EPSB has invested in building the capacity, skills and knowledge of staff through public
engagement training
• Neighbouring school districts regularly ask for information and lessons learned on the
project including Calgary Board of Education, Toronto District Schools, Vancouver Public
Schools and Battle River School Division
PROJECT RESULTS
Engagement projects and processes are designed to ensure participant engagement and the
most accurate assessment of the results and effectiveness of the process should come from
those who experienced it. We outlined seven engagement goals at the start of the project and
upon completion we asked participants to evaluate how well we did in achieving those goals.
Here are some of the highlights:
• 81% of participants agreed or strongly agreed that the sessions helped them understand the
facts and information related to sector planning
• 73% of respondents agreed or strongly agreed that the sessions helped them understand
some of the issues, perspectives and views of other participants and/or sector planning
• 83% of respondents indicated they felt the sessions allowed them to talk about issues that
were important to them
• 55% of respondents agreed or strongly agreed that the sessions met their expectations for
respectful and constructive dialogue. 20% chose neither agree or disagree.
• 90% of respondents indicated they felt the facilitators encouraged everyone to participate
• 54% of respondents agreed or strongly agreed that the sessions met their expectations for
developing options for going forward. 28% chose neither agree or disagree.
ALIGNMENT WITH CORE VALUES
IAP2 outlines seven core values to guide a meaningful public engagement process. In order to
support the needs of this project two additional values of Capacity Building and Embracing
Emotion were included reflecting an expanded and enhanced approach.
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Core Value #1: How did the project ensure that those most affected by a decision were
involved?
Prior school closures resulting from sustainability reviews were criticized and EPSB Board of
Trustees understood the need for something different. The engagement process as it was
described in Public Participation Methods was developed. Parents, parent councils, community
groups, partners and organizations were directly targeted for involvement. In addition, EPSB
principals, teachers and school support staff were engaged in the conversation, along with
related levels of government (the municipality, province etc). Social service, new immigrant and
poverty reduction organizations were partnered with.
Core Value #2: How was the outcome of the project influenced by the public
consultations?
The project was grounded in commitment and accountability to both the participants and EPSB
Administration and Trustees. We communicated the role of the public and informed them of their
ability to influence the issues under discussion. The P2 process impacted sector planning
outcomes by developing numerous options beyond school closures, that were in alignment with
Board approved planning principals. Examples of these options included the re-location of
specialized programming, retention or addition of childcare, continuation or adjustment of social
and family support services in the event of school closure, delivery of social and education
services by partner organizations, maintaining a community junior high, working in collaboration
with other levels of government and organizations, and using capital monies for school
refurbishment to meet the needs of students. These creative options reflected the values and
needs of a variety of stakeholders and took a positional issue of closing or not closing schools
and offered numerous perspectives that trustees could consider and implement in decisions.
Core Value #3: How did the project promote sustainable decisions and ensure that the
needs and interests of all participants were communicated?
Sustainable decisions require reaching out and engaging ALL potentially interested and affected
stakeholders. Through an extensive outreach and meaningful process we included students,
parents, families, community partners and organizations, as well as staff of EPSB in gathering
their input and views to support Administration recommendations to Trustees. All voices were
reflected in the final report submitted to Administration and decision makers.
• 16 different communication tools in Round 1 and 20 tools in Round 2 were used to share
information and encourage participation. Most were used multiple times.
• 21 different engagement events, opportunities or activities in Round 1 and 42 events in
Round 2 were used to gather input, ideas, concerns and suggestions
• Approximately 330,000 contact points were made to share information in Rounds 1 and 2
• Approximately 4000 participants attended events or provided direct input Rounds 1 and 2
Core Value #4: How did the project seek out and facilitate the involvement of those most
affected?
We ensured the engagement program had a comprehensive and inclusive outreach process that
provided multiple opportunities for diversity of perspectives, viewpoints and experience. We
communicated to all participants that they had a right to a voice and we ensured all potentially
interested and/or affected stakeholders were provided with an opportunity to speak for
themselves.
• Invitations to participate were sent home via backpack letters to all parents in each sector
• A comprehensive database of over 1000 contacts from a variety of stakeholder groups
was used to distribute communication materials and electronic newsletters
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Social media, online tools and online discussion forum “Connect2Edmonton” were
utilized
Community forums, workshops and other face to face events were held in each sector
Sessions were designed specifically for school teaching staff and administration
YOUth Talks were designed to engage students in grades 5, 6 and 7
We partnered and worked with new immigrant and refugee organizations to reach the
hard to access, marginalized or non-English speaking stakeholders
We provided translation and interpretation of materials, provision of childcare at events,
and worked through community contacts

Core Value #5: How did the project seek input from participants on how they wished to
participate?
Using a Public Engagement Advisory Committee, made up of a wide variety of interested and
affected stakeholders, we developed, refined and adjusted the engagement process throughout
the project. Our process had a foundation of flexibility and responsiveness that allowed us to
adjust the engagement process as we moved ahead in order to respond to participant, staff and
organizational input and needs. We gathered input from participants in both rounds of the
project through interviews and survey submissions on their ideas about meaningful engagement
such as timing of meetings, information needed to participate and suggestions on tools and
engagement approaches that would work best for them, their friends, colleagues or neighbours.
That input was used as the foundation for the public engagement and communication plans.
Core Value #6: How did the information provided to participants support or contribute to
meaningful participation?
This is not an easy process, but well worth the effort. The
We used easy to understand,
information guide has good information. ~Participant
accessible, balanced material that
shared information on the opportunities to !participate and raised awareness on substantive
issues related to sector planning. Workbooks outlined data about enrolment, specialized
programs, school capacity, facility conditions, space uses at the school, and source of school
enrolment by sector. There were no easy solutions or “right” answers to the opportunities and
challenges posed by sector planning and supporting meaningful participation required the
information and corresponding questions to encourage participants to think not only about what
is important personally but also what would be important to others. For example:
• “How does your option for the future consider items that are important to your friends,
neighbours and colleagues?”
• “Tell us about your option. How does it address the facts and realities as well as what is
most important to you?”
Core Value #7: How did the communication of the project results ensure that participants
knew how their input affected the decision?
The engagement process needed to be open to receiving a diversity of viewpoints, be
transparent in how each voice was captured, and accountable to the essence and meaning of
what people shared. We developed “What Was Said” reports for each engagement activity and
posted them to the project website. The final report encompassing all the engagement results
was simultaneously shared with project participants as well as EPSB Administration and
Trustees. Additionally, a report entitled “A Link to Decision-Making” was produced and shared
with all interested participants for the resulting decisions of Round 1.
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Additional Core Value: Building capacity to participate-In order to build long-term capacity
for public participation we brought participants together to build their skills and knowledge to
engage in “hard conversations” and to participate in constructive engagement process.
• Public Engagement 101 Training and workbook conversation hosting workshops were
hosted to provide information to assist
As a parent coming into the school system with a
parent councils, community leagues and
kindergarten student I knew very little about what
partner organizations understand the
was going on. The information you provided and
event objectives and process of sector
the individuals available to answer questions were
fantastic. ~Participant
review planning and to share tools and
information on how to host a
conversation on the issues.
• IAP2 Training-Emotion, Outrage and Public Participation was provided to EPSB staff.
This was intended to increase the knowledge and skills for district staff to provide a
toolbox to draw on during emotional discussions or sessions.
Additional Core Value: Embracing emotion- The potential for school closure was an
emotional and potentially confrontational issue. There were numerous concerns varying from
impacts to safety of families and declining property values, to fears of losing the “heart of the
community” in school closures. To prevent the development of opposing factions or damage to
existing relationships, we created space for people’s emotion in a respectful and caring way by
engaging people in values-based dialogue so that they could weigh both facts and values in a
constructive process. We brought people together to build and support new and existing
relationships so that these complex issues could be faced together.
IMAGES
! OR PHOTOS SUPPORTING THE PROJECT
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DOVERCOURT SCHOOL
Enrolment
Kindergarten to Grade 6
250 students enrolled

Between April and
June 2010 public
engagement sessions
Programs
140 students in Regular Program for sector planning
focused
on values
110 students in Alternative Program,
Bilingual
based issues, and
Chinese
sought to understand
what was important to
School Capacity
participants.
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373 (ACU - Provincial formula)
400 (ACOL
– class size
guide)
Participants
provided
input through a wide variety
300 (OELof–activities
optimal enrollment)
and events. Some of the key points in
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each theme are noted here for your consideration
Facility Condition
as you develop your ideas and options for going
Built in 1955,
condition
rated as good
!
forward.

3202 square metres, 20 classrooms
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Space Uses
at the School
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Tenants /•Leases
Value of diversity, multiculturalism and the
Bamby Day Care
Centre
Ltd. and understanding that
deeper
learning
Joint Use Hoursresults from diverse children, families and
communities
learning
andbooked
engaging
448.50 hours available
/ 213.50
hours
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together
!Easy to read
•
Inclusion
and support
for diverse
and
understand
information
on

•

cultural/socio-economic
needs and
the issues to facilitate
informed discussion
•

•

languages
Desire to create and support schools that
incorporate such an environment
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Focus on maximizing resources and
achieving efficiencies
Reconfigure schools to K-9 or other flexible
configurations
Shared staff and administration, twinning
schools, collocation of shared services
between schools such as libraries
Grouped
and themed
stakeholder
input to
Out-sourcing
maintenance,
increasing
find rental
common
andfor
generate
options
and ground
lease rates
school space
Decrease teacher
school staff salaries
for theand
future.
Some schools should close, but it should
be done in creative and sustainable ways
that consider long-term needs.
Recognition that resources are finite and
should be used with care
Desire for change related to funding levels
and funding formula used by the Province
Encourage EPSB to develop an alternate
funding formula that reflects quality
education and includes staffing, operations,
capital investment and administration
EPSB lobby the Province to provide
adequate resources
School funding should be based on socioeconomic and learning needs versus
number of students
Look at amalgamating the Catholic and
Public school boards
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Developed ideas and recorded
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discussion at community forums and

Support for a process and decisions that
focus on what most benefits children
Ensure that all children are healthy and
well-adjusted in a safe, caring and stable
school environment
Support children in times of change and
transition
Maximize the potential of every child
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Value of mature, inner city
workshops
neighbourhoods, and the quality of life
•
Changing demographics and a gradual but
•
steady increase in young families in mature
&
areas
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•
Need to reinvest in these neighbourhoods
•
Building new schools in new areas and
8,'5,"33*150&'8%1&:'$1)",*%-&"1)&26'*2%&&
closing old schools in mature areas should
•
Support for the value of diversity and range
This map displays the City of Edmonton
stop
of programs
and the corresponding
EPSB
sectors.
This
•
EPSB
should
work with
the City to address
•
Variety of language and special needs
project focused on the
sectors
highlighted
the impact of continued urban sprawl and
programs
in blue. West 1, Central
and
Central
growth
in South
the suburbs
•
Support for special needs programs to be
•
Value of reduced environmental footprints
available and integrated in all schools
and the unique nature of inner city
•
Specialized programs could be located in
neighbourhoods
buildings closest to the areas where they
•
Concern that closure of schools will
draw attendance
negatively impact the community and/or
•
Each sector should have access to schools
property values
with specialized programs
•
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2011 Core Values Award Nominees
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